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When a man seeks your advice
he generally wants your praise
♦ —Chestrrfleld
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RUMMAGE SALE
2.00 P. M.

Tuesday, G. A. R. Hall
Beano Party in the evening
Auspices Anderson Camp Auxiliary

Accustomed to fancy audiences of
2000 and 3000, Thomas Laite, Nashua,
N. H„ delivered a stirring address to
a gathering of about 150 at K. P. hall
Wednesday night, the driving rain
which lasted all day and night kept
home many who had planned to
attend.
The subject of Mr. Laite’s address
was "Social Science." “We are now
living in an age." he said, “when sci
ence plays a big part in the affairs
of the government. Forward thinking
Americans will be the future rulers
of our nation.
"The Townsend Plan is scientific in
principle, economically and financially
sound it would make money the serv
ant of the people Instead of their
master.
“Politicians are waking up to the
fact that the Townsend Clubs hold
the balance of power in State elec
tions,” said Mr, Laite, urging all mem
bers to stand by Dr. Townsend. “You
cannot have Christianity without
Christ, neither can you have the
Townsend Recovery Plan without the
Doctor.”
Mr. Laite and H. B. Elliot of Mass
achusetts will be the principal speak
ers at the second district convention
I to be held Armistice Day in Augusta
city hall when delegates from all
clubs will elect a new district board.
Club No. 1 Is planning to send some
of ,lts entertainers to take part in
the program it is expected that there
will be*a large turnout to this con
vention.

The annual Are loss of the United
States averages about a half a
BILLION a year. Wrap your mind
around these figures for a minute
and then ask yourself if you have
ENOUGH fire insurance!

WANTED

INSURANCE
COUNSELLORS

,
L

Furnished and Heated
Call

FEYLER’S, INC.

C.

425 MAIN ST. - PHONE 98

TILLSON AVE.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1191
•
130*lt

$5.00 PERMANENT WAVE
FOR

Number 1 30.

MAINE APPLE WEEK
(PROCLAMATION BY THE GOVERNOR
WHEREAS, in the distinctive periods of the year the apple
industry of Maine is deserving of a prominent position as one of

the important crops of the State, I am noting the approach of
Maine Apple Week, inaugurated for the purpose of increasing
public appreciation of the high quality of Maine apples and ad
vancing the general interests of the industry.
WHEREAS, it will be helpful and encouraging to our

growers and to our merchants, who are seeking both to improve

the quality of the fruit and its wide distribution, if the public aids
the intent of the week by purchase and by advertising the excel
lence of our apples.
And jn order to lend every possible assistance to the orchard
ists who are endeavoring to improve their production and mer
chandising methods

I, Lewis O. Barrows, Governor of Maine, do hereby pro
claim the week of Oct. 31 to Nov. 6 as Maine Apple Week.

(signed)

NEARING A SETTLEMENT

Special For
November

LEWIS O. BARROWS,

Governor.

RECIPES FOR APPLE WEEK

Progress toward the adjustment of
the threatened strike at the plant of
the Lawrence Portland Cement Com
pany was made yesterday when all
points were settled except the actual
wage scale. Carl H. Sonntag, general
manager of the plant, affixed his
signature to the following proposals:
Forty hours to constitute a week's
work.
Overtime pay for more than eight
hours.
Overtime pay for six holidays—New
Years. Memorial Day. Independence
Day. Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day
and Christmas.

Three hours' pay guaranteed if labor
is called and not furnished work.
Guaranteed emergency minimum
pay for three hours at time and onehalf.
Practically 100 percent of the 250
j operatives have joined the organiza
tion, which is known as Cement
Workers' Union of the A. F. of L.—
the only one ln Maine.
Organization was effected by Earl
Korher of Nazareth. Penn., repre
sentative of the A. F. of L. Elstcn
Luce of Thomaston is president.
It is hoped to have the wage scale
perfected today.

Celia B. Flye, Prop.
THOMASTON, ME.
MAIN ST.
TEL. 133

FINE OFFICES TO LET
Two fine suites of Main Street Offices, centrally located, in Ulmer
Block. The former offices of Dr. Peaalee. four rooms, steam heat,
row available. The E. K. Gould Offices, two large rooms, available
November 15
These splendid offices will soon be snapped up—ask about them
at once.

R. V. STEVENSON
ROCKLAND, MAINE

H. M. PAYSON & CO.
Investment Bankers
93 Exchange Street

Portland,

Maine
Established 1*54

Representative, E. T. RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
18-19T*8tf

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

1

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of interest—Modem in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL

on
Application

GRALYNN

H. II. Maae
Manager

Corner Second Street
and First Avenue

Moderate Rates
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

Edward R. Veazie, who has long Uncle Sam has ever had In the Fedbeen urged to seek the Republican ' eral Building.
During the World War Mr. Veazie
mayoralty nomination, yesterday ac
was 19 months ln the service, which
ceded to the wishes of his friends, he joined as an enlisted man. He
and became definitely a candidate.
held commissioned offices ln Portland,
He gained an active insight into Machias and Boston. He ls a member
city affairs while serving as city clerk of Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L.. and
under Mayor C. M. Harrington, and ! prominent in the local Masonic Irahis interest in municipal affairs has 1 ternity.
never waned. In 1928 he was ap I During the last Community Chest
pointed postmaster, and served ln that campaign he acted as general chairImportant capacity two terms, bring 1 man and helped put across one of the
ing to the local service a number of I finest showings ever made by that or
the improvements which the patrons ganization. In public entertainments
now enjoy. Unfailing courtesy made his services have always been freely
him one of tlie most popular officials and liberally given.

Baked Apples
steamed five or ten minutes before
There are few fruit dishes more putting them into the rice. Serve
tempting than a baked red apple, with a soft custard sauce.
Scalloped Apples
flavored deliciously and baked until
Two cups stale bread crumbs, two
thoroughly soft. Wipe the apples
cups
with a damp cloth, remove the core ( tablespoons butter, three
only, place in a baking pan and put' sliced or chopped Maine apples, >4
dessert spoonful of sugar ln the cup sugar, % teaspoon cinnamon, 14
center of each apple, a little spice or teaspoon nutmeg three tablespoons
sit on account. Frank A. Tirrell for
lemon juice may be added. Brown or lemon Juice, 14 cup water, % tea
■ Small; Charles T. Smalley for Hobbs
maple sugar may be used ln place of spoon salt. Mix the sugar, spices and
------The most important case of the
salt. In a greased baking dish place
white sugar. Cook until tender.
layers of bread crumbs and apples. The November Term Begins term, should it reach the trial stage,
Apple Tapioca
I will be that of Joseph Soffayer vs.
Over each layer of apples sprinkle
Tuesday — Soffayer vs.
Three-quarters c’p pearl tapicca. some of the sugar mixture and add
Dudley Wolfe, damages being sought
Wolfe May Be Tried
cold water, 2'4 cups boiling water, 14 very small pieces of butter. Mix
j by the plaintiff in the sum of *75.030.
/.V. a nfTrtne
“
-------Soffayer. who was a former chauffeur
teaspoon salt, seven Maine apples, water and lemon juice and pour over
The
November
term
of
Knox
Coun:
for
the
defendant
,
clalms
that
he
re
14 cup sugar. Soak tapioca one hour the layers. Use crumbs for the last ty Superior Court which convenes next slgned with the understanding that
layer. If apples are not juicy, add a
ln cold water to cover. Add boiling
Tuesday will be presided over by he was
receive
{or
little boiling water. Cover the bak
water and salt and cook in double ing dish and bake slowly forty min Justice William H. Fisher of Augusta. chauffeur for the late Mrs J M.
Old age assistance and school im- j store tax legislation was killed,
boiler until transparent. Core and utes In a moderate oven. For the last whose visits here either in an official Baldrlge as long as she lived. Chris- prevement legislation, for consideraThe House passed to be engrossed
„a bill
........revising
............................
.................
„
pare apples, arrange in buttered fifteen minutes uncover the dish to or private capacity are always wel- topher Roberts for the plaintiff: Cook
the banking
laws to
corned by his many friends. Coming Hutchlns Werce & Cornell for the U°n °< whlch
Maine Leglslaturr
debenture bonds of large telebaking dish, fill cavities with sugar, allow the crumbs to brown.
______ _____________1___ 1
with him as s.ABn/wn-nnVsov
stenographer itis Fred CS. defendant.
pour the tapioca over the apples and
"as called into special session, was pllone companies to become legal lnIndian Apple Pudding
Rand of Portland.
bake in moderate oven until apples
{The docket shows a heavy entry list. enacted Thursday by that body.
( vestments of savings banks.
The new grand jury will report TuesOne half cup corn meal, one quart
are soft. Serve with cream.
.
... v .
f°r the coming term. The criminal : An emergency measure which Gov.:
■
OSTEOPATHS IN AROOSTOOK
milk, one teaspoon cinnamon. % cup Save^ Jwv wiil noV^calledt into d<X*et ** W€U l0aded' bUt fr°^ab1;’ I Lewis O. Barrows (R) said would
Apple Salad
sugar, two eggs, one tablespoon but , Traverse Jury will not oe called into not many cases will come up for trial.
One and one-half cups cubed or ter, H teaspoon salt, two cups play until 9.30 Thursday morning.
Visitors to the court room will have Permit old age assistance payments Former
Man chairman of
sliced Maine apples, one cup celery, chopped Maine apples. Scald the The following have been drawn for an opportunity to see what progress , tc 9,200 persons in 1938 and 13.700 committee Which Is Entertaining
one cup nuts. Mix with salad dress milk over hot water. Slowly add the ( jury service:
------is being made on the new annex It I in 1939 was signed by him soon after j
ing and arrange attractively on meal to the hot milk and stir con
Many osteopathic physicians and
will not be completed quite as soon as its passage.
Grand Jury'
lettuce leaves.
stantly. Cook to a thick mush.
St Oeorge had been expected, but work is being
The bill went through both surgeons are in attendance at the
Beat the eggs and add the sugar, salt Earle T. Barter,
Apple Dumplings
Thomaston rushed.
Howard Beattie.
blanches with only one vote cast first convention in Aroostook County
Two cups flour, four teaspoons and cinnamon. Add the thickened Loring Bennett,
Hope 1
against it, that of Rep. William P. of the Maine Osteopahlc Association
baking powder, one teaspoon salt, corn meal to the egg mixture. Add A Walker Brewster.
Owl's Head
Dcnahue
of Biddeford, Democratic here at the Northland Hotel today.
the
chopped
apples
and
butter.
Turn
thiee tablespoons shortening. % to
Albion O. Caddy,South Thomaston
lntc
a
greased
baking
dish
and
bake
Dr. Frank Nelson of Malden.
one cup milk, Maine apples. Sift the
floor leader.
Lyford Coombs.
Vinalhaven
Rockland High Lost Yester
Mass.,
wlll start the afternoon prodry ingredients twice. Cut In the in a moderate oven for two hours Mrs. Florence Fogg,
Rockland
| The Barrows bill provided for a
and a half.
day’s Game To Much biennium outlay of *2.621.000 for the Cram wlth a lecture and demonshortening, then add gradually the
Herbert S. Hills,
Union
milk, mixing with a knife.
The
Silas Hyler,
Cushing
assistance and schools. Of the total. stratlon of "Oste°Pathlc Technique. "
Touted Gardiner
j dough should be as soft as can be
Francis Lapovisky,
North Haven
*200,000 annually would be used to Dr Karnl« Tomajan of Boston will
handled easily. Roll H Inch thick.
j Mrs. Marne F. Larrabee, Rockland
A single point was Gardiner's mar
lecture on "What, When and How
| Cut in squares large enough to cover
Warren gin of victory at Community Park assist communities unable to main in Minor Surgery.” Dr. William T.
It Begins Tomorrow and Clement T. Moody,
a section of an apple. (Large pieces
tain financially a minimum school Knowles of Boston will demonstrate
j Benjamin J. Ness.
Appleton
Should Have Co-operation ! Mrs. Josephine Plummer. Camden yesterday afternoon because Rockland
of fruit should be previously steamed
the art of using adhesive tape. Dr.
five to ten minutes.) Place the fruit
j Mrs. Ella Shibles,
Rockport High lacked the punch when several ; From the departmental economies, j o. Rossman of Detroit. Mich., and
Of Everybody
Washineton 1 opportunities offered. The visitors
In the middle of the dough, sprinkle
, Alton Wellman,
were much lighter, but came here Barrows expected *800,000 would be Carmen Pettaplce of Portland will
w ith sugar, and cinnamon or nut
If it were possible for the school Ralph Wincapaw,
Friendship
available. The rest of the needed wind up the afternoon program
Among those drawn for traverse w,th the assurance oi manV dope’
meg. Moisten the edges of the dough I children of Maine to abide by the old
funds would be derived through an with a Joint lecture of “Diagnosis
would have an eas,V
with cold water or milk and fold proverb of “an apple a day—" the Jury service are also four women. sters that
increase of 5 percent in State liquor and Treatment of Renal Pathology.”
so that the corners will meet in the coming generation would be a health The following have been summoned: vlctory over the U1-5tarred Limerock
Dr. Linwood Rogers of Fort Fairstore prices, and a four-year Instead
City
(delegation.
center.
ier and happier lone, in the opinion
field.
a former Rockland man who is
of
a
two-year
spread
of
payments
Traverse Jurors
Gardiner scored in the early part
Place in an oiled tin, adding a small of Bertram E. Packard. Commissioner
president of the Aroostook County
of the State’s deficit.
Mrs.
Grace
Achorn,
Camden
of
thq
first
quarter,
having
paved
thc
amount of water, and bake in a hot of Education who. today, "whole
Old age assistance will be admin Osteopathic Association, made ex
Vinalhaven way for their one touchdown with a
oven until crust is set, then cook heartedly" endorsed Maine Apple Seth A. Ames
istered
by a three-man commission tensive plans to entertain the visit
Hollis
Drlnkwater,
Camden i forward pass. Rogers to Monroe. This
slowly until the fruit is done. Serve Week which gets underway Sunday.
which
would
function as soon as ap ing physlans at the banquet. He
Mrs.
Angie
M.
Fish,
Appleton
j
left
the
ball
only
six
feet
from
the
with a lemon sauce.
Recalling his own boyhood days
proval
of
the
new law was obtained planned Jovial entertainment that
Alvah
W.
Geyer,
Friendship' Rockland goal line, and over the
“when every home had a tree or two"
Lemon Sauce
ffrom
the
Federal
Government which ls typical of Aroostook hospitality.
j
Walter
A.
Greenlaw,
Rockland
pigskin
went
on
the
very
next
play.
he expressed "regret" that it was not
. Two cups hot water, IH table
contributes
half
of
the money paid.
{
Elmer
(J.
Hopkins,
North Haven One point was added by conversion
possible for every child to have an
spoons corn starch, two tablespoons
Old
age
assistance
payments ceased YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Ernest
H.
Jones.
Thomaston
through
the
medium
of
a
rush
play.
abundance of apples during their
lemon juice, speck salt. % cup sugar.
Owl's Head
The iRockland warriors were in a in Maine last August for lack of
growing years. “Apples are not only Gerald U. Margeson,
1)4 tablespoons butter, grated rind
If I had my life to live again I would
Hope menacing position all through the funds after a 1 percent sales tax
good for you but good to you," he said. W. Albee Mink,
have made a rule to read some poetry
of lemon, if desired.
Mix sugar,
Union second and third periods, but in all plan of financing was defeated ln and listen to aome mualc at leaat onoe
He urges every teacher ln the schools George W. Payson
cornstarch and salt together. Add
a week The loss of these tastes 1* •
of the State to co-operate ln the Apple Archie H. Rackliff, So. Thomaston the (pinches the boys from thc Ken a referendum election.
loaa of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
water and cook fifteen minutes, stir
Barrows also signed bills providing
Rockland nebec set up an impregnable defense.
Week activity with appropriate pro Allen V. Sawyer,
ring constantly. Add the lemon
CARCASSONNE
Rockland's touchdown was made ln for a 5 percent reduction in motor
St. Oeorge
grams and exercises and to attempt to Bernard Smalley,
juice, rind and butter.
"I'm sixty odd. my day la past.
vehicle
registration
fees;
restricting
Merl
Sidelinger,
the
last
period,
after
Brown
had
Washington
have each pupil eat an apple for
I've worked and worked until I'm tired
Mrs. May Spear.
Apple Snow Balls
Rockport neatly intercepted a forward pass the sheriff's powers of beer inspec Without attaining, first or last.
lunch every day.
youthful wish my heart desired;
Warren On the point of being tackled he shot tors; and revising methods of dis I The
Teachers in several schools have Silas A. Watts
One cup rice, one teaspoon salt,
see It’s vain to try to build
bursing
unemployment
compensa

Clarence
G.
Willey,
A
house
of hope and get lt done;
Rockland a lateral to LaCrosse who advanced
five or six Maine apples. Cook rice already laid plans for suitable observ
My early vow ls unfulfilled.
tion.
All
were
emergency
measures.
Mrs.
Oladys
Young.
the
ball
10
yards.
Skinner,
with
a
Cushing
I've never looked on Carcassonne.
in boiling, salted water until soft. ance of the occasion.
The legislators swept aside a grist
thrilling end run, which netted 30
Core and pare apples. Have ready
“You sec the city standing there
Sheriff Ludwick this term has drawn yards, placed the ball on Gardiner's of bills introduced since they con
High up. beyond the mountains blue
flve or six pieces of cheese cloth about
upon a neighboring town for the 6-yard stripe. It was Rawley who vened Tuesday. Many were referred To reach It flve long leagues you fare.
MABELLE L. CROSS
ten inches square.
Dip into hot
Of coming back the same ls true;
chaplain, and that position will be went across for the touchdown. Tha to the next Legislature and others The vintage, though, Is my concern—
TAILORESS
water and wring. Lay one at a time
Ah! If the autumn's work were done—
filled,
by
Rev.
H.
F.
Leach,
pastor
of
killed
on
the
recommendations
of
Removed to
all-important point which was needed
The wilful grapes refuse to turn.
on a plate and spread with a layer
406 MAIN STREET
the Federated Church in Thomaston. for a tie did not materialize.
I shall not look on Carcassonne.
committees.
In
the
group
were
bills
of cooked rice about one-third of an
OVER CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Other officials who will have to do
seeking income, chain store, games of “Oil week days there they all parade
The summary:
inch thick. Place an apple in the Directly opposite Western Union
As much as on a Sunday night;
with the approaching term of Court
Gardiner—Monroe, Gould lc, Bryant skill and franchise taxes.
center of each cloth, fill the center office in rooms formerly occupied
You see them on the esplanade
are:
Acting,
he
said,
with
the
authority
In fine new clothes and robes of white
lt. Bailey lg, Stlltz, McGee c, Dionne
of the apple with rice and draw the by Stanley D. Gregory.
There's lofty towers and double walla.
Clerk—Milton M. Oriflln.
CLOTHING ALTERED AND
rg, Eastman rt, Caney re, Roger-, of the "Grange Executive Commit
As high as those of Babylon.
cloth around the apple, being careful
County Attorney—Jerome C, Bur- Foss lh, Creamer, Ross rh, Gardiner, tee,'' Representative Roger G. Leon A bishop and two generals—
REPAIRED
to cover the apple with rice. Tie
And
I know not fair Carcassonne.
General Quality Tailoring
rows.
ard <R> of Hampden withdrew an
Shay fb, Dill. Newhouse qb.
the cloth. Place in a steamer and Old and New Patrons and Friends
“
The
vicar
rightfully declares
Sheriff—C. Earle Ludwick.
Rockland—Baum le. Perry lt, Maz income tax bill he had introduced. A
cook twenty to thirty minutes until
We're stupid to the last degree;
Welcome
Crier
—
Granville
N.
Bachelder.
'Ambition,'
says
he ln his prayers.
proposal
that
a
recess
commission
on
,
130*lt
zeo, McConchle lg. Brown c, Bcrgren.
apples are soft. The apples may be
'Destroys us, lets us baubles be;'
In charge of Grand Jury—J. D. Anderson rg. Johnson, LaCrosse rt, income taxation be named was de But
If two days could be my prize
Before the autumn rains come on.
Pease; in charge of Traverse Jury, Hanley re, Skinner, Duff lh. Billings feated in the Senate after Senator
I'd die content, for these old eyes
Harry D. Phillips; deputy at large, rh, Rawley fb, Karl qb.
Frank A. Potter (R) of Bangor said
Would then have looked on Carcas
AN OPPORTUNITY
sonne.
Clarence Leonard.
the Grange considered such a study
Gardiner
....................
7
0
0
0
—
7
A Candy Vending Machine
Court Messenger—Carl Nelson.
If my prayer be deemed too bold
Rockland ................... 0 0 0 6—6 a “needless expense," although it “Oh!
And urgent, may Ood pardon me;
Route For Sale
Wednesday will be naturalization
We see beyond ourselves when old
Touchdowns, Gardiner, Rawley. favored an income tax.
Vending Baker's and Hershey’s
No less than ln our infancy;
day. and lt promises to be a tolerably
Both branches passed an order di
Points after. Gardiner. Referee. Wot
My wife and little boy, Algnan.
Five Cent Bars
busy session as 17 applications are
recting
the
Oovernor
and
Council
Have
traveled to Narbonne.
ton (Bowdoin). Headline, Alvino
Territory covering Rockland. Cam
to have published in Maine news- MyBugt°?"S?vch not*aeenPcSc^a‘onnne.
den and Belfast. A wonderful op pending.
(Fordham).
Umpire,
Shanahan
The civil docket is always a matter
papers an “analysis of the cash posi
portunity for the right man to
(Colby). Time, four 12’s.
Thus sang an old man of Llmoux
make a good living with little effort. of speculation, but three cases are
tion of the State of Maine,” the cost To toll's deforming business born;
The Maurice Derry Barber Shop
Small Investment Required
Said I. "My friend. Ill go with you.
said to be reday for early trial.
has moved across the street to the
to be met with State funds.
We'll start upon the morrow morn;"
Apply
One is a negligence case—Greeley
It was introduced by Senator John But, may the good Ood rest his soul.
THORNDIKE SHOP
C.
E.
SILSBY
He died when we had halfway gone;
T. Bmall vs. Josiah H. Hobbs, a cross
HAIRCUTS 35 CENTS
W. Willey (R) of Falmouth.
He never reached the longed-for goal.
759 UNION ST.
BANGOR. ME. suit being brought by J. H. Hobbs &
Entrances from Thorndike Hotel
He never saw fair Carcassonne.
A
resolve
proposing
a
Recess
Com

and from Tillson Ave., at Main St.
130*lt
—Transla»ed from the French ot Na126-130
Co. vr.. Greeley T Gmail, for assumpmittee to make a study of chain daud
by Daulel L. Cady,

Ready for Court

A PROBLEM HAPPILY SOLVED
Age and The Schools

Maine Apple Week

Colonial
Beauty Shop

TELEPHONE 306-M,

NED VEAZIE WILL RUN

Wage Scale Alone Remains To Be Adjusted At Ex-Postmaster and City Clerk Will Be Candidate
For Mayoralty Nomination
The Cement Plant

By A Single Point

Booklet

Volume 92

Special Session Of Legislature Provides For Old

SMALL APARTMENT

r.CMORANCOJ

THREE CENTS A COPY

TE

They Liked Laite
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by a commission of three members I
appointed by the Oovernor and |
Council.
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
To carry out platform promises oi Editor of The courier-Qazette:to taxpayers a 5 percent rc-1
,, ...
... .
Remember his marvelous work; relief
duction in automobile registration
Out of an old attic comes this photo
that he hath done, his wonders — I fe”' wou;d be made. This would and 1 thought possibly one of the
I Chron. 16:12.
I amount to $175,000 annually. It may many readers of your paper could
be thought that the reduction in au-' inform us who the man with the
tomobile fees, although welcome, is; n j,
not very much of a relief to taxpay-1 ‘ '
Ed.- -Brown
satd it was a Minute
ers. Tlie Oovernor paints out that
ca
“rewn saia
each successive year has shown a Man of Concord but decided a Minute
mconielfrCorn^noC-Vorr vehicle !Sra°f
W°UW
b<? P°mtin?
8U"
GOV. BARROWS SCORES
t?o“ and tSatsome reTf or re“X i:? in the alr and Iooklrg sWewise'

The Courier-Gazette

He Wants Ter Know!

Editorial

The office of Gov. Lewis O. is justified.
There will be some wailing, per
Barrows has been deluded with haps,
that Ocv. Barrows recommends
congratulatory visitors this week, no more than $200 000 for school pur
and their words of commendation poses; but there seems to be no rea
son to believe that the sum will not
Have been strongly supplemented by be adequate. The sum now proposed
wire messages and letters of the ought to be sufficient to care for the
skme tenor. \o administration was worst cases of abridged educational
Gov. Barrows has
ever more sorely tried than the pres opportunity.
shown commendable leadership in hls
ent one, after the defeat of the fine message. He should receive supsales tax which had been presented port
as a means of providing funds for,
the aged and the educational, ami
GOVERNOR GAINS PRESTIGE
it is doubtful if there was a p-rson
(Bath Times)
in the State who believed that the
troubles could he ironed out in an
Gov. Barrows has apparently!
incredibly brief se sion of the State gained prestige rather than lost it ,
Legislature.
... , That
, this ,w as done so > as a. result of the program -n-i,
which he
expeditiou.-lv and to the apparent
satisfaction of the great majority is submitted to the Maine legislature
due to the message by Gov. Bar- which convened in special session
rows which w as delivered w hin the (Tuesday afternoon and wnich this
special session convened.
1 hat morning appeared likely to adjourn

Fogg Tosses Hat In
Portland

Head

Man

Seeks

American

IP YOU

Legion

Want a Unite

Next Year
Dr. C. Eugene Pogg. Portland, vice j

IN

commander of the Department of
Maine, American Legion, was endcrsed for the offlce of deP"tment i

OWN

AFFAIRS-

One oi two methods will be followed in

the settlement of your estate;

|

A Court-appointed administrator
will make dispositions following

the hard and last lines of the law;
|| An Executor named in your Will

will follow your clearly-ex

space on tlie western side of The
Building would lead the public to use
the space consistently.
’ _
• • • •
The ™eatre Ouild held a llvely
meeting Thursday night in the West
the Cumberland County Council of for such functions. The affair was
Room. At the same time Mrs. Rauproperly
chaperoned
with
Special
the Legion and established the high
Officer Southard in charge of the “r was
dancln8
ln
membership record of the county.
the West Room and Miss McLaubhlir.
As chairman cf Child Welfare for lobby.
had her group ln the auditorium.
•••»
the Orande Voiture of Maine, he aug
Arthur
Guptill,
construction
supermented that important Legion activ- ■
The Taylors will use a special type
ity by effecting the immunization oi vlsor for the city
Malden. Mass.. <sound system for
meetings next
more than 14.000 children agains; »as a visitor at the building the past j month said to
hlghly eHfcient.
diphtheria, through the organization
and was most agreeably sur-; The experiment wlll
watched wlth
of state-wide clinics, principally with Prised with the fine plant. He in- keenest interest.
Legion and Auxiliary’ personnel. For ’ «P«cted the whole outfit from truck
• • • •
The Rockland Theatre Guild holds
this contribution to child-life conser- to keelson and enthusiastically apvation, Maine was awarded a dU-jProved lts arrangements, facilities great promise. Its membership in
cludes names to conjure with in the
tinguished service citation at both |and future.
the Miami and S(
Mtional
local world of amateur theatricals.
A federal safety inspector was Its aims and objects are unselfish
conventions. He has been awarded
the Fourragere. coveted national present at the 'VPA show Tuesday and forward looking with an eye to
individual citation for ten consecutive night and gave his entire approval to giving the youth of tomorrow incen
years of outstanding Legion mem the fire exits and safety factors. He tive to enter the fascinating world
complimented especially the presence of amateur theatricals and to so
bership activity.
of
uniformed members of the Rock improve the stage and auditorium of
Dr. Fogg is a past exalted ruler of
Fortland Lodge of Elks. He is past land Ftre Department This organi The Building that the theatre movezation has been staunchly behind ment be fostered. It is a most
president of the Massachusetts Institute of Tfcchnolo^Ahii^_Asso- c<™nity Building and given con- healthful endeavor and will bring enelation of Western Maine He is also sistenlly of tlme and effort without joyment and good to participants and
alumnus of
CoIlege and ; thought of pay.
public.
• • • •
was a member of the faculty of the ;
J. Frank Murphy, superintendent
Custodian Southard has done a fine
former Medical School of Maine. He t of construction of The Building was Job in making the office homelike
is regimental surgeon of the 240th
a recent visitor. He is in this city and shipshape. Drop in for a call—
Coast Artillery, Maine National as construction engineer for the plant ; It will be a pleasant experience,
Guard and holds the ranJt of ma^or of the new kelp concern.
• • • •
in the Medical Corps, United States
....
Among the (reservations of the
,
_
w
,
Army Reserve. He is a member of
Kitty McLaughlin is conducting her immediate future besides the regu
the Cumberland County Medical So- singing and Interpretive music classes lars and the Knox County Church
ciety. and of the state and national regularly at the Building.
Group meetings are Nov. 11, Winslow« • • •
Medical Associations He is a pracHolbrook Posts Armistice Ball; Nov.
A strong light of the street lamp 12, Methebesec Club ln the tower
tlslnS Ph>'®ician in Portland.
type at the rear of the large parking room; Nov. 26, Methebesec Club,
'

YOUR

make a Will

commander at the Legion's convention next June, by Ralph D. Cald
well Post of Woodfords at a regular
' meeting Wednesday night.
Dr. Pogg. a past commander of the '
Caldwell Post, is widely known
: throughout New England as one of I
the most active members of the or- ■
ganizatton Since the early years of
; the department he has continuously
held various posts of importance in
1 the Legion and the Forty and Eight.
He has been a frequent official visitor
Last night a happy group of young
at the Legion department conven| tions of the several New England folks took possession of the tower
states as a national officer of the room for a private dancing party
with music provided by an electric
latter organization.
Dr. Fogg is a past commander of victrola. This beautiful room is ideal

Old Stage Coach

Deer Plentiful

WHAT’S DOING AT THE BUILDING

To

Tonight or tomorrow. The Gover- !
State papers in recent yeas, and r.or's proposal seems to have met '
the Maine press is outspoken in its | with a satisfactory reception throughapproval
.
out the State not only among legis- I
. The Portland Evening Express Iators but wKh the people back home
ma lone editorial say- that the plan The fact that prac;ically K0 new tax
submitted bv Governor Barrows to will be levied seems to have "hit the
the
Legislature
for relieving the nail on
_ ...
Willis Ayer declared it was Mr
„
7 .
the head for the people have
state of its present financial difti- been demanding more economy and Roosevelt at Merrymeeting Bay and
cultiex should renuniinate him in less expenditure. For a time it was many admit a very clcse resemblance
the primaries without opposition expected that some new form of tax Others say it ts Mr. Liggett at The
and should make certain his elec ation, rather an additional form of Brook, but in any event in the inter
tion in the fall. It is practical, sane cne khid or another, might be offered est of science and China we should
and sensible and is presented in a as the plan for raising funds for old ascertain Who Is Who.
concise way w ithout flourish or ora age assistance and education.
I. C. M. Wright.
• j
torical
effort., It is., just . such
.
. .a
The people of Maine would have 1
document as the president of a busi- been ready t0 vlgorous.y cppose any
ness corporation would submit to ■ ccnsiderably added tax bur£jfn and
his trustees under like circum- had
proposed „y Gov Bar.
.
„A, “TT
A
...
sa'sJ .
‘rows the proposal would not have Voice Absolute Approval
The conditions with which the
enthusiastically M
Of Gov. Barrows’ “New
Governor has had to deal have been was hu message t0 the
Money
’’ Plan
extremely difficult as has been
publlc u bwomin| more and
evinced by the variety of solutions irore Ux conscious and realizes that
The merchants of Maine conclude 1
that have been proposed. No two therp has t0
a stop put t0 s0 much
a five-year struggle against a sales
persons have seemed to agree
spending. in both national and state
just what should he done, yet in the governments, to avoid increased tax- tax Thurscav by hailing w.th sattsJ
a
.•
few words contained in his message ’
ation. the burden already being too faction Ocv Lewis O Barrows' “new
he has cleared all the difficulties heavy.
money ' legislat've pregram and by
away and has proposed a plan that
forming a permanent organization for
is well nigh if not quite beyond
HENRY PATTERSON WHITE
the protection of merchants tn the
criticism. We can see no place in
the whole document where it would' The death of Mr. White at his Maine B,:u
and nat.ona; :e;
islatiwe ,»iis.
halls.
-^*«uve
be desirable to change a word or a
„
.
„ .
.
Formerly known as the Association
lin
L03Cn
home in Farmington .calls to mind
. o.,_. _ .,________ ,__ v/iu ullage vuaiu
syllable.”
Against a Sales Tax. the merchants
The Bangor Commercial, inde one of Maine's well known newspaper announced themselves as the State Ride From Bath To Rockland
pendent, offered the following edi- men. whose earliest days were spent Merchants Association, an organiza
Offered Real Thrill In
torial comment, under the caption ;n Rockland as a writer fcr The Cou- tion which, they said, will have
“An Admirable State Paper:”
ner-Gazette. He was one of the broader scope.
Those Days
It was also announced that the
me£sa8e oi Goy Barrows to Simonton family of this city ar.d had
the Maine legislature, celiverea Tues
association voted to join the Ameri
This thrilling story of a stage
day afternoon, was definite detailed | here a large acquaintance which he can Retail Federation Merchants, an
coach ride from Bath to Rockland
ar.d straight to the point. The Gov-, carrjed di^, his latest years,
organization which amis to give mer tcld in rhyme was handed the Edi
ernor. who received an extremely
chants of the country the same pro tor of this paper by A. H Little of
cordial welcome on his appearance
* * * *
was applauded to the echo when he The Lewiston Jcumal says:
tection in Congressional halls as the Bristol. It is passed on to the read
had concluded his address, the legis-1 Henry Patterson White, founder Maine Association gives at the State ers of the News as an interesting pic
House. Barent S. Vrcman of Port ture of old stage coaching days which
rt commendations made.
Wednesday morning at U.e land first vice president cf the Maine have gone as the ferry boat days
There is no doubt that the lawmak- Franklin Memorial hospital follow Association, announced following the must g0.
ers were much relieved as they had mg an operation performed Mon- meeting that these who assembled
Before the Knox <k Lincoln Railai^'dhcuSoT'Lid'gropffigSor da5'
an Ex2CUtiVe C^lraitt£e group ££ad connected Rockland and Bath,
means of raising new money. In-' Although he has been ir. poor voted "absolute approval”
of Gov the Shipping City was the western
stead they were electrified by a com- health, Mr. Whitewas at work a Barrows program enacted into law terminal of the old stage line and
plete. carefully conceived financial
week ago Tuesday
Thursday for the financing of old age thc ride by stage between the two
plan that avo.d.-, new taxes, that will
He was born atBelfast, July 29 assistance and cducat.onal improve- cities was an event long to be reaflord the necessary money for old
u
j -mi
, . ,
7
j
..
.
age pensions and $200,000 a year lor 1860’ lhe scn of
and Ellza ment. “We are particularly pleased membered,
educational equalization.
Ann Simonton White. He attended to r.ctc that th? program is almost
—
The old timers who traveled with
The Governor and Council by the Abbott School at Farmington identical with the one we advocated at such drivers as Uncle Wlllfam L.
thorough study an:, with the assist- and jn jggg married Grace Adelaide ;a;t winter's session,” Weeks said.
White and "Tom'' Ingraham would
ance of State departments and inThe Maine Association has as its like nothing better than again to
stitutions have already placed in op- Gould of Farmington.
eration curtailment in annual expen- Mr- White received his first news- president. Heywood C. Dunham of ride in or.e of those stately mail
ditures amounting to $300,000 for the paper experience cn the Republican Bangor, with Frank G Peek of Lew- coaches behind the splendid roaders
two-year period and make recom- journal, established by his father at xn as second vice president, and 'cf those days.
«o«?aUe“SX"nded11and Belfast' In 1879 he went t0 ^y william S. Small of Portland as secMr. White afterward became su
vastly increase the number cf pen- city’ Mich., where he was reporter -ctary-trea urcr. Purpose of the new perintendent of the Knox & Lin
sicners. Tie plan propo'ed ensure? on two papers there. It was in 1861 state Merchants A. ccclation will be coln and Mr Ingraham a conductor
strict economy in the use of State that he returned to Maine and rot cnlv to look after the Interests The lines were written by Henry
funds. It will curtail certain serv worked cn the Rockland Weekly Cou- cf the merchant in the Legislature. Dennis of Thomaston.
ices of the State but will not cripple
necessary functions in any way, a: rier-Oazette for a short time, before but ais0 to protect them in any other It was almost four bv the city clock
As we left on the Woolwich side
Oovernor Barrows stated.
returning to Farmngton where for • probieats of a State-wide nature.
And White drove carefully out of the
dock
At the capital the consensus of several months he was a teacher at
The meeting was the conclusion of
While I looked back o'er the tide
opinion was highly commendatory the Abbott £choo,
; tru !e t0 ward oR £aies
Across the river the spires of Bath
and the message of the Governor was _ _
,„
,
, .
Point up to the bright blue sky
praised as a most able State paper.
Franklin Journal was estab- tax bills in three different regular And
their images, wavering in our path.
showing mat competent financial lished by Mr. White in 1832 in asso- legislative sessions,
Reflected, dance and die;
As
far
as the eye can see. the hills
ability and proving that the Gover- elation with Knowlton and Clary.
Are covered o'er with snow.
nor and Council have made a vital jn jgj2 the Franklin Journal was
Tor winter has chained the summer rills
And checked the river’s flow
contribution to good government ac, ... , .
. . .. ..
...
compllshed by hard study and effort «-«^blished and at the time of his
There
were four white steeds
a
and etonstructive statesmanship.
death Mr. White was manager and
And the Season Opens Nexe
A road that was white and crlrp
'i'i
r>
ii
11 .--i i •
j- 1 editor-in-chief.
1 lie Press Herald titled its edi„
, ,
And runners that sped along as light
•
,
.,
, .
He was a trustee of the Maine
Mcr.day—Woodcock Sea As the fleeing Wlll-o'-the-Wlsp
te-rial A (mod Message, and in
. „
, _. , .
,
■i
State Normal School from 1912 to
the course of it said:
..
,. . . .. _
"It seems to tne by the speed we go."
son Over Tonight
1913. He was president of the FarmSaid I to mv friend on the right.
"You hare lost the art of driving slow
The message by Gov. Barrows ls ington nubile library, trustee of the
Bill Davis. Union game warden,
And wlll get ln early tgnlght;”
deserving cf the mcst careful rc&diriR
leading
....... ______ .__________ __ TT_;
both by Legislators ar.d citizens. ' If Ncrdica Memorial Association, a Unl wxs a caller at Tne Courier-Gazette Eut never a word from hls lip
As he drew the robes around.
it Is so read there will be found little tharian, president of thc Associated ! cffice yesterday, reflecting in his per- I heard the crack of the whistling whip
And we spun o'er the frozen ground.
to merit object:'.'' and much to merit Charities, honorary member of
scnal appearance the glow of health
praise for it i a . . v nanliks dccu- wheeler's Band, and a corporator and
Before I h . I filled my pipe to smoke.
nient full of ingenuity ar.d horse trustee of the Franklin County Sav_
wn.ich comes from an active life in
Wiscasset's homelike dell
tense.
To cur shout'- and rattling hoofs awoke
the open.
As we heard the supper bell;
In tbe first place. Governor Bar- in&s Bank.
"Lots cf deer," he told a reporter, The cherrful fire blazed out In vain
rows net only au^csts but dezlaieo! Always interesteei in music and
,, .. _____
And the biscuits all turned pa’e
already in effect a retrenehment dramatics, lie was instrumental in ®nd *lth th®. ShCaS°"
8
As we ate them up wtth might and main
While they changed the Eist bound
amounting to ?4(:0.000 a year derived tormi
a loca, „ ht
com. day there W'U be l0te 0 ban8‘n8Lin
mall.
from various departmental econo’
»
southern counties of Manic. Tne .
mies. Thus is recognition given to 1,111' a °11'
years ago.
mini: trapping season also opens next Then up and off o'er the Sheepscot
the insistent demand for economy in He is survived by his wife; a scn.
'
I
„
Mcnda>.
1 White the planks flew up behind;
government. Ill the second place, the Robert F. White of Farmington; two
"Be sure and have your deer in- Tl'ec R'i'dwand off 0 er the Ed8|'™mb
Governor recommends amortizing the daughters. Mrs. Lawrence R. Trumtreasury deficiency over a period of
"7" spectcd!" is Warden Davis' adiitr.
As ru'hes the western wind,
four rather than two years thus mak- buI1
B<*tOn' Mrs' Albe« ™urs’ -m pecticn doesn't cost anything and
^to»'
ing available the sum of approxi- on
Rockland, a sister. Mrs. Fran- thcre Js ajways a station handy by ”! A‘ the Maine hotel we came to a stop
mately $500,000 annually. In the ces Norrington of Gloucester N. Y.: '
,
, ,
,
. ' . . .
Anrt 1 Jumped to its open door,
third place, the message proposes two grandchildren Robert F White ' The woodcock scason
tonl3ht jThere. wrhlt? Jumped off and "Tom"
Jumped on
that an additional 5 percent sales
__ .
' and the hunters report having done
Z.nd back a»?aln Jumped I.
tax be placed upon liquor to produce J_
.
„ 8 • a d
1 a falry weH The hunters have until 1
—From an old exchange.
$475,000 annually, and some $.150,000; um u 0
a on
fjov 15 to pursue the plump partcf deficiency beer tax mcr.ey be add-,
-----------------,
„
.
. .
.
1
ed to produce total of $2,621,000 for ------------------------------------------------ r:d?
8oroe P*®"*"*
been
shot,
but
not
many
purposely,
War

IDLENESS
the biennium.
Expert Radio Repair
The Governor further recommends
den Davis thinks.
All makes radio receivers
that the “new" money thus provided
Work Guaranteed
Idleness is ihe modern Delilah,
be drawn upon to allocate $200 000 for
Tubes Tested Free
Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas
school educational equalization and depleting men of their strength.
MAINE MUSIC CO.
—LeBaron Cooke, in Tlie Boston cf all kinds. Power machir.: stitchthat the balance bo used to pro
Member of Radio Mfgrs. Service
in;. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn
vide old-age pens.oits for 9200 perrons Transcript.
121-tf
ing Co., 16 Willow St.
^elected and their eligibility attested

Merchantc Happy

Every-Other-Day

-----L"~---------------------------------------- --------------------------It L..1 «>■■■

pressed wishes.

Which ci these two methods will assure the great
est happiness to the ones you love? Have your

lawyer draw your Will, naming this institution as
Executor and Trustee Do not postpone this impor

tant duty. Have a voice in the distribution ot ycur
own property

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
ROCKLAND.

MODERN-MODE

Smooth — powerful — positive
... the safe brakes for
modern travel . . . giving
maximum motoring pro*
tection.

PERFECTED

UNION.

tower room; Dec. 10 and possibly
Dec. 11. Hobby Show; Dec. 25. Christrzis Dance and Dec. 31. P.T A. New
Year's Milk Fund Ball. The Garden Club has made tentative arrangements for three meetings in tlie
tower room.
Tills Townsend Club No. 2 is a
Imost appreciative outfit with tlie
. *nieresis of The Building dear to
their hearts, Pleasant folks to have
around.

Something pleasingly different is
being developed for a Wednesday
night dance series by Harold Savage,
A big shot orchestra, imported floor
show to operate intermittently with
dances, tables around the sides of
the auditorium, uniformed attendants
serving refreshments etc.
• • • •
Tryouts for the first Theatre Guild
play to be sponsored by The Building, will be made in a fortnight.

VINA.'.IIAVEN,

WARREN

PENSIONS FOR BLIND
------Commissioner Leadbetter Says They
Will Be Resumed Nov. 15
j
------Former State Senator William Bis
sett of Portland and Representative
James C. Oliver of South Portland
said Thursday they had been assured
by Commissioner of Health and Wel
fare George W. Leadbetter that pen
sions for the blind would be resumed
lu Maine Nov. 15.
Mr. Bissett, himself blind, said
' Commissioner Leadbetter told them
that a plan submitted to Washington
authorities in charge of matching
Ftate funds for aid to the blind had
received tentative approval, and the
money awarded by the State would
row be matched by federal grants if
the approval were made official. Federal funds for blind pensions ceased
in August as far as Maine allocations
were concerned.

i
'

——

' '

“You’ll be
Styling at different at tt it
beautiful, for this bigger*
looking, better-looking low*
priced car.

CAMDKX,

ahead

with a
I//

CHEVROLET!

STYLING

You’ll be ahead in style—beauty—
HYDRAULIC

smartness — with this

bigger-looking,

BRAKES
"You'll be ahead with a Chevrolet!" That's the

(WITH SHOCKPROOF
STIiRINO)

So safe—to comfortable—
to different... ’’the world’s
finett ride.”

enthusiastic verdict of more and more people

GENUINE

as they see, drive and compare the new 1938

KNEE-ACTION

cars. And we believe it will be your verdict, too,
when you consider all thc exclusive extra values
this beautiful new Chevrolet brings to you.

ALL-SILENT

And you’ll also be ahead in all-round economy,
for Chevrolet’s famous Valve-in-Head Enpine

(WITH SAFKTY 04. ASI AU
AROUND)
Larger Interiors—lighter,
brighter colors—and Unlsteel construction, making
each body a fortress of
safety.

Giving the most efficient
combination of power, econ
omy and dependability.

Giving protection against
drafts, smoke, windshield
clouding, and assuring each
passenger individually con
trolled ventilation.

You’ll be ahead in style—comfort—safety.

ALL-STEEL BODIES

uses less gas and oil, and operates with a mini
mum of upkeep.

VALVE-IN-HEAO
ENGINE

See your nearest Chevrolet

dealer today for a thorough demonstration of
Chevrolet superiority.
CHEVROLET MOTOR DIVISION. Owr«J Motor* Solo Corporation. DETROIT. MICHIGAN. Conorol Melo,, ImlaUmm, Plan
—monthly payment/ to tuit your pur/e. A General Motor/ Value.

FISHER NU DRAFT

VENTILATION

•ON MASTM DI LUXf

MOOILS ONLY

THE CAR THAT IS COMPLETE

THE SYMBOL

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN ST.

Barker s Garage, Union

ROCKLAND

Peaslee & Ross, Vinalhaven

TEL. 1250
Carroll’s Garage, Thomaston

. •

Every-Other-Day

p IJ1 •

John Kellenberger has moved to
Lawn avenue.

“Dad” Taylor Here

The Scallop Season

Church Monday Night

ess than Cos

the Beds

I The managers of the Home for
“Dad" Talylor who is here pre| Aged Women will meet at the home , paring the way for the Spiritual Reof Mrs. David Talbot, Wednesday at covery crusade—for hls two sons
Charlie and Laurie Taylor—has also
three other sons who are preachers
Comrades of the Way will not go to
Bangor for their meeting on Sunday
but will meet as usual in the Congiegational vestry at 6.30 p. m.

OUR LOSS

WHILE THEY LAST

YOUR GAIN
Ray Stewart will exhibit his model Better Satisfied Than Mil- Opens Next Monday and
circus at a hobby show in Brunswick
licnaire — At Methodist
Will Find 100 Boats On
next week.
i J37 OCTOBER rw
T"—r i
s M T Twf
T' ’ f
p"' s
S
w fT
pm 2
1_ iL-J
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The groan of a hundred winches,
1 whining steel wires and clanging
metal will play sweet music for
9
6
' Maine's scallop fishermen as the offi131415 16
clal 1937 season opens before day17jl 8(19!20212223
i break Monday morning. From Kit’ tery to Eastport boats of all sizes and
2526*27 282930
j descriptions will scrape the ocean bot
/
tom in quest of these wholesome bi
7'/2x9
9x10.6
valves.
Mabelle L. Cross, tailoress. has
6x9
9x12
Commissioner of Fisheries Rodney j
moved her shop to 406 Main street in
7’/2x9
E. Feyler predicts that about 100
9x10.6
the quarters over Crie Hardware Co.,
boats will go after the early season ,
6x9
9x12
formerly occupied by Stanley D.
catches but would not venture an
Gregory.
opinion as to the season's outlook.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
He said that lt depended entirely 1
Oct. 31—Hallowe en.
Oct 31—8tate-wlde Lions field day at
The well known game hunters,
upon the weather, the new beds that:
Camden CCC Camp.
Nov.
1—Thomaston—General
Knox Farrell Sawyer and Charlie Cargill,
might be discovered and the offshore I
Chapter. D AB. meets with Mrs. Ruth have the fever and will leave Mon
catches. The coast beds have been I
R Brackett.
Nov 1-30—Deer hunting season In sev day for a week’s gunning trip to
showing signs of depletion for many !
eral counties Including Knox, Llnooln. Lambert Lake. Woe unto the deer
Waldo and Hancock.
years but little is known of the life
Nov. 5—Thomaston—High School min and bear!
and habits of the scallop so most any
strel show at Watts hall.
Nov.
5—Thomaston—Inspection
ot
thing might happen.
Mayflower Temple. Pythian Staters.
It was bad enough for the gulls to
! At the height of the season Com
Nov. 7-29—Knox County Spiritual Re
covery Crusade at Community Building. steal the smelts which Barney Tarvis
missioner Feyler expects to see around
Nov 11—Armistice Ball ln Community caught in Lermond's Cove, but now
Building, auspices
Winslow-Holbrook
'
150 boats in operation. He said that[
Post, A. L.
bold, bad burglars make their way Robert Forbes Taylor and Mary the season on Georges Bank had j
Nov. 12—Appleton—Community Club
Taylor
into his lunchroom and steal seven
beano party at Orange hBll.
i been a good one with record breaking
Nov. 15—Republican Ward Caucuses cases of beer. Woe Is me.
catches. The price to the fishermen
Nov. 17—Anderson Camp Auxiliary
"Dad" Taylor is to be the speaker
! The youngest of the five preachers,ow but u rlsing
fair at Grand Army hall
Nov. 17—Republican Mayoralty Cau
SERMONETTE
The funeral services for Capt. Frank Robert Forbes Taylor—who has been ply diminishes.
at the First Baptist Church Sunday
cus Nov.
18—Thomaston—Meeting
of B. Averill, which are to be held Sun- i preaching around the State of Maine
morning at 10 30. His subject will be
Several of the larger boats have
Parent-Teacher Association at High
Herod,
Herod ias—Salome
and
day afternoon at 2 o'clock, have been | for a year, with his talented young gone to International waters off the
School assembly hall.
the
"Shepherd's Psalm." The church
John
the
Baptist
Nov. 19—Knox County Pish and Game announced as private, but The Cou- 1wife, who studied for the concert
Canadian coast to try their luck.
Association holds membership meeting
school
with classes for all ages will
It
was
a
far
cry
from
the
ln Thomaston.
rier-Gazette is authorized to say that platform, will put on a musical pro- The principal scallop ports in Maine
Dec. 8—Rockport—Annual Christmas
meet at noon. Mrs. MacDonald will
brilliant
court
of
Herod
to
the
all
the
old
sea-goers
and
other
friends
'
gram
—
piano
and
violin,
and
a
Gosfair of Methodist Ladies Aid
are Rockland. Stonington, and
Dec 31—New Year's Eve—Milk Fund of Capt. Averill are invited.
meagre camp of John the Bap be the leader of the Endeavorers In
i pel message—under the auspices of Southwest Harbor. Several hundred
Ball at Community Building, auspices
tist. but John denounced Herod spiration Hour at 6 o'clock. The
------i the Knox |County Churches—In the men will have work with the scallop
Rockland PT.A.
for hls marriage to his half- people's evening service will open at
Mrs. Mae Cross was hostess at a Methodist Church of Rockland on|neet thIs wlnter
R. S Sherman is back on his beat, beano party Wednesday at I. L. Cros., Monday night at 7.30.
brother’s wife. It was illegal
7.15 with the prelude and big sing,
Each summer the coast beds are
having vanquished a grippe attack on pressing establishment for benefit of
under the Mosaic law. Herod An- assisted by the organ, piano, trom
Dad will give a short talk about the closed M a conservation measure.
flrst downs.
tipas we all know about and more bone and choir. The choir under
Anderson Camp Auxiliary. Prize.' coming Crusade which opens at the
—From Dick Reed
than we wished. Jesus called him the direction of Charles Wilson, will
were awarded to Elizabeth Mitchell, community Auditorium on Sunday j
____________
Beach Inn, Lincolnville Beach, Mae Reed, faizabeth Murray, Eliza-1 night, Nov. 7.
the “Sly fox.''
furnish the music for both these serv
closes tomorrow night, after the best beth Barton and Nellie McKinney. \ Dad has 11 children all engaged In
Herodias was the daughter of ices. Mr. MacDonald's subject will
seascn in its history.
Arlstobulus and Berenice. She be, ‘‘Lessons From My Greatest Ex
Another party will be held at GA.R Christian work—and says he is more j
was twice married to Herod periences In Palestine." The union
Morning radio bulletins say that
satisfied
than
a
millionaire
—
for
a
hall
next
Tuesday
night
with
Mrs.
The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist
called Philip, and Herod Antipas. prayer meeting will be held in this
the Japanese Supreme Council has
millionaire
always
wants
more
—
but
Carrie
Winchenbaugh
as
hostess.
Church will serve its annual harvest
She was cruel in her ambition but church on Tuesday evening at 7.30.
voted to sever diplomatic relations
a man with 11 children does not.
dinner Wednesday, 11 to 1.
it is undoubtedly true that she with "Dad' Taylor as the speaker.
with Great Britain, because the lat
The regular meeting of Ruth May
left Philip for Antipas because of
ter
nation
has
shown
“
an
Improper
• •• • •
A baby clinic will be held from 2 to hew Tent, D.U.V., takes place Mon
Miriam Rebekah Lodge has a card
the real attachment of love. Sa
4 Monday at the Red Cross rooms in day night with 6 oclock supper, party at Odd Fellows hall Tuesday third Power attitude.
"Poisonous Pottage" will be the ser
The name “Florence” has always
lome was her daughter and the
The Bicknell with Dr. Popplestone served by Mrs. Carrie House and Mrs afternoon, Mrs. Flora Post hostess.
mon topic of Rev. Charles E Brooks
scene that was to result in the
stood for quality and dependability in
CAPT. FRANK B. AVERILL
in attendance.
Josephine Lothrop. Other activities Circ,e supper in charge Of Mrs. Rose
death of the great prophet is set at the Pratt Memorial Methodist
It is most fitting that I should say
the Heater and Range field. Now we
will be sewing by members and card Sawyer, followed by the regular meet
Church Sunday morning. Special
before us.
Huntley-Hill Post. V.F.W. will hold party in the afternoon. Mrs. Priscilla ing in the evening. A short program j a few words about Capt. Frank B
are proud to present the Florence
Herod's court is ablaze with music will be rendered by the vested
J Averill who has left us to go to a
a special meeting Monday night to Smith, president, is asking for a full
will be given.
Range Burner............................ Only—
discuss plans for the installation. attendance, as work on a candidate is
higher realm, for I have known him ( precious stones, and stately dames choir under direction of Mrs. Lydia
with gorgeous apparel make merry
Buffet lunch will be served.
__ , . for many years. I sailed with him as
expected at this time.
Storer with Miss Carol Gardner pre
Mrs. Eliza Plummer, accompanied
* •
with his courtiers for it is Herod's
This is the Outstanding Value today in the Range
.
a boy in the schooner Thayer Kimsiding at the organ. The Friendly
by Miss Martha Seavey. motored to I
7
King Hiram Council. R.&S.M, has
birthday.
It
was
a
costly
affair
as
.
.
• .
.
.
_ ball and afterwards as mate In the
HOOVER AT COLBY
Men's
Bible
Class
will
meet
at
9.30
Burner field
Richmond
Wednesday
to
pay
ani
been Invited to work the super-ex
befitted his rank. Oriental splen
_ , , . . . .
_
schooner Corvo.
a. m.. the Baraca Class and church 1
official
visit
to
Amy
Bradley
Tent.
...
.
cellent degree at an important Coun
dor
marked
its
progress.
Great local interest is manifest „„ „ . „. ,
...
. , I Capt. Frank B. Averill was born
school will convene at noon, Epworth (
in Richmond they were guests
cil Mason meeting in Portland Dec. 7.
, As Herod sat upon his throne
ed In the appearance Nov. 8 at While
......
...
i<
Auk 25. 1844. He went to sea
at the
League devotional service at 6.30 p. |
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Pauline
Gllpat.
i
$alome danced before him. Filled
Colby College of Hon. Herbert
,
.... j
. age of 10 and served as mate under
m., evangelistic service at 7.30 p. m., j
Under the auspices of Ruth Mayhew
Other guests in attendance were . •
K t
With her allure and carried away
Hoover. ex-President of the United rick.
... „ . ® ..
__ _
- his brother Cyrus Averill in the bark
song period led by Ralph Clark, pas- ,
Tent a series of card parties will begin
Miss
Mane
Patterson.
PDF...
Miss
E.
>
„
with enthusiasm for her beauty
States. Mr. Hoover will deliver the
.............
Surprise and was captain of the same
tor's evening sermon topic “The I
Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock in |
Alice Weymouth. DP.C. and Mrs
H
“
and charm, Herod promised with
Commemoration address in con .....
„
.
j bark at the age of 25, making many
Business of Christians."
Union j
G.A.R. hall, with Mrs. Lizzie French |
Lillian
Beane,
P.D.S.,
of
Augusta.
1
,
.
,
,
.
..
an oath to give her whatsoever
nection with Colby's celebration of
4 swift and successful voyages to the
See our complete line of
prayer meeting Tuesday evening at |
as hostess.
she would ask. And she. being
the 100th anniversary of the death
Canaries and the Spanish Main.
the First Baptist Church.
beautiful new Estate
her
Friendly Foto Fans will hold their jje tben devoted his time to coast- ' instructed beforehand of
of Elijah Parish Lovejoy, class of
Anderson Camp, S.U.V., was in
Heatrolas—
*
’
’
*
.
mother,
said.
"Give
me
here
John
regular meeting next Tuesday at 7.30
dipping and served as fleet
1826. a martyr to the freedom of
spected Wednesday night by Depart- '
"Relighting the Candle of Hope"
Baptist's head in a charger.''
te press. The ceremonies will be at the Congregational vestry. Prints i captain under the ownership of Cobb,
ment Commander Charles Webster of
It was premeditated murder, but will be the sermon topic by Rev.
held at the First Baptist Church at- are due on the assigned subject of a wight & Norton. Robert B. Messer
• New Efficiency
Springvale. Fish chowder was served
0{ the ' from the gloomy fortress came Charles A. Marstaller at Littlefield |
3 p. m., followed by a reception at cow The prints for the November and K c Ra,^
by the Auxiliary. Other guests from
John's head and the great fore Memorial Church Sunday morning at !
® New Economy
number of the circulating album are schooners he commanded were the
4.30 in the Alumnae Building, when
out of town included Past Department 1
runner's race was run. Mur
alumni, students and guests may
also due. Please be prompt so there Winnie Lawry. Thayer Kimball, Red
10.30.
The
music
will
include
a
solo
I
Commander Joseph Day of Bruns
° New Low Prices
deress that she was. Herodias did by Walter Griffin and a selection by |
will be no delay in getting the book jadKt G. M. Brainerd, Thomas
meet the distinguished visitor.
wick; Harold White, personal aide to
one loyal thing—she shared Her Miss Genevieve Gray and Miss Irma !
ready. If you have no data card for Burton, corvo and the Clara Ran• New Beauty
department commander; and several
od's exile with him.
altum prints, ask the print secretary'.
Mather. A children's story will pre
It is interesting to hear the many
from T. W. Hyde Camp of Bath.
—
William
A.
Holman.
Capt. Averill was a man of few
cede the sermon. Church school at
------] kind words said of the 700 members Forest Pinkerton for one.
There is an Estate on
11.45. The Children s World will meet
------words, but as with many other silent
Daniel S. Pray of the State Police of the Knox County Farm Bureau
our Sales Floor that will
Camden
Herald:
Herbert
(Red)
j men he meant every word he uttered.
at
5
o
’
clock,
senior
and
Junior
C.
E
At
the
Universalist
Church
Sunday
Force entered upon his annual vaca- i who recently held their annual meetPendleton of Rockland, a member of ' He was a skillful navigator and morning Dr. Lowe will preach on at 6 o'clock, praise service and sermon
Heat Your Home, Two
tlon and headed for Enoch Brook ing at Community Building. What a
the Camden Hills C. C. C. Camp has J sailed his vessels successfully and
Rooms or Ten, Amaz
down in the St. Croix region, where happy throng lt was crowding Main
the subject ."The Mind Can't Do at 7.15. the topic being “Which Way
and Where." There will be special
he has been going for quite a number street before and after sessions, been picked as one of the best base- without mishap.
ingly Well at AstoundHe is I Capt. Averill was scrupulously hon- That." Sessions of the church school music. The communion will be ob
of years in pursuit of big game. With Rockland business men. through the ball players in the C.C.C.
ingly Low Cost.
among the fifty-flve chosen as the J est and upright In all his dealings at noon in the vestry. Kindergar served at the close of the service.
him ore flve other Lincolnville nlm- | merchants' Committee of The Chamten department for children, three Union prayer meeting Tuesday eve
most
outstanding
players.
This
se'
and
while
not
a
regular
church
atrods—Ralph Brown, Irving Eugiey. ■ ber of Commerce, aided financially
ASK US FOR HEATROLA PRICES
to five, will meet during the morn ning at 7.39 at the First Baptist
Russell Heald, Roger Heald and Ber- ' jn bringing the meeting to this city, lectlon was based or. their past sea- tendant he entertained the real and
ing service hour.
sen's
records.
Pendleton's
record
Is
,
true
Christian
spirit
and
abhorred
Church.
The
Ladies'
Aid
meets
Wed

tram Eugiey. It looks like one of the ,
-------CASH OR EASY TERMS
• • • »
one that should please any baseball intemperance and evil in all Its
nesday evening with Mrs. Sherman
mcst Impressive drives of the season
Yesterday the Rotarians were priv- player. His batting average was 346, j forms. He idolized hls family and
"The Royal Law of the Scriptures" Lord. The Teen Age Guild will meet
In the eastern sector.
iliged to hear Rev. J. Charles Mac
he fielded 1009 and in one game with when his oldest son, Frank C., died will be the theme of the sermon by with Miss Ruth Packard Thursday
Donald give his illustrated lecture
• • • *
South West Harbor he pitched a one it left a sorrow with him that he
Rev. Corwin H. Olds at the Congrega
There is no finer way to remember of his recent trip to Meditteranean j hit, no run game.
The Salvation Army weekend
never quite could overcome. The
313-325 Main Street
Rockland
Tel. 980
your friends than by sending them ports, Egypt, Holy Land. Germany,
tional Church. The unified service schedule includes; Saturday, 7.30 p.
death of hls second son, Cyrus B
Alps,
England
and
Scotland.
Christmas cards and there aie r.o 1the
of
public
worship
and
church
school
in., open air meeting; 8.09, praise
“"'
PP
Shirley Temple, bless her, will be I an(j that of his wife which took place
liner Christmas cards than those , Owing to the_ shortness of_thehour, thp ]odestone whjch wl„ aUract hun. |
J9n
add(?d tQ
gnent
is at 10.30 a. m., with the children meeting, topic, "White Slaves,” Cap-,
with your name, and monogram too, j only views of Italian ports, Egypt and
dreds of customers to Strand Theatre , pOr the last 20 years he had made sharing the worship service and at tain Bcwness. speaker; Sunday, 10.C9 i (
if you choose.
Our Personalized HolyLand could be shown. The views Sunday, Monday and Tuesday. The'hls home with his son Albert E tending classes during the sermon. a. m„ Sunday School; 11.00 holiness
Christmas Cards are dignified and were wonderful and led each Ro- ! picture is called
"Heidi," and Averill and wife. They had given - Comrades of the Way will meet at meeting, topic, "We See Jesus," Cap- 1
MODERN MONUMENTS
have prestige not obtainable in any tarian to wish that they too could I in the cast
is another great him all the tender and loving care 6.30 p. m., and the discussion will be tain Bowness; 6.00 p. m„ open air i
THAT ENDURE
other form. See our line now. A ! take this trip and to hope that they drawing
card
Jean
Hersholt; tnat a daughter and son could pos on "The Five Greatest Temptations meeting. Willow street; 6 30, Young!
one dollar bill will buy from 16 to 50 may be privileged soon to see the rest Wednesday and Thursday, "The
Memorials of today are distin
People's
meeting,
speaker,
Dorothy
j
of
School
Life."
Miss
Barbara
O'Neil
sibly bestow upon a father and when 1
guished by a beautiful simplicity.
cards, depending on the quality and of the views of . the
Larrabee; 7.30 open air meeting;
. trip. President ‘ Great Garrick," with Brian Aheme, he took to hls bed two days ago Mr | will be assembly leader.
When properly designed, they
design. Postage 15 cents extra. The Neil Fogg reported that Sec. Le™ Ol.via De Havilland and Edw.
•
•
•
•
8.00,
salvation
meeting
topic,
"I
Have
!
convey an unmistakable and last
Averin was constantly at his bedside
Walker .was on the mending hand
Horton featured „Live
Courier-Gazette.—adv.
•
No Pleasure In The Death Of Him I
ing expression of reverence for
"Everlasting Punishment" is the
Another of the sick squad. Bert and L€arn„ )s {he ra(her intrlguing until the close.
the departed. We are specialists
That Dieth," Lieut. Charles H. |
The
sails
are
furled,
the
anchor's
down
subject of the Lesson-Sermon that
in all phases of memorial sculp
McLoon. reported for duty. Another | title for the weekend feature, starAnd all ls quiet now.
Wright speaker.
ture. Our catalog shows numer
No more the storm or roaring reef
new member. R. Cowan, ice cream ring Robert Montgomery.
will be read in all churches of Christ,
Week's
schedules
are:
Tuesday,
Shall vex the peaceful brow
ous attractive styles which you
distributor, was welcomed into the
Axel E. Brunberg
Scientist tomorrow.
The Golden 7C0 p. m., Corps Cadet class; Wed
are invited to Inspect.
Club. Visiting Rotarians were, As
Text is /‘Blessed is the man whom nesday, 7.00 p. m., Corps Band
Fruit and shade trees need proper
bury Pitman, Salem, Mass.. Israel care now! Albert Quinn is the man
BORN
thou chastenest, O Lord, and teach- practice; 8.00, Young People's meet
WILLIAM E DORNANX
Cutler. Old Town; C. Kendall Hop to do it. Phone 741-W.—adv.
. . IX
‘ I Kt
MERRIAM—At Knox Hospital. Rockland. est him out of thy law." The cita ing; Thursday. 7.30 p. m„ open air
Oct 23 to Mr and Mrs Paul Mer
kins, Camden. Frank W. Fuller was
CEMETERY*,
tions from the Bible include tlie fol meeting; 8.00 holiness meeting; Fri
130-131
riam. s -on. Robert Douglas.
EAST UNION
a guest.
BREWSTER- At Rockland. Oct. 23. to lowing passage; “Wherefore doth a day. 7.C0 p. m . Boy’s Club will meet.
Mr. and Mrs Francis L. Brewster, a
living man complain, a man for the 7.30, Girl’s Club will meet; 7.30,
son. Francis Leroy. Jr.
CAMDEN
New and interesting gift wares
—At Camden Community Hos punishment of his sins?
Let us Women's home league meeting.
Mrs. George Higgins has been con GILLMOR
pital, Oct 27. tn Mr? and Mrs. Alex
arriving every week. You are wel
168 Camden street- Mrs. William
SOUTH CHINA
ander OUltuur. a son, Oeorze Wel search and trv our ways, and turn
fined
to
her
home
on
Mountain
street
come-come in and look around.
Brewster, Brewster street.
lington.
again to the Lord."
with illness and is being cared for by
What Not Gift Shop.—Adv.
130
Recent visitors at Herbert Esancy's
Tuesday
Mrs. Lyman Randall of Warren.
DIED
—
inoluded Mr. and Mrs. Albert Esancy
Miss
A.
M.
Johanson
is
in
Boston
WATSON—At Oardlner. Oct. 23. Lydia
Mrs. Laura Buswell, Mechanic
New Low Price Country Gentle
Announcement of Prayer
Jane, widow of William Watson, for
Mrs. William Wellman and Mrs.
man now 5 years for $1. 4-1 year gifts for a short stay.
merly of Rockport, aged 77 years
street; Mrs. Elva Wooster 12 Holmes
Meetings For Monday and
Burial ln Camgen.
Wilbert Taylor of South Hope, en
for $1. Saturday Evening Post 1 year
street; Mrs. W. F. Brawn. 276 Broad
PITTS—At Ingraham HUI. Oct. 29.
route to Pomona Grange at China;
S3. 2-1 year gifts $5. Send for price i
Tuesday Afternoons
Mabel Pitts, aged 14 years, 11 months.
way; Miss Margaret McKnlght, 79 Mr.s Eva McKee and three friends
15 days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock
list.
Fred
E.
Harden,
The
Magazine
'
Our Memorials are permanent,
from Russell funeral home. Interment
The Spiritual Recovery Crusade Union street; Mrs. Carroll Wixon, 21 of Gary, Ind.; Mrs. Raymond Lud
ln Ingraham Hill cemetery.
of dignity and beauty, keeping Man, Tel. 36-W Rockland—Adv.
130*lt i
KALER—At Wal,doboro, Oct. 29. LuciePrayer Meeting Committee has an Warren street; Mrs. Maude Mather. wig and daughter Faith of Hope; Mrs.
memory of loved ones green today,
tia S., widow of Joseph A. Kaler. aged
nounced the following places where 146 CamdetT street; Mrs. Dewey Cur Charles Childs and daughter Muriel
tomorrow and forever.
91 years. 3 months. 2 days. Funeral
Sunday at 1 o'clock from residence.
of South Hope; Mr. and Mrs. Fred
This firm will continue under
prayer meetings are to be held on tis, 19 Carroll's lane.
Where Boys Have Lots of fun play
Interment In Comery cemetery.
active direction of RALPH A. ing at the game of death—a striking
These
meetings
will
be
held
at
2
Fitzgerald
and Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Monday
and
Tuesday.
RICHARDS
—
At
Camden.
Oct.
23.
Mlcs*
MORTICIANS
AMBULANCE SERVICE
GLENDENNING.
Mary Elizabeth Richards, aged 85
o'clock lasting for half an hour. All Fitzgerald of Augusta road; Mr. and
Monday
ly Illustrated article explaining how
years. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock
Mrs. Eda Post. 25 Ocean street; ln the neighborhood of these places Mrs. Ardelle Bumps and daughter,
the jittery countries of Europe are
Ambulance Service
from Good’s funeral home.
Mrs. C. H. Morey. 8 Pacific street; arc invited to attend. The church Joyce, of China.
making military training popular
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
CARD OF THANKS
Mrs. Harold Philbrook, 46 Union bells will ring at 2 o'clock and all
Mr. and Mrs. Ardelle Bumps and
with youthful "cannon fodder." Read
We wish.to thank pur neighbors and
TEL. 6G2
| street; Mrs. W A. Kennedy. 44 Ran- praying people are urged to offer a daughter Joyce spent the weekend
20 LINDSEY ST.
ROCKLAND this in the American Weekly Maga 361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND friends of Spruce Head and Chief Van
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND I kir. street; Mrs. Addie ftogers. 23 praver for the success of the Spir I with her sister Mrs. William Ring
Russell and his men. who so kindly
TEL. 502-W
zine with the October 31st Boston
119-tf
helped us during our Are.
98tf
118S130
and family in Warren.
Spruce street; Mrs. G. Carl Cassens, itual Recovery Crusade.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Waldron.
Sunday Advertiser.130'It

GRAND BARGAIN SALE OF CONGOLEUM RUGS
Congoleum Gold Seal Rugs
Congoleum Crescent Rugs

TALK OF THE TOWN

313-325
Main St.

$5.25
$3.98

Stonington Furniture Company
ews

$2.98
$2.49

Rockland
Tel. 980

FLORENCE

This Looks Bad

Estate Heatrola

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

Recovery Crusade

BURPEE’S

Rockland Marble &
Granite Works

Russell Funeral Home

?---------------GORHAM NORMAL

Every-Other-Daf
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I

SOUTH WARREN

M. P. Orne accompanied E. C. Cut
Miss Dorothy G. Muir, teacher of
the Goshen school, has announced ting of South Portland on a recent
this list of pupils who hate received business trip to Canada.
O—————--————>—
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Leavitt have
11 u
6
1
IO
three or [more A's for the first six
$
1
5
b
Miss Dorothy Flint of the Gorham
been recent guests of the latter's
weeks
of
the
fall
term:
Madeline
Normal School faculty and advisor of
ii
12
19
13
Rines Grade 8; Erma Pietila. Grade sister, Mrs. Hugh Pendexter, in Nor
Camp Fire announced in chapel Monw
way.
7;
Margaret
Mank
and
Russell
Mc

day morning that a preliminary
ife
17
15 Ib
19
Mrs.
Rosa
Cutting
and
son
E.
C.
Leod, Grade 6; George lives, Grade
course in leadership training has
Cutting of South Portland attended
j
4.
and
Phyllis
Bowers,
Grade
3.
A
’
Zo
‘ii
ZI
ll
29
been offered Gorham Normal School
poem contest was held among th? up funeral services last Saturday for
students under the direction of Miss
J
27 2ft
|
2b
30
per grades. Those selected by the Wilbert Rice in Thomaston. Mr.
Betty Tufts. It started Tuesday. The
v!v
judge as ^specially fine vsere by Rice was employed for many years on
S2
course is designed to prepare students
34
33
35
1 Madeline Rines and Frederick Jones. the Cutting farm.
for the advanced course to be given
The members of the B H Club en
Leland
Orff
and
family
of
North
by Mrs. Elizabeth Spear. Camp Fire
37
3fc
38
Waldoboro were guests Sunday at J. joyed a progressive supper Tuesday
director of Portland. The prelimi Portland, Miss Bernice Nutt who
Instead of a meeting. The start was
F.
Flanders.'
nary course will continue until teaches at North Woolwich and Miss j
made from the home of Mrs. William
Mr. and Mrs. Russell McLeod and
Christmas. It is to be held in Corth- Roberta Nutt, a student at Nasson
Tessin in Thomaston where fruit
1 92 93
99 95
39 MO Ml
9b 97
two sons motored Sunday to Wiscas
ell Hall. The following are the Knox- College, Springvale, spent last week
cocktail was enjoyed. The next stop
set.
Lincoln and Waldo students who end with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
50
99
was at Mrs. Jeannette Robinson's lor
51
Recent visitors at Mrs. N. S. Reev soup with the accompanying crackers
have indicated a present interest in |
nutt.
er's were Miss Greta Walden of
the course: Evelyn Knight, Lincoln
59
53
55
51
and pickles; then to Mrs. Rachel
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Blake, daugh- I
Togus,, Misses ,Una Clark and Muriel
ville; Harleth Hobbs, Hope; Evelyn
Overlock's for salad; from there to
ter Miss Shirley and son Kenneth of
bO
5b 59
bl
57
5b
Chase of Augusta. Mrs. Nellie Marple
Brown. Camden; Louise Eugley, LinMrs. Doris Maxey’s where the hearty
Beverly, Mass., were recent guests ’
and R. S. Monahan of the. village.
oolnville; Janet Henry, Thomaston;
1
Gb w t7
part of the meal was served. Dessert
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Tolman.
b3
fel
Miss Bertha Selwood of Newagen
Vera Blake , East Boothbay; Ruth
Mrs. L. A, Gray entertained the I
was served at Mrs. Doris Spear's.
!
SW
sw
was dinner guest Sunday of Miss
Geele. Waldoboro.
70
The final stop was at the home of
Ladies' Mission Circle Thursday aft
Dorothy Muir.
Mrs.
Rena
Fales
in
East
Friendship.
ernoon. The next meeting will be
1
The Dramatics Club plans to hold
71
73
Mrs. Ethel Hanna, Miss Carolyn At last accounts the members were
with Mrs. M. J. Oxton.
a banquet and dance Nov. 13.
Hanna,
Mrs.
Eva
Masters.
Miss
Doro

,,
in
their
usual
health
and
looking
for

The Tuesday Club met this week
thy Masters, George Masters and ward to next week's theatre party
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
The Poetry Club enjoyed a birth with Mrs. Amy Nutt and took the
Mrs. Norman Miller were visitors | followed by lunch at Mitchell s
1-Open the mouth wide 54- Five hundred fifty
19-Assumes an attitude
day party at its last meeting. After form of a Halloween party during the
1 Thursday in Portland. George Mas- ' Austin Leadbetter has been spend
21-Helps
4-Natlve of Rome
55- Lyric poem
the party Miss Lewis, the faculty ad
24-Opening
ters returned Sunday to Boston.
8-Truat
56- Edge
ing the week at Edwin Lermond’s in
were
played
and
refreshments
served
visor, introduced the club to choral
“Candid-camera night" in a big-town cabaret discloses a “killer’' in
26-Paid (abbr.)
11-Anxlous
57- lndefinite article
Mont Cottle and Ward Cottle of Jefferson.
from
a
table
reflecting
the
Halloween
28- Queerness
13-Not at any time
58- lnto
“Charlie Chan On Broadway,” the Oriental sleuth's greatest Twentieth
reading which is going to be one of
Augusta were at Otto Bowden's Sun
29- Assisted
15-Prefix. Backward
60-A fish
the chief things to work with this color scheme.
Century-Fox mystery. Above I left to right i Keye Luke, Warner Oiand and
30- Pronoun
day. Mrs. Lester Shuman, niece and
17- Dlm
62- The (Sp.)
Mrs. Emma V. Leach and brother Joan Marsh, as they appear in the film.—adv.
year. Three people reported on the
31- Rants
18- Rend
63- On the ocean
husband of Cushing were also callers.
Henry
Crawford
have
arrived
at
St.
originator, history and values of this I
32- Musical note
19- Jumbled type
55-Ajar
I
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Glaude enter
34- Plural suffix
20- New Zealand parrot 37-A land measure
type of reading. The club experi Petersburg, Fla.
ROCKPORT
35- Rocky
22- Egyptian god
(abbr.)
tained relatives from Sanford last
Members of the 4-H CJub are at
Mrs. James Gregory
mented with two readings of a hu
40- Resitt authority
23- Doctor (abbr.)
58-Aceumulate
tending
the
County
contest
today
in
Lynton
Lane
of
Lewiston
and
aunt.
------*
j
weekend.
morous nature. The members of the
41- Small particle
24- Very warm
69-The natural fat
Waldoboro
with
their
leader,
Mrs.
Mrs. Horace Butler of Oorham were Sharp Advance In Chicken
Angus McLoud of Rockland was Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
42- Exist
club have been attending the choral
25- Tear
71- Plan
43-Thlanest
72- 1 n that place
27-Preposition
visitors this week at the home of
reading programs given at the Henry Keller.
Greetings to all Nature Club
Prices — Egg Advance Is «uest Sunda-V at the Olaude home44- Hide by intervention
29- Aluminum (abbr.)
73- Alcoholic beverage
Miss Jeahne Ifill of Bremen visited Cranks. It is good to know I have
Capt. and Mrs. George Lane.
State Teachers’ Convention this week.
45- Act
30-The modern Nio
Slower
last
Saturday
with
Miss
Gloria
Miss Agnes Bickford of Damariscotta
SOUTH WALDOBORO
The Rockport Farm Bureau will
been missed. I am still here on the
46- Style
VERTICAL
31- Perforated in
47-Turkish official
Bridges. John T. Holmes and Keith island, even though I have not been
numerous placet
is in charge of the Poetry Club meet
meet Nov. 2 at the home of Mrs.
The Bureau of Agricultural Eco
1- English royal house 49-Preposition
33-An insect (pi.)
Davis of the village were guests heard from in a long time. True it is
ing this coming Wednesday. The
Mrs. Franklyn Pitcher has been Lizzie Smith, Grace street, Rockland, nomics reports:
51-Negative
35-Money (Rom. Antiq/) 2- You and I
that evening.
program is to be based on the works making a week's visit at the home of The subject of the all-day session
that there are strong winds here,
56- Assist
3- Doze
37- Accost
"A
slight
slackening
in
the
domesof Miss Emily Dickenson. Miss I her daughter Barbara in Medford, 1 will be "Bread Making. Dinner at
57- Man's name
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Scott and “Boze,'' 'but when gales are too fierce
4- Told
38- Superlative suffix
59-Snare
5- Raw metal
noon will be served with Mrs. Lizzie tic consumer demand for farm prod- I daughter Joyce called last Saturday I stay in the house, as I have no desire i 39- Epoch
Louise Eugley is to be on the pro- I Mass
61-Solitary
'
6- An insect
42-Decayed internally,
gram.
French
and
Mrs.
Inez
Packard
in
ucts
during
the
remainder
of
1937
is
’
on
Fred
Scott
at
the
Damariscotta
to
be
blown
out
to
sea.
1
Harry Rogers was guest of Graham
7- Sewing implements 63- Amount (abbr.)
as fruit
•
I
• • • •
64- Residue from fire
My birds have been with me all
8- Pronoun
jn prospect. The trend of industrial hospital.
46-Adult males
Chubbuck ln Medford the past week. charge.
65-Over (contr.)
The School is planning to take two
9- Conjunction
48-Sofas
Fifty pupils and friends were pres summer and a few are yet here, eating
Mrs Alvin Wallace returned home j Miss Feme Whitney, who is at- activity has been downward since
66- Recent
10-Discharge
5O-Frugality
days' absence from classes to attend last Saturday after spending two tending the State Teachers' Conven- car,y ’
Sept€mber
Although ent at the social Friday night at the bread crumbs from their tin covers
68-Army Order (abbr.)
12-A fish
62-Sound made to
the Teachers' Convention. All stu weeks with her brother O. Winfield 1 tion in Portland will remain for the
7O-Royal Institute
Manktown
schoolhouse.
8everal on the rail. They have been mostly
14-Variant (abbr.)
frighten
,
..
r.K.1changes
in
consumer
purchasing
dents have taken an associate mem Davis in Taunton, Mass. Mrs. Wal Sunday sessions of the State Chris(abbr.)
16-Welrd
songs were given by the pupils and ground sparrows, but now the chick-1 83-Because
bership in the Maine Teachers’ As lace also visited Mrs. Clarence Hard ] tian Endeavor Convention.
I
power tend to lag behind changes in old airs sung by all. Games were
(Solution to previous puzzle)
sociation.
The Johnson Society met WWnes- tadustrlal activity, decreased in the pjayed and refreshments served.
white throated sparrows did not come
ing in Auburndale.
• • • •
PORT CLYDE
James Richards is erecting a house 1
at the home Of Mrs. Olive Whit- latter Probabl>' wltI
reflected to
to
the house although I heard them
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Bowley of
The Women’s Athletic Association on the land which he recently bought ,
some extent in consumer incomes
Warren were recent callers at C. out in the woods
tier. The afternoon period was dehas been considering a change in the
Aa I sat Iby the east window in my The Wentworth cottage on the
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Wallace are j voted w
tacking. Following the before the end of the year."
Bowers.'
Marshall Point road has been sold
awarding of letters and numerals. It
Poultry and Eggs
I moving their household effects to the supper a Halloween party was held
Mrs. O. Bowden and children Caro kitchen recently, watching the sun to W. P. Mitchell of Wakefield,
hopes to change the requirements and
The
Bureau
of
Agricultural
Eco

come
up
from
behind
the
hill
across
village where they will make their in honor of the president Stella Simlyn and Charles, motored Sunday to
put them on the same level as those
the harbor, I thought of the many Mass.
home for the present.
; onton. The dining room decorations nomics further reports:
Pemaquid and Bristol and also called
of the Men's Athletic Association.
“
Two
important
developments
in
years I have looked upon the same Mrs. Ada Brennen was hostess j
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Harding and consisted of black cat and witches in
at Archie Little's.
• • • *
son John of Auburndale spent last j cut outs biack and orange candles the P°ultr>’ and
situation in the
scenery. I have lived in this house ; Tuesday to thc Willing Workers
The Art Club is planning a theatre weekend at their summer home here, j and the refreshments also were car- past month have been ‘1 ‘ the sharp I Mrs. E. M. Dudley and Miss Helen 49 years. The hill looks almost the Sewing Circle.
party to Portland for Nov. 13.
Mrs. Cora Taylor, passing the sum- ried out in Halloween symbols. Next advance in chicken prices at a time Rines of Portland were callers Mon same, with only a few more trees and
• • • •
Mrs. Ada Simmons and daughter
usual seasonal movement day at J. A. Rines.'
bushes added to the view. In all
mer here, accompanied them on re week the Club will meet at the home when
Phyllis
were in Portland recently to
Miss Catherine Chisholm of Rock
Mrs.
H.
McIntire,
Mrs.
J.
Glaude,
is downward, and (2) the much less
those years only two houses have been
turn.
or Mrs. Elizabeth Collamore.
than-average seasonal advance in egg Mrs. R McLeod and Ray Simmons built ln the neighborhood, and one visit Mr. Simmons who is a patient
land has resigned her membership
The Union Ladies' Aid met recently j
at the Maine General Hospital.
ln the Glee Club to accept a position
Mrs. Marshall E. Reed of Roxbury prices. Short supplies of poultry, were Rockland visitors Monday
schoolhouse. However, every house
for an ell-day session at Mrs. Edna
as a photographic editor on the
The next meeting will be “ sPending the week with her mother both at present and in prospect, toFred Waldo entertained at dinner
Mrs. Charles Bowers and children but cne has changed hands and all
Turner's.
“Green and White” board, the school
Mrs. Minnie Weed.
gelher with low supplies of other accompanied by Mrs. L. A. Winchen the people who lived here when I Sunday. Those
Mr.|
------ ,present
....... ..........were
— ......
Nov. 4 with Mrs. Nettie Drown.
yearbook.
Children not absent or tardy for
At the Baptist Church. Rev J. W. meats are largely the cause of the bach and daughter Arvilla were moved to this place, are gone. Some ’and Mrs A1- Prince of Camden, and
Bulbs for Indoor
• • • •
the first marking period at the Ledge Hyssong. Sunday services will begin higher chicken prices. Since these guests Thursday at M. T. Mank's in have moved down town (I am two Prancla w Rio® of Beverly and BosWindow Box
A very’ impressive candle lighting School were- Ada Smalley George with morning worship at 11 a. m.; conditions are likely to be maintained Farmingdale.
miles from the village! but the owners1 tonservice was held in the Russell Hall Palmer Lois Winchenbach Carleton sermon by the pastor, subject. "Be- during the first half of 1938. prices
Mr. and Mrs. James Storer of of many houses are resting from their j Albert Simmons is spending a few
Gymnasium Thursday night to wel Winchenbach Oladvs Wuori, Maxine U«ving in the Virgin Birth;” 12 noon, of chickens are likely to be above North Waldoboro were callers Fridaylabors.
I weeks in Rockland. Mrs. Simmons
come the new members of the Young Wallace, Bernard Wallace and Free- Bible School for all ages; 6 p. m. those of a year earlier.
on friends here.
There were no electric lights, no who recently underwent a surgical
Men's Christian Association.
.. . _
, Christian Endeavor meeting, leader, i 'Large storage stocks of eggs have
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Benner, telephones, no automobiles, no city! operation at Khbx Hospital is im• • • •
First Birthday Of SundaySchool
Gu>' Young; consecration meeting 7 been partly the cause of the slow Misses Lizzie Winslow and Winnie water, »no moving pictures when I proving.
Miss Roberta Holbrook will be one
The Sunday school observed Itsfirst P- m- union service of 1116 Baptist and advance in egg prices Since these Winslow nf Warren. S. J. Burrows, came to this community. You will no Miss Lillian Brown or Martinsville
of the students participating in the
anniversary Sunday with 22 present. Methodist Churches at the Baptist stocks will continue to affect the situ- ; Misses Abbie Sidelinger and Al- doubt ask. “What did you do? What
gUest Of her grandparents. Mr.
exhibition soccer game to be played
Church. All are welcome; speaker, ation during the rest Of 1937
the ' meda Sidelinger of South Waldoboro
A year ago this school was organized
did
you
have
'for
entertainment?
and
Mrs mysses Davis.
at the Portland Boys' Club in Port
! Rev. Charles Taylor, Sr. Mr. Taylor farm price of eggs is not likely to ex made a call Sunday at L. L. Mank's.
There was always a dance now and j
with Rev. Horace Taylor present and
"A
New Way” will be the topic
land on Friday for the Teachers’ Con x X.V. Mr. and Mrs. Theron Leeman of then, and woodchoppings meant a
at that time 18 attended, Since th.n
then is the father of Evangelist Charles ceed that of a year earlier until early
vention.
Taylor who will in November hold 1938 when
— the effect
-*»--* of
-> the small
— Round Pond are visiting at A. C.
crowd going in,the afternoon with Baptjst chape,
2 o.clock
3
the school has grown to an enrollment
• • • •
three weeks meetings in Rockland. hatch will be felt on egg production.” Mank’s.
axes and saws, later enjoying a boiled Q.clock thp gunday Schoo) cQnvenes. |
of
30.
The Glee Club will sing at the
This material was prepared by R.
C, Bowers and son, accompanied dinner, baked beans and pies; and
, n
Mrs. Edgar Winchenbach, secretary,
there is a place for every one. The
Chestnut Street Church Friday aft
N. Atherton, Extension Economist, Elbert Starrett to the turkey shoot t
Eastern
Star
Banquet
then a dance to round out the night. ,
presented
annual
report.
The
aver

ernoon. This also is for the Teach
young people will meet at 6 o'clock
Sunday at 8outh Hope.
In spite of a downpour of rain Marketing.
When a couple were married, iners' Convention. The Misses Muriel age attendance has been 17 and the
for the Christian Endeavor. The
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
E.
Keizer
of
Thom

stead of a shower party they were song and praise service will be at 7
McPhee, Pern Brown, and Ruth average collections 54 cents. Total , Tuesday night, Past Matrons and
Twin (Androscoggin - Sagadahoc) aston were callers Sunday at Leavgiven serenades, friends 'coming from with everyone invited. Prayer-meet
12th Eastern Star DisHarper of Rockland and Miss Agnes expenses 121.02 with cash on hand patrons 0(
county farm bureau is the first to rltt Mank's and C. Bowers.'
<ar and near and bearing any kind
Bickford of Damariscotta are to sing amounting to $9.10. The members trict congregated in large numbers report 1938 membership greater than
Miss Flora Fish of Rockland. Mrs. of objects on which they could make ing is held Thursdays at 7 o’clock.
voted to buy wood for the church.
Miss Celia Chadwick is visiting in j A Window Box of Colorful Flowers
at that time with the club.
at Masonic hall for the annual ban that in 1937. Last year's member Charles Young and Charles Trone
All officers were elected for another
a noise. After listening to the music, Thomaston.
Is a Cheerful Sight in Winter.
• • • •
quet and business meeting.
ship has already been exceeded by of Warren made calls Sunday at
the
couple
finally
called
them
in
and
year.
Window box gardeners may plant
Miss Marion Woodard of Boothbay
Harbor Light Chapter acted as more than 30 with at least 100 more Mrs. N. |S. Reever's and Miss Ellie
Walter White has not been absent
gave them a treat. Unless the treat
In the fall for indoor bloom through
Harbor spent a very pleasant week
host and served a chicken supper expected to enroll before annual Mank's.
out the winter. The chances for
was provided they came again the
CLARRY HILL
end in Medford, Mass., where she at for a year and w-as presented with the which brought many compliments to meeting.
success indoors are equal, if not
Miss Adelle Feyler and W. Stan next night.
yearly
pen
and
the
certificate
of
tended the wedding of her cousin,
greater, than outdoors, and plant
chairman Linthel Lane and her corps
ford of (Warren called -Friday at C.
Other
amusements
in
the
early
days
honor.
materials are almost as numerous;
Miss Gladys Pingery, on Friday
of efficient helpers, Mrs. Amy Miller, ago she motored with relatives to this Bowers.'
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Lane of East more
important, there are no
consisted of parties, kitchen dances
night.
Mrs. Lillian Keller, Mrs. Cora Mor town to call on friends.
Mrs. Edith Leavitt of Sanford was and playing cards. The popular card Gardner. Mass., Mrs. Lillian Greene storms and draughts to combat.
• •••
ROCKVILLE
rill, Mrs. Susie Auspland and Miss
The best planting materials are
of Harrison and Mrs. Lydia Leigh
Mrs. Watson was the widow of Wil guest Friday of her niece Mrs. SD.
game was • “High Low Jack Pede.”
Miss Evelyn Brown of Camden
Ruth Miller.
of Union called on friends here re the forcing bulbs. They are easiest
liam Watson, whose death occtirred Murphy.
to grow and produce the most
Bridge was an unknown game then.
spent the weekend with a cousin in
Those assisting in serving were Miss last July. She was bom in Simon
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Ranlett were
cently.
brilliant display. A few plants may
There
were
also
dances
and
instal

Portland.
in Waterville Sunday to attend a i Helena Upham. Miss Olive Lowell, ton. daughter of Joshua and Harriett
Irving Rich of Union was a busi be transplanted from the garden,
• • • »
UNION
lations
as
,
there
ard
ncw.
and some foliage plants added, but
Mrs. Mildred Rhodes, Mrs. Helen Marshall and had always made her
Due to inclement weather the department meeting and council of
In many respects I think the times ness visitor Thursday in this locality. the lovely and cheerful colors come
Ingraham, Mrs. Viola Spear. Mrs. home here until about 25 years go
V.F.W.
Post
and
Auxiliary.
Community Club met Tuesday aft have improved, but the old friendly,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ross of Round from the bulbs.
Scavenger hunt sponsored by the
The usual meeting of Wednesday Effie Veazie, Mrs. Leona Salisbury, when the family moved to Augusta ernoon at the new club rooms. Mrs.
The gorgeous amaryllis with vel
Pond spent Sunday with relatives.
Massachusetts Club was unable to
neighborly
feeling
is
gone.
The
out

Mrs. Goldie Davis and Mrs. Aili where Mr. Watson was employed.
Josephine Bessie was in charge of look of today is much more selfish.
Miss Ruth Clarry passed last vety trumpets and gay colors needs
take place, however, their dance oonducted Iby Miss Margaret Mc
only a sunny window for healthy
Ingraham.
Funeral services were held at the the program "Maine Authors,” It
which they then held was very suc Knight was postponed because of
I saw this advfee in a magazine re weekend in North Waldoboro with growth. The lily-of-the-valley, if
The banquet hall was unusually at Plummer Funeral Home in Augusta, was voted to have a food sale today cently.
the
rain
but
there
will
be
a
service
started from pips, is easiest, and
“If ..you want to beTappy.’d'o her mother Mrs' Lucy Vannah'
cessful. Doughnuts, cider, apples,
tractive with decorations carried out and the remains were taken to Cam with Mrs. June Nelson and Mrs
indeed. Hyacinths are ideal
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Whitney of lovely
and marshmallows were served in an next Wednesday at 7 o'clock at the
not
try
ito
live
more
than
one
day
at
pot plants. The early tulips may
in the Star colors. Each table bore den for burial in the family lot.
Agnes Creighton serving on that a time." And to that ® wish to add, Union called Sunday on relatives be forced into bloom if started in
interesting manner.
Miss Muriel school building.
Surviving relatives are one son, committee. Refreshments were served
Mrs. p. A. Sherer spent Wednesday large bouquets of carnations and the
time and given care; and that whole
here.
McPhee and Ruth Harper of Rock
“Keep busy.”
favors were crepe paper parachutes Edwin Watson; and one daughter, by Mrs. Ethel Creighton, Mrs. Marion
tribe of early garden subjects
with
Mrs.
C.
H.
Morey
in
Rockland.
land. Ernest Doyle of Thomaston, and
Misses
Susie
Storer
and
Lottie
Stor

N.
C.
C.
7
called the minor bulbs can be
Miss Emma Brewster returned last filled with mints, the handiwork of Mrs. Ethel Logan; seven grandchil Alden and Mrs. Carrie Abbott.
Miss Agnes Bickford of Damariscotta
Vinalhaven. 'Oct. 27.
er of Mank's Corner visited Mrs. Eva grown indoors. Most popular is the
the
worthy
matron,
Marion
Upham.
dren, all of Augusta. Mrs. Watson
Saturday to Bedford after a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawes are
grape hyacinth, or Muscari, of deep
attended this dance.
Robbins recently.
Officers newly elected are: Presi was a member of Harbor Light Chap passing a few days in Boston.
her mother Mrs. Fannie Brewster.
blue coloring. The squills or scil• • • •
Vinalhaven
&
Rockland
Frank Dolham is at the home of las. and also the crocuses can be
There will be no Sunday service at dent, Milton Griffin; vice president, ter O.ES.
Mrs. Carrie Mank entertained the
Mrs. Celia N. Gross and Miss Jessie
Winifred Whitney for an indefinite potted for winter color.
Gertrude
Boody,
both
of
Golden
Rod,
Steamboat
Co.
Mrs.
Gibb
’
s
this
week
as
Mr.
Lar|
Grandmother
’
s
Club
at
cards
yester

Keene spent the weekend at their
The narcissus, especially the
stay.
day.
trumpet type, is another excellent
homes in Waldoboro. Mrs. Gross is combe will be away, but services will Rockland; secretary, Mrs. Evelyn
ROCKLAND
Justus Colby of Brockton, Mass,
bulb for indoor growth.
I Tewksbury, Seaside Chapter, CamMrs. Della Morton has been guest
the sixth grade teacher in the Nor be resumed the following week.
visited his mother Mrs. Emma JackMr. and Mrs. E. H. Perry spent ' den; treasurer, Mrs. Carrie Smith, Ivy
this
week
of
Mrs.
Milton
Stephenson.
mal School Training School, and
WONDERFUL DISINFECTANT
Waterproof truck covers and spray
son last weekend.
Effective Sept. 16, 1937
Mr. and Mrs. William Thomas and
Miss Keene is the nature science de Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Chapter, Warren.
and
hoods made to order. Old covers
The local officers conducted an im
Fitzgerald in West Waldoboro. Wil
Mrs.
Sadie
Cunningham
and
Miss
children
are
visiting
Mrs.
Thomas'
Service
To:
partment.
DEODORANT
• • • •
liam Fitzgerald visited the Perry's pressive memorial service and several
parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Clough
VINALHAVEN, NORTlt HAVEN, Augusta Ross of Union spent Tues- waterproofed. Awning service. Rock
Sick Rooms
•
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT, | day afternoon with Winifred Whit land Awning Co.. 16 Willow St.
Miss Ethelyn Upton of Camden and for a few days the last of this week, musical numbers were presented by
in Biddeford this' weekend while Mr.
Bath Rooms
SWAN'S
ISLAND,
AND
Seaside,
Golden
Rod
and
Naomi
Millbridge spent the weekend at her
Roger Bronkie is visiting his mother
ney.
Thomas attends the Teachers' Con
FRENCHBORO
Kitchens
By invitation from
home.
Mrs. Inez C. Bronkie and sister Mrs. Chapters.
vention.
Frank Jameson has returned
FALL SCHEDULE
• • • •
PATRONIZE YOUR
Golden Rod the next annual meeting
Garage Floors
Edgar Hallowell.
Mrs. John Creighton and daughter
home after a few days' visit in Rock
Miss Harriet Trask and Miss
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
Brainerd Thurston ha$ returned will be held in Rockland.
Barbara has been guests a few days
Concrete Floors
land.
Ethelyn Upton of the Normal School from Aroostook where he had em
a • a •
A. M.
P. M.
of Mrs. Hattie Black, Branch Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Smith and
Stone Steps
9.00
Arr.
Rockland,
Lv.
2.15
Faculty presented a program on ployment this fall.
Mrs. Lydia J. Watson
daughter Phyllis of Warren were vis
Refrigerators
8.00
Arr.
North
Haven,
Lv.
3.25
Maine to the Altrurian Club. It was
Recent surveys show that 45.5 per
Mrs. Lydia Jane Watson, 77, of
Lv. 4.35 itors Sunday at the home of rela
7.00 Arr. Stonington.
Drain Pipes
very successful.
6.00 Lv. Swan’s Island,
Arr. 5.10 tives here.
cent of Maine farms have electric
Augusta,
died
Oct.
23
following
a
Who is ready to serve you
• 4 • a
WE BUY
Toilet Bowls
Read Down
service. This is the lowest percent Read Up
long period of ill health. She was
Miss Harriet Trask and Miss Miri
365 days in the year
Lavatories
VINALHAVEN LINE
age of any state in New England, ex
This winter, butter prices will
able, however, to be about until a
am Andrews are planning a program
AND SILVER
P. M. probably be the highest ln eight
A. M.
Garbage Pans
cept Vermont, Maine, however, is
week before her death when she met
Silsby’s Flower Shop
for the evening session of the train CLARENCE E. DANIELS
Lv. 2.15 years The amount of butter In cold
9.20 Arr. Rockland,
far above the national average of 175
with a fall*and as a result was taken
TEL. 318-W
Arr. 3.20
ing school to be held the evening of
8.00 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Takes ail unpleasant odors away
JEWELER
ROCKLAND
percent and stands eleventh among
storage this fall is 14 percent below 371 MAIN ST.
to the Gardiner Hospital where her
Once
Tried,
Always
Used
111-tf
Buperintendent's Day. Miss Trask is 370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
lOOtf
the stales
average,
denffse occurred Only three weeks
to b« ip charge of I He dialogue-:,

by Agnes Bickford

D. M. Keller and Bert Keller in I
company with Percy Keller of Cam- ]
den motored Tuesday to Allston,
Mass., where they attended funeral
, services for George Keller. They rej turned home Wednesday.
| Leman Oxton is having repairs
made on the building formerly used
1 as a sawmill. Martin Hamalainen i
I has charge of the work.
■
prize waltz was a special feature
j Of ^e dance Thursday at the Mt.
| Pleasant Grange hall.
|
and Mrs_ Vernon Packard Qf

r

n

L

rL

The Poultryman

THE SEA BREEZE

Cote’s Magic Water

Can be
Used
For

OLD

GOLD

ESTABLISHED
FLORIST
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Every-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN

Oh, You Turkey
Capt.

Frank

Rossiter

Vinalhaven Lions

returned

Hear Interesting Facts About

Vinalhaven Band Still Able Thursday from Camden.
To Play After Tackling At the ,11 o’clock service at Union

GUARDIANS

Public

Utilities

From

a

Church Sunday the pastor, Rev.
“HEIDI”
Member
the Repast
Arthur Leigh will speak on “Seeing
The Vinalhaven Lions Club held
The Vinalhaven Band started what the Invisible.” There will be special
Its bi-monthly meeting at the Union
looks like a successful winter season selections by the vested choir, Mrs.
Evelyn Hall organist. The pastor’s
vestry Thursday night and lt proved
Tuesday night, when in Firemen's
subject for the evening will be
to be one of the most interesting of
hall the members sat down to a splen "Esther.” The Junior choir will make
the many the club has held.
did turkey supper, and after an ex its first appearance, Miss Louise Bur
Report from the committee on
flooding the ball ground for the use
tended workout at the table, where gess organist.
as a skating park for small children,
bass player O. V. Drew carried all
Mrs. Arthur Guilford returned
What our lightkeepers
showed it could be done with a
competitors before him, they had a Thursday from Castine.
and coast guarsdmen
minimum of expense.
good
workout
on
some
new
music,
are doing to protect
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn of
At the recommendation of the
under the direction of J. W. Kittredge. Waterville are guests of his parents,
coastwise shipping by
committee appointed to investigate
The
tables
were
tastefully
decorated
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Sanborn.
day and by night. The
it. the Club voted a ten-dollar dona
with red berries and autumnal foliage
day's news Irom many
Mrs. Sylvia McEachern and daugh
tion to the new High School Orches
but
the
center
of
attraction
was
one
lonely outposts along
ter Lyle of Greenville are visiting
tra, to help with its organization.
of
Frank
Sampson's
North
Haven
Maine's waterfront.
Mr. and Mrs. William Benner.
Lion A. A. Peterson, having had due
turkeys, done to a turn and just ask
Mrs. Reuben Carver returned
notice thereof, was the speaker of
ing to be devoured.
the evening and delivered a most
Over ,the table was a banner with Thursday from North Haven where
interesting talk on "Public Utilities"
a strange device, printed in red to she was guest of Mrs. Regina Crowell.
a subject he was fully capable of
Mrs. C. E. Morse, who has been a
denote
zeal,
and
after
some
decipher

T
i handling, due to his close contact
The sound of the sea ln my nostril.. , with the Coast Guard at Damari- ing and consultation of Greek and vsitor at Mr. and Mrs. Hennigar's,
The sound of the sea ln mine cars.
i with them for the major portion of
Latin text books the inscription was returned Thursday to Portland.
The touch of the spray on my burniog scove Island.
face.
' his life.
made
out
to
read
"Put
Your
Shoulder
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lyford
Rich
of
ManI
suppose
Keeper
Day
is
nicely
set

Like the mist of reluctant tears
Vice President O. V Drew, acting
set
were
recent
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
—Paul L. Dunbar.
tled at Manana after his short stay j To the Wheel." This was immediate
[ as King Lion in the absence of King
at The Cuckolds.
"
I ly adopted by the Band as its motto Philip Bennett and Mr. and Mrs.
! Lion Daggett, announced that Lion
Monhegan
• • • •
and referred to the snare drummer Andrew Bennett.
Guy C. Peaslee would speak on some
Curtla Island
for confirmation.
The keeper and family, having
Mrs. Madeline Smith was hostess
subject, as yet unannounced, at the
Keeper
Reed
has
taken
up
his
moI
<ph
e
supper
had
been
prepared
by
moved here from Manana Foa Signal
Friday night ta the Depression Club.
next meeting.
Station, are nearly settled and enjoy tor boat for t-.e winter and is busy (be chairman of the committee, W.
D. IH. Daggett is in Rockland.
“Heidi" and all the colorful folk dwelling high up in Swiss Alps beneath stars come to laughing, loving
Plans were made for accepting
getting
everything
In
readiness
for
J
H
ingerson.
assisted
by
those
charmtheir new home.
life in Twentieth Century-Fox's picturization of Johrna Spyri's b<loved story starring Shirley Temple
Miss Nathalie Smith entertained
the Camden-Rockport Lions Club In
cold
days
ahead.
[
n
g
young
ladies
'Mrs.
Rebecca
Arey
Mrs. Foss entertained the Sewing
(center) in the title role. Jean Hersholt ll eft) is featured and the cast includes (left to right) Arthur
vitation to attend their field day to
The lighthouse tender Ilex arrived and Mrs Mertie Carver, who after Tuesday night at a Halloween party
Club on the evening of Oct. 26, and
Treacher, Pauline Moore, Thomas Beck and Helen Westley.—adv.
at Camp Alyosca, Shore Acres. The
be held in Camden and a fine time;
Oct.
15
with
a
supply
of
oil,
"doing
the
dishes
”
retired
amid
the
enjoyed a delightful evening. Mem
guests included Mr. and Mrs. Keith
there ls in anticipation. All that
Mrs.
Reed
visited
relatives
and
acclaim
of
the
Bandanda
flourish
of
bers present were Mrs. Henry Stanley,
Carver. Mr and Mrs. Roy Arey, Ellen
is needed Is a good day and the boys
friends
in
Prospect
recently.
trumpets.
Mrs. Fernald. Miss Charlotte Stanley
Heidi" brings a Shirley Temple tred of the world, of a young girl who scribed screen play by Walter Fer- will cross the bay with Capt. Ira
Georgeson. Erdine Calderwood. Mary
Two
Government
workmen
Mr.
The
guest
of
honor
was
honorary
Mrs. Ida Partridge, Mrs. Jean MazNeilson, Dorothy Cobb, Elizabeth | more glorious than has ever been finds the strength and courage to ris and Julien Josephson are two Tupper to enjoy the famed hospitalthe”ca'mden-R^kport”Tions
zalini, and Miss Margaret Bartlett. Davis and Mr. Scribner of Portland member E. M. Hall, who enjoyed the Guilford, Horace" Sanded Philip Bur- known, in the picture she was asked walk again and of the little heroine dance sequences that present the
left Oct. 22 after making repairs on rare treat of being able to lay back
to
make
by
thousands
of
fans
who
who
brings
everyone
new
zest
for
life,
first
star
of
the
screen
at
her
greatThe writer enjoyed the party greatly
Club.
and criticize some one else's cooking leigh. Clarence Bennett, Ralph Earle, wrote to the Twentieth Centuryand hopes they will come again soon the gas light at Northeast Point.
Arthur Treacher and Helen West- est. “In Our Little Wooden Shoes."
—By O. V. D.
Ernest Conway and Bernard Erickson.
John
Hapworth
of
Rockland
was
bu
^
Q^ne
had
nothing
but
praise
for
even if he did serve the coffee and
Decorations appropriate to Halloween Fox studios. Bringing love to hearts ley play prominent roles in the story, the speciany composed song by Lew
guest
of
the
family
last
week.
[
the
C
hef's
artistry.
wash the dishes.
filled with hate, and a twinkle to and Pauline Moore. Thomas Beck.
and gldney p Mlt<?hell Biyes
The lighthouse tender Hibiscus
oniy {ace absent was that of were used and games in keeping with eves filled with tears, “Heidi’ tells Mary Nash, Sidney Blackmer, Mady
MARTINSVILLE
, ,
Vinal Foss Jr. age 8 enjoys the called Ott. 28,
Superintendent Leon "Goose" Arey who is taking in the occasion were played. Lunch was
Christians
and
Sig
Rumann
are
also
6hlrley
a
gay
ftnd
charmin
8
Inc

of an embittered mountain-top exile
lighthouse very much. He has more Ingalls and Assistant Superintendent
In the Baptist Church at 10.30
the sights and sounds of the football served.
lude in the warmly dramatic story.—
brilliantly portrayed by Jean Her- featured in the cast,
children to play with and is pleased
o'clock
Sunday the pastor will use as
Philip
Burleigh
of
Gardner,
Mass
,
Sampson were aboard and inspected fields of Maine just at present, and
sholt, reclaimed from his fierce haWritten Into the faithfully tran- adv.
at being able to aome home to lunch the Station.
subject “A New Way.” This will be
spent
the
past
week
with
Horace
San

the fact that he was absent might
always having had to carry a lunch
'
Rally Day. It is especially desired
Mrs. Reed attended the Woman’s have had something to do with the ders.
raised newsstand or delivery prices half a ton over last year's price, white that parents attend and take the
box previously.
EVERYTHING ELSE GOES VP
Principal S. B. Hopkins and assist
Educational Club meeting Friday at fact that the food held out as well as
• • • •
or both since the first of the year, paper is heading for an average ln- children to Sunday School at 11.30?
Mrs. Emma Bradstreet's.
it did. Strange as lt seems there was ant Miss Gwendoline Greene of Vi
nalhaven High School attended the
Portland Head
Citing a variety of reasons more and others are contemplating an in- crease of $6.50 per ton in the first The evening service will be in the1
Tliere is one large apple tree on a little bit o( turkey left.
crease, it was learned Thursday. In- six months of 1938. Production costs port Clyde Baptist chapel at 7 o'clock’
F O. Hilt motored Wednesday to this Island and it was loaded with
After throwing Mr. Turk for a total State Convention this week.
than 50 daily newspapers and many creased prices for newsprint leads the and taxes are other main factors cit- The prayer-service will be Wednes• « • •
St. Oeorge.
nice red apples this fall.
loss the Band tackled some selections ]
weeklies from coast to coast have list of reasons. Up a dollar and a ed in the price advances.
day at 7 o'clock.
Mrs. Violet B. Archer
from Victor Herbert's "Red Mill," and
Cards have been received from Ar
and Handel's "Hallelujah Chorus .
News has been received of the death
thur Harlow who is vacationing in
WALDOBORO
It turned out that it was much easier of IMrs. Violet B. Archer. 49. which
Chicago.
Miss Gean Keene of Bremen is vis to sing hallelujah over the table than occurred Oct. 21, at her home in Wol
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Goff and Mrs.
it was to render Mr Handel’s score, laston, Mass. Mrs. Archer (Violet
A. J. Stevens of Westbrook were re iting her sister Mrs S. H. Weston.
but everybody concerned voted the Brown) was a former resident of this
Mr
and
Mrs.
John
Whitcomb
and
cent callers at the home of R. T.
son of Portland have been guests of evening a most pleasurable one and town and graduate of Vinalhaven
Sterling.
Mrs. E. M. Whitcomb. Mrs. Whit expressed the sincere hope that the High School. She was the wife of
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Grant of Cape
comb is now visiting her sister in Band could continue to function as Louis W. Archer, superintendent of
Elizabeth Coast Guard called Sun
the excellent musical organization the Oliver Trust buildings in Boston.
Dixmont.
day evening at F. IO. Hilt's.
For the past two years Mrs. Archer
Dr. and Mrs. Stanley Lenfest have it has been in the past. All it seems
Mrs. Adora Hilt and Mrs. Martha
been passing a few days in Hamilton, to need is the practical application I was president of the Women's Guild !
Sterling were guests Tuesday of Mrs.
of that motto “Put your shoulder to Of the Union Congregational Churcn ;
Mass.
Mollye Mitchell, Falmouth Gardens.
| and an active member of that church
Mrs. Eudora Miller has returned the wheel.'
Mrs. R. T. Sterling and Mrs.
-By O. V. D.' in jWollaston. Mass. She was also a
from Friendship
Charles Sterling were in Portland on
1 member of the Wollaston Woman's
Carroll T. Cooney was at his home
Installation of an automatic trap' 0jub Deceased was born in Port- j
business Wednesday.
The Hilt family were guests Mon here for the weekend. Mrs. Cooney seal valve to keep the basement jand
drain water seal intact without at6he & survived by two daughter-,.!
day of Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Goff and returned from New York with him.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ralph have tention ls a simple job. easily accom- Louise and Alice Archer; and one son
family in Westbrook.
J. A. Stevens and F. O. Hilt called , moved into the house on Marble plished by a master plumber in an Edward.
Tuesday on William Clarke in South avenue formerly occupied by Domi- hour.
Rev. William B. Ayers, pastor of the
nich Fossa.
Union Congregational Church, offlei- j
Portland.
ated at the funeral service held Sun- [
Vacation days are nearly over for i Thirty-two members and guests
TENANT'S HARBOR
F. O. Hilt .and R. T. Stetling will were present Monday night at the j
day at the church.
Baptist Church Notes
take the remaining number of days meeting of Meenahga Grange. Fol- j
I lowing the business session a birth- I Morning service of worship in the
Dr r l. Stratton will be at his
due him. He plans a trip East.
With the stormy weather Wednes i day party was given for two of the J Church on the Hill will .be at 10.30 ! vinalhaven office from the arrival
day came the school teachers to at members. Tonight a Hallowe'en par- i o’clock with Rev. Newell J. Smith Of the tjoat Monday afternoon, Nov.
tv has been planned and Friday night! speaking on the theme, "Our Bless- 1 until its departure Wednesday
tend their convention.
Featuring the DY NA FLASH
• • • •
the members will attend the obser- ings In Christ.”
morning.—adv.
var.ee of Neighbors Night at Win- j The Bible School Hour follows this
ENGINE and
r
Squirrel Point
slows Mills.
[service with a competent corps of
I have neglected to write lately,
NORTH HAVEN
pringing — in the Most
Mrs. Alvee Hardy and Mrs. Mida ,eachers for every age. There are 11
having been rather busy, but now
[
Gray
of
Westboro.
Mass.,
and
Mrs.
««hers
with
a
positive
message
in
the girls have returned to school. I
fYtat
V* onn/iiiAl
inrv
o oloee
Modern Chassis in the World
Carl Bunker was in Rockland Tues
the Bible, mom
each
conducting
a class
am getting snuggled down for winter Mabie G. Allen of Braintree, Mass.,
day
and
Wednesday.
where
vital
spiritual
and
physical
[ have been guests of Mrs. Cora Mcand find I have more time.
OU won’t drive a hundred yards
problems are discussed and dealt with
Mrs Herman W. Crockett has been
The heavy frosts of late wreaked 1 Lain.
in a new Buick without realiz
in the light of the Bible. This hour visiting friends in Vinalhaven for a
their vengeance on my portulaca bed.
ing that something marvelously new
will be under the leadership of Supt. few days, during vacation from her |
It has been a wonderful sight all Presidents Honored at Woman's Club David Sivewright Sr.
and different is happening here.
past-office work Her assistant Mrs
The first meeting of the Woman's
summer and only last week was a
At 7 o’clock the happy hour of Arthur Beverage has been in charge
It's something that happens in no
riot of color.
| Club was held Tuesday afternoon in music and message convenes, includ of (the office.
other car, in no other engine.
I am glad Keeper Woodward likes the Baptist vestry. The occasion was ing a song-service with special selec
"Pal” the faithful police dog com
Speeding
through thc intake mani
his new station. I shall pay him a the annual Presidents Reception and tions by the Young People's Choir, panion of James McDonald for many
fold, thc fuel charge hurricanes into
call the first opportunity.
Mrs. Gertrude Chittenden, president concluded by a message from the years has disappeared and widespread
the cylinder at something like 250
pastor on "The Crowd and the One.” search has failed to find him.
Mr. Ellsley of Newton Junction,
miles an hour.
of the N. E. Conference of State Fed
The evening service Sunday will be
N H., sent Mrs. Seavey a beautiful
An exodus of /35 people from the
Leaping to meet it is the piston, with
sr.ake plant a short time ago with erations of Women's Clubs and Mrs. the last for three weeks. The church island took place Wednesday the
high compression—literally cyclomAll because old-type leaf springs are
a unique device called a Turbulator
Maude Clark Gay, president of the ts co-operating with the Spiritual Re
which she was greatly pleased.
group made up of the local teachers
pression—a<i swirling gasoline vapor
gone! In their place, each wheel has
built
into
its
face.
Mrs. Helen Day w’ho spent three I Maine Federation of Women's Clubs, covery Campaign conducted by the* on the way to the convention in Port
is compacted about the spark plug.
a soft, shock-smothering cushion of
Taylor Brothers in the Community land, week-enders, others on a trip
Then occurs something more than
weeks here is visiting her sisters at were guests of honor.
stout coiled steel.
The
spark
sets
off
a
fist-size
hurri

Building in Rockland beginning Nov. on the main for a few days, others
Cape Newagen and Wesley.
Other presidents attending were,
cane—and gasoline gives up more
Skid risks arc blessedly reduced.
7.
Announcements
will
be
made
Sun

The senior class of Boothbay High Mrs. M Louise Miller, president of
off for Rockland for the day.
performance than it ever gave up in
Rear tires last longer. Thc whole
day
regarding
transportation.
School of which Miss Juanita Seavey
Teachers attending the convention
a commercial engine beforef
the Waldoboro Club who presided,
car handles more easily! That’s
is a member, had Its annual picnic re
are Principal Bragdon, Miss Scales,
Torque-Free Springing at work I
TENANT’S HARBOR DAYS BAPTISM
This livelier, smarter power might
cently at Popham Beach. While there Mrs. Philip Corey of the NewcastleEdith Nickerson, Arthur Lawrence,
|For
The
Courler-Oazette]
seem
enough
for
engineers
to
lavish
Damariscotta
Club
and
Mrs.
Jose

If it’s power you’re after, you’ll want
they visited the fort.
Nettie Beverage. Others who made up
I can see the folks assembling
on a car in a single year.
In those good old days of yore.
Buick's Dynaflash engine. If it's
the exodus were Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Congratulations to Mr. Davis on phine Bryant, president of the Maga While
the
Devil
was
all
trembling
comfort, you’ll choose the TorqueBut matching Dynaflash power in
Beverage. Virginia, John and Vernon
As they worshipped on the shore
his appointment to The Cuckolds. zine Club of Damarscotta Mills.
Mrs. Chittenden gave a charming
Free Springing ride.
importance is Buick Torque-Free
L. Beverage, Henery Duncan, Jetson
Hope he makes a go of it.
On the bank above the water.
Springing and its arroflite ride.
Dyer, Durant Dyer, Mrs. Merle Mills,
There has been a great deal of and interesting talk; Mrs. Sace On the beach beyond the wave—
With either you get the other—plus
Gathered many a son and daughter,
Wilfred Mills Beatrice Mills, Mrs.
windy weather lately and it makes Weston read the report of the annual Father, mother, souls to save.
Take a Buick over a railroad cross
half a score of features your Buick
State
conference
at
Belgrade
Lakes
Leon IB. Stone, Donald |Stone. Mr.
the wind charger hum, but that is
ing—around a curve—over humps.
dealer is waiting to describe. See
In the forefront pastor, deacons.
Brewster of Camden, Mrs. Frances
By the grace of love divine
just what's needed to make the and gave a reading and Mrs. Ruby
him now—for thc cnginccring“must”
There
’
s
no
thud
and
chatter,
no
tail

Walter
Miller
read
“
Speaking
of
Op

Godly spiritual beacons
Frye, Mrs. Leslie Dickie, Curtis
radio hum.
story of thc year!
swing or roll; you cover rough go
erations.” The guest presidents also Letting thelr lights brightly shine.
Dickie, Mrs. Lobley, Sherman Cooper,
I was pleased to hear that Keeper
ing with the silk-smoothness of a
spoke in way of greeting. Mrs. Chit Thelr good wives, kind, pious mothers Mrs. Andrews, Mrs. Edith Bloom, Mrs.
and Mrs .Powers had an enjoyable
Holding handkerchiefs and coats.
panther on the prowl.
tenden and Mrs. Gay were presented And around them all the others
Bragdon, James Bragdon, Mrs Helen
vacation.
with Colonial Bouquets and the pres Who could sing the sweet hymn notes. Ring returning to her home in East
NOW ON DISPLAY
Scott Gray of Cape Newagen called
idents with corsages.
Tea was On each side of singing mothers
at BUICK showrooms
Holden after a visit with her sister
at the station last week to take the
And thelr father’s praying band.
served at daintily appointed table Stood
the children, sisters, brothers— Mrs. Julia Beverage, Mrs, Ernest
girls back to school.
everywhere
with 35 in attendance. Mrs. Ina Down ln front along the strand.
Demmons and Harvey Demmons.
Sorry to hear of Keeper Urquhart's
'♦(HIM
Smith and Mrs. Rose Weston poured. While afar stood the outsiders
A new hot water boiler is being in
illness but trust he makes an early
1
Worldly
minded,
curious,
gay,
m tutu vi\u
The committee members were Mrs. Even some poor lost backsliders
stalled in the parsonage.
—
recovery.
Ida Stahl, Mrs. Louise Miller, Mrs. Who had long since ceased to pray.
Worship
Sunday
with
sermon
by
Miss Page of Arizona was a caller
Isabel Labe, Mrs. Elsie Girriroer, “Neck” folks, too. ln skiff and dory.
the 1pastor will be at 11 o'clock; sing
at the station recently. She had with
Mrs. Caro Maxey and Mrs. Ina Smith.' Who had come the Harbor o’er.
ing by the choir under the leadership
r.....YOUR MONEY GOES FARTHER IN A GENERAL MOTORS CAR......... " fluid earTiiltlu
her a fine German police dog, a very
Joined in giving God the glory—
Seml-clrcled off the shore.
bannerjomvard
of Barbara Stone. Sunday School at
intelligent animal.
Hark!
I
hear
the
folks
a
singing
10.
Assistant
Superintendent
Norman
Keeper Seavey went on 20 days va FOR
After Scripture reading, prayer.
Crockett to have charge. The Council
cation this month during which he
Music o'er the waters winging.
Sanctifying
sea and air.
for Religious Education has asked
visited at New Portland, Columbia
Help end it quicker
that Sunday be observed as Sunday
without ‘‘dosing”.
Blessing every Immersion
Falls, Cape Newagen and also en
Of each happy candidate.
School Day. Young ^People Hour at
joyed a hunting trip up Machias
Who experienced conversion
From his former sinful state.
7 o'clock, singing with instrumental
river. Alvah Light was at the station
712 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 1000-W
—Allison M Watts.
PROVED BY 2 GENERATIONS
accompaniment.
during his absence. He was formerlj’
Jamaica. Vt.
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Notices

of Appointmert

jn Everybody’s Column

V. ..
T 5Veazie.
7«'
t n ''7
X>v. , Koto I
I Charles
L.
Register
of Probate
j for the County of Knox. In the State I Advertisements ln this column not to
. cf Maine, hereby certify that In the I exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
following estates the persons were ap-^ cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
pointed
Administrators,
Executors. tional lines flve cents each for one time [ YOUNG Fox hound lost, black, white
! Guardians and Conservators and on the 10 cents for three times. Six small words i and tan. white band around neck; very
to a line.
phy
Reward
M F. ROBARTS 135
| dates hereinafter named:
1 Washington St.. Camden
128*130
EDWARD H. PIPER, late of Rock
port. deceased Hattie P. Piper of RockLEMON and white hound dog lost
1 port was appointed Exx , Oct. 9. 1937. i
Reward. Name on collar. CHARLES
I without bond.
»
WANTED
j 1 WELCH. Beech Hill. Rockoort. 130*132
[ ABBIE E BURGESS, late of Union,
i deceased. Eda A. Gotf of Union was
appointed Admx.. C T A.. Sept 21. 1937.
I and qualified by filing bond Oct. 13.
WOOD CHOPPERS wanted; also six
| 1937.
acres plowed Fitted wood for sale L.
ELWELL R MOODY, late of Warren. L PEASE. Appleton. Tel West AppleI deceased. Austin J. Moody and George ton 9-18
129*131
E Moody, both of Rockland, were ap
KITTENS wanted at once. Tel. 588-M.
pointed Exrs.. Sept. 21. 1937. and qual6NAP this up, a bargain Just off thc
Ill PLEASANT 6T Rush.
130-132
| fied by filing bond Oct. 16. 1937
road. 30 acres. 10 In blueberries,
HATTIE PIERCE, late of Washington,
WANTED—Middle-Aged Man to book black
balance fields, go’gd l1 J story house,
deceased William L. Pierce of Washing orders for guaranteed Roses. Fruit others
buildings and chance for 150 hens.
ton was appointed Admr . Oct 19. 1937 Trees. Shrubs, etc. Experience unnec W L. CHRISTIANSON.
Washington. Me
and qualified by flllng bond on same essary
Weekly pay
Write BURR _____ ____________________________129*131
date
NURSERIES. Manchester Conn.
130*11
DRINK sauerkraut Juice lor your
J. WALTER STROUT. late of RockHIGHEST price paid for circulating
land. deceased.
Alfred M Strout of heaters, any size or condition. C. E health and beauty. 15c quart or 50c
Thomaston was appointed Admr. Oct. GROTTON. 135 Camden St.. Tel. 1214-M gallon, at my house EDWIN A. DEAN.
Rockland, Tel. 671-W
130-132
19. 1937. and qualified by flllng bond on
126-tf
same date.
HOUSE for sale. $1200, rent plan V. F
WOMAN wanted to help at house STUDLEY. 283 Main St.. Tel. 1154 or 77
NELLIE F. ROSS, late of Rockland,
small family. Modern conven Ptrk St . Tel 330
128-tf
deceased Mildred F Ross of Rock’*nd work,
iences
Call CAMDEN 785
128*130
was appointed Admx , Oct. 19, 1937,
BEJEN-ROOM house and enraze fnr
PATIENTS cared for at Rest Haven sale, ln good repair. BENJAMIN KNOWL
without bond
LELAND KILLERAN. late of Cushing, Convalescent Home 105 Llmerock St., TON. 54 Brewster St . City
129*131
EVA AMES
129*131
deceased. Fred L Killeran of Cushlmc Ttl. 1293
LARGE size electric automatic water
was apponted Admr.. Oct. 19. 1937, and
ORDERS taken for trapheads and bait
lor sale. A bargain. HYLAND
qualified by filing bond on same date. bags Send or bring sample R L AN system
MACHINE CO_____________ 128*130
HIRAM ULMER, late of Rockland, de DERSON, 259 Talbot Ave . Rockland
ceased
Ensign Otis of Rockland was , _________________________________ 128*130 | FCUR-YEAR old heifer for sale. Gro
uppoluted Admr.. Oct. 19. 1937, and qual- i PATIENTS given excellent care In ray cery wagon, nearly new: one wheel trail
er. never used
Wtll sell cheap A. H
Ified by filing bond on same date.
home MRS C E GROTTON. 138 Cam ROBINSON, 12 Wadsworth St. ThomJOHN L MINK, late of Union, de den St.. Tel 1214-M
125-tf I aston_______________________ 130-132
cease^
Sarah A Mink of Union was .
appointed Admx . Oct 19. 1937. and ! MALE INSTRUCTION. Witt personally [ CIRCULATING HEATER, for sale, ex
qualified by filing bond on same date , Interview men willing to work hard by cellent condition, burns wood or coal.
training for good-pay positions ln Air1
ALDEN G
MERRIFIELD, late of • conditioning and Refrigeration business $15 Tel. 122-2 O. H CRIE. 53 Beech126-128
Thomaston, deceased. Hattie P Merri Prefer men with fair education, me woods St.. Thomaston
field cf Thomaston was appointed Exx chanically Inclined, now employed, will
UESD parts for Essex. '26 to '30, for
Oct. 19. 1937. without bond
sale
JOHN
PETERSON.
7
Granite
St .
ing to devote spare time to prelimi
HELEN M WILLIAMS late of Rock nary study followed by shop practice to, City,_____________________________ 128*130
land. deceased
Annette Keighley# of become Installation and service experts
1630 CHEVROLET l’J ton truck for
Middle Haddam. Conn was appointed Write fully, giving age. preeent occupa sale Wtll trade for car. CHRIS NIEL
Exx . Oct. 19. 1937. without bond. Ed tion UTILITIES INST. care The Cou SON. East Friendship
1 TO* 132
128*130
ward C Payson of Rockland was ap rier-Gazette
ALL RAIL D. & H Cone cleaned an
pointed Agent ln Maine.
thracite coal. coke and wood. W F
FRED O JAMESON, late of Warren,
TIBBETTS. Tel 675-W
127*130
Probate Notices
deceased Alma L. Jameson of Warren
CABINET Stove for sale. 45 Inches high
was appointed Exx . Oct. 19. 1937. with
STATE
OF
MAINE
and 22 Inches square An excellent heat
out bond.
To «11 persons Interested ln either of er Zinc base, coal hod. 2 galvanized ash
GLADYS M HEALD of Thomaston. the
barrels, 2 coal shovels. Glenwood Gas
estates
hereinafter
named
:
Lilia B Elliot of Thomaston was ap
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, Range. No. K-916-B, 3-burners. En
pointed Gdn,. Oct 19. 1937. and quali
quire E. K OOULD. 375 Main St. Tel.
ln
and
for
the
County
of
Knox,
on
the
fied by flllng bond on same date.
19th day of October, ln the year of our W2_________________ ___ ________ 128-tf
CLARA A. GREEN, late of Rockland, Lord, one thousand nine lyindred and
CIDER and vinegar barrels for eale^
deceased E C. Dow of Rockport was thirty-seven gnd by adjournment from
$1 each. COCA COLA BOITLlwo
pointed ^Admr.^
i^tw7. ^d day to day from the 19th day of said CO . Tel 30.___________
126*131
October The followng matters having
SMALL wood tot for sale, near the
william t. hocking, late of Ten- been presented for tbe action there
hereinafter Indicated It ls hereby main road. MRS GRACE COLBURN.
S"tcx1n"%^Mrtd^?,^ighiani,ifreMaJ. upon
Thomaston. Tel. Rockland
263-21
ORDERED:
i wa apponted Admr . oct 19, 1937. and
CIRCULATING heaters for sale. Elec
That notice thereof be given to all
'nock'mg o^Tenant's^Harbor persons Interested, by causing a copy tric and enameled ranges, plenty of black
of this order to be published three weeks ranges. C. E GROTTON. 138 Camder.
, appointed Agent in Maine.
123-tf
successively in The COurler-Qazette. St . Tel 1214-M
a newspaper published at Rockland ln
At,est
COAL, wood, coke for sale; delivered
said County, that they may appear at a anywhere ln Knox County J. B. PAULCHARLES k VEAZIE. Pevlster.
Picbate Court to be held at said Rock SEN, Tel. Thomaston 62.
130-8-136
124-tf
land on the 16th day of November. A.
PAPER PRESS for sale, for baling old
D.. 1937, at nine o'clock ln the fore
noon. and be heard thereon If they see paper etc Capacity 150 lb. bales. Apply
Legal Notices
at this OFFICE.
113-tf
cause.

LOST AND FOUND ;

Mrs. Charles Hysler. who has been
Thirteen members of Pine Cone
J visiting Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Holt in
Troop, Girl Scouts with their lieu
Erookline. Mass., returned home Wed
tenant. Miss Jane R. Miller, went nesday.
Wednesday night to Waldoboro where
W. P. Teague of North Waldoboro
they were guests of the Waldoboro is guest of his daughter-in-law. Mrs.
Trcop. at a Halloween party given tea Teague.
in Dr. Stanley R. Lenfest's barn. I Teachers will meet after school
hours Monday to plan for education
Those attending were Virginia Roes,
week. Nov. 8.
Audrey Simmons. Priscilla Hastings.
Mrs. Carrie R. Smith motored
Harriette Tillson. Phyllis Hall, Jean
Thursday to Portland with Mrs. Flor
Crie, Plcrine Burnham. Leona Fris
ence Gardiner of Thomaston, going
bee. Esther Achorn. Marie Clark.
thence to Cambridge. Mass, to visit
Ruth Butler. Estelle Moore and
her sister Miss Lillian Russell.
Maxine Mitchell.
Miss Blanche Washburn and Fred
General Knox Chapter, D.A.R. Folsctn returned Tuesday to Auburn
meets at the hcme of Mrs. Ruth R. after a visit at Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
Brackett Monday at 7.30.
( Libby’s,
Tlie annual banquet of the Past
Dinner guests Thursday of Mrs. O.
Chancellors' Association of Arcana s. Starrett and Mrs. Angeline GreenLodge, K. of P. was served Thursday ough were Mrs. Martha Burgess. Mrs.
by Mayflower Temple. Pythian Sisters John Robinson. Mrs. Benjamin Watts.
Housekeepers: Mrs. Grace W. An Mrs. W. H. Robinson, and Mrs. Ralph ,
drews, Mrs. Blanche W. Wilson. Mrs. Wiggin.
Addie Jones and Mrs. Mary Henry.
Cvernight guest Thursday of Mrs.
These who attended were Edward I Angeline Greenough was her cousin ,
O'Brien Burgess Richard O. Elliot. Mrs. F.*H. Reddy of Lawrence. Mass.
Richard E. Dunn. Levi G. Copeland
Fred Young of Matinieus has been j
Adelbert Benner. Nathaniel F. An- passing this week with his niece Mrs.
drews. Charles M. Starrett, Alpheus Austin Moody.
N Jones. Maynard Spear. Anson B
Virgil Hills, who attended this week
iw v£(Jo Y!
ryY/’i.Ytce. in -rt^e'ON, /mine
Fryor. Rcdney E. Jordan. Benjamin the annual meeting of the New EngSmalley and Maurice E. Lindsey.
land Milk Producers' Association, in
One of Maine's most heroic sons ances is the following sentence which 1 as the martyr to the freedom of the
J. Edwafd Elliot. Chanes Henuer- Boston, returned home yesterday, will receive nation-wide honors next has been called "the creed of Ameri- press.
can journalism."
The centennial of this historic event
son and Lawrence Sawyer went Fri- While in Boston he visited Mr. and
"As long as I am an American citi- will be observed at Colby College,
day to Oxbow where they will spend Mrs. Warren Hills in Holbrook. Mass . week when the 100th anniversary of
a week hunting.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Payson in Dart- the martyrdom of Elijah Parsh Love ten, and as long as American blood Lovejoy’s alma mater, by a special
runs in these veins. I shall hold my- public convocation Monday afternoon,
Mrs. Lawrence Sawyer is visiting mouth. Mass , and Mr. and Mrs. Kenjoy Is observed by public exercises In self at liberty to speak, to write, and Nov 8. with former President Herbert
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brewer in ncth Payson in Humarock. Mass.
to publish whatever I please, being Hcover as the prineipal speaker. SevOfficers, with the exception of one. Maine. Illinois and elsewhere.
Boothbay Harbor for a week.
amenable
to the laws of my country eral distinguished members of the
Services at the Federated Church were re-elected Wednesday at the
This ycung man. who was born in
for the same."
, Lovejoy family will also be honored
Sunday will be: Sunday School at annual meeting of E. A. Starrett Aux
When Lovejoy's fourth press ar- on this occasion,
9.45; morning worship at 11. subject iliary. S.U.V. They were: President. a modest farmhouse in Albion and
It is expected that the audience
of the pastor's scrnwR, "Follower or Mrs Editli Spear; vice president. Mrs. received his education at China Acad rived, he and a small band of
triends remained on guard all night will tax the capacity of tlie First Bop
Disciple?" Music will include a la- ' Rosina Buber; trustees. Mrs. Mabel
emy and Waterville College mow ngainst the expected raid. When the tist Church, where the event will be
dies' trio. "Pilot Me " by Asher- Mills. Mrs. Alice Peabody, Mrs. Helen
Jacobus. Misses Laura Beattie and Hilton; treasurer, Mrs. Edith Wiley; Colby i, is known to history as the mob appeared, they attacked the held, so arrangements are being made
Alice Tuttle and Mrs. Marian B. patriotic instructor. Mrs. Augusta fearless editor who crusaded against newspaper plant, set it afire, and sev- to accommodate an over-flow audlGrafton. At the evening service at Moon; chaplain. Miss Mary Kalloch; slavery nearly a quarter of a century eral shots were fired. Lovejoy was ence in the vestry of the church with
fatally wounded and died beside ,his Mr. Hoover's speech carried by ampli7 o'clock the subject will be "The guide. Mrs. Shirley Bowley ;assistant befQre th(f
Waf
press.
tiers.
guide.
—;J~ Mrs. Alice Peabody; color
—
Legacy of Life."
for his convictions.
This incident on Nov. 7. 1837.
The address will also be carried by
At St. John's Church Sunday. Holy guards. Mrs. Gertrude Weaver. Mrs.
Three times his newspaper plant marked the first blood spilled for the radio from 3 to 3.33 o'clock over StaEucharist will be at 9 30; Monday. All | Abbie Stickney; inside guard. Mrs.
Saint's Day. 6.30 a. m.. Holy Euch Flora Peabody; outside guard. Mrs. ln Alton. Illinois, was mobbed by abolitionists cause and a wave of lions WLBZ and WRDO in this State,
HAWTHORNE HOMESTEAD. Tenant'!
CHARLES E ROSS, late of Owl’s Head,
village, for sale. 9-room house,
arist; Tuesday. All Soul's Day 8.30 Alice Cook: press correspondent, Mrs. gangs of ruffians hired by the en- clgnation swept through the Northern ts well as over the Mutual Broadcast-1 u,STR,tT COL spates ™fc lN,TED deceased Will and Petition for Pro Harbor
bate thereof, asking that the same mav fine condition, lights, bath, living spring
district op Maine
I Ruby Allen; past president. Mrs. Ma- r»8ed slave-owning interests. The 34 States, stamping Indelibly upon the ing System's coast-to-coast network
a. m.. Holy Eucharist.
ln
cellar.
Large lot. shade trees, etc.
be proved and allowed and that Letters
GRANVILLE BACH^^^oPDIV:SION
Testamentary Issue to Christina F Ross Price attractive.
Hollis Gilchrest went Wednesday bel Mills; first department delegate. year °'d editor, however, refused to consciousness cf the people the im- Colby College is also inviting Maine 1N
ELDER.
Tel.
16-12, Tenant's Harbor.
of Owl's Head, she being the Executrix
to Islesboro where he has employ Mrs. Ruby Allen; second department retreat from his position which he be- portance of our constitutional right citizens to meet Mr. Hoover personally : receivership of
named In said Will, without bond.
118-t
; delegate, Mrs. Rosina Buber: first al- Heved to be both legally and morally of freedom of opinion and expression. at a public reception to be held in thc rockland^maine tional BANKRALPH H. CROCKETT, late of Rock
ment as stone cutter.
land. deceased
Will and Petition for
order of notice
Music at the Baptist Church Sun- j ternate, Mrs. Shirley Bowley; second
Among hls courageous utter- For 100 years. Lovejoy has been known colby Alumnae Building from 4 30 on !
thereof, asking that the same
_______ ' It appearing from the Petition of Ed Probate
be proved and allowed and that
day will include "Angels Ever Bright . alternate. Mrs. Ruth Maxey; na- --------------------------------------- ——---ward C Payson. Receiver of The Rock- may
Letters Testamentary Issue to Mary E
land National Bank. Rockland. Maine. Crockett
and Fair" Handel; and "More Love ticnal delegate, Mrs. Edith Wiley; children attended the dinner and so- Haskell; candy. Mrs. Avis Norwood;
Rockland, she being the
PLEASANT POINT
| verified the twenty-sixth day of Octo- Executrix of
named In said Will, without R******«**««-««*«**»***-«**-».**.^^^|^
to Thee," Schnecker.
\ national alternate. Mrs. Helen Hilton; cial afternoon, at the home of Mrs. aprons, Mrs. Nettie Jameson; grabs.
*
—
her. A. D., 1937. that a Petition was bond.
UPPER flat to let at 36 Pleasant St.,
..
-1
D
rvf filed on the twenty-ninth day of October.
At the Baptist Church Bible School j installation will be held the second Mabel Mills. Thursday, when the East 6couts; entertainment, Mrs. Grace
Mr. and Mrs. Carl R. Gray Ol a.D. 1937 praying that the said Edward
EUGENE B SLEEPER, late of Rock 4 rooms and bath. Apply on PREMISES
130-tf
will be at 9 45 o'clock Sunday; morn- Wednesday in December. Numbers Waldoboro Social Club met with the Wyllie.
Omaha. Neb., spent last weekend at c Pa>'son “ Receiver be authorized to land. deceased Will and Petition for
H
fxecute a new deed correctly describing Piobate thereof, asking that the same
HEATED lower floor 6-room tene
• • • »
ing worship at 11 o'clock, subject of cn the program were readings by Mrs. members of the Goodwill Grange
their cottage. Gray Rocks.
premises owned under Assets Nos 591 may be proved and allowed and that ment to let.
All furnished exceDRecent callers and visitors at the k^r5®
“^uTyT i^'m Letters Testamentary Issue to Carolyn tlcnally good Garage L. W BENNER.
the
pastor's
sermon.
"Reality ! Ella Cunningham Mrs. Clara Ler- Circle as special guests. The afterMrs. Sarah L. Blackington
M Sleeper, of Rockland, she being the Tel. 995-J. City.
130*132
Stampcd Upon All Things. Both Seen mond. and Mrs. Flora Peabody; no°n was spent in a social way. a
Committal services for Sarah Lizzie home of W G. Maloney were: Mr |
d^te^Au^AV Executrix named in said Will, without APARTMENT to let. Kitchen, bedroom,
bond.
and Unseen. ' The Young People's I conundrums by Mrs. Rosina Buber; program of readings and clippings widow of Albert H. Blackington. who
pantry, shed. $3 50 week. TEL 588-M for
Mrs. Ralph Eaton and Mr. and 1937; praying that said Receiver be au130-132
WILLIAM I BARROWS, late of Rock Information.
Society will not meet but this group I a memory contest led by Mrs. Edith from the Bob Burns column of a died Wednesday in New Bedford, Mrs. Emery Hart of Portland; Maude thorlz«> to convey certain real estate land.
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
by said trust under Assets Nos
FIVE-ROOM rent to let on Trinity St
will have charge of the evening serv-' Spear, and in which the winners were daily paper being presented by the Mass., will be held today at 3 o'clock Davis of Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. owned
Probate
thereof,
asking
that
the
same
421 and 422 for a consideration of not
may be proved and allowed and that An excellent home. MENS SHOP, corner
127-tf
ice at 7 o'clock and Miss Olive Rowell a tie, were Mrs. Ruby Allen, and Social Club. A cake contest was 'at Fairview Cemetery, with Rev J Shc'.neri Carter of Loudville; William less than Pour Hundred Fifty Dollars Letters Testamentary Issue to Maude Main fj Park Sts________
($450 001 cash, representing the present j
LOWER tenement on Main street to
M. Barrows of Rockland, she being the
will be the leader and give an account Miss Shirley Stickney.
led by Mrs. Mildred Gammon,
reasonable
value
of
the
property.
In
, Howard A. Welch officiating.
Moody and Alice Heyer of Nobleboro;
No 666 Tel. 273-W. J H. MELVIN.
accordance with letter of the Comp Executrix named ln said Will, without let.
of the State Conference recently held ! Ten memberms of the Umbrella
Herbert Mank of Waldoboro was
21 Gay St ._____________
128-tf
Mrs. Blackington was born in this ■ Leneta Marshall and Ella Maloney troller of tbe Currency dated September bond.
SEVEN-ROOM house to let at lii^
lr. Bangor, which she attended.
Club met Thursday afternoon at the given a surprise birthday party town. March 4. 1859 daughter of Ed- | * * Hall motored Sunday from ]
ELMER E NASH, late of Warren, de
cert.m
e*
Will and Petlton for Probate graham Hill, garage MARTIN LEONARD
The Third District Council of thc home of Mrs. Mina Russell. The Thursday night at the home of his ward W and Eliza Ann (Blacking- Salem and stayed at his place here tate owned by said trust under Asset ceased
129-131
thereof, asking that the same may be Owls Head. Tel. 1162-R.
.
„
.j for a short tim° and had winner at No 18 for a consideration of not less proved and allowed and that Letters
American Legion Auxiliary meets next meeting will be Jfov. 12. with cousins. Mrs. William Stickney and ton)
furnished apartment
Perkins.
She wasmarried to
*or a snorc
ana naa supper at than Eleven Hundred Dollars <$1,100 - Testamentary Issue to Harold S Fos let.FIVE-ROOM
PERLEY MILLER, Tel. 605-5
ln the Methodist vestry Friday at Mrs. Elizabeth Starrett.
Mrs. Helen Hilton. Present were Mr. Alhert H Rlaekinotnn nfctnnth time L. B. Stimpson's. Mr. Hall motored 00l cash, representing the present rea- sett of Union, he being the Eecutor 20 So.MRS
Main St
128Aioert H. Blackington ot south Hcpe. ,
H
sorable value of the property, ln accord- named ln said Will, without bond
1.30.
Twenty-eight members and four and Mrs. Mank of Waldoboro. Mr. Nov. 26. 1881, following which they t0 £aiem recently iO be with Mrs.! ance with letter of the Comptroller of
Furnlshed apartment tc let. at :
ESTATE J LEROY McCONCHIE. late North
Main St. ELMER C. DAVIS. 3'
The Baptist Woman’s Mission Cir- - ■
-------— = and Mrs. Ralph Stickney, Mrs. Clara made their home in Marlboro. North Ila11 wno is in 111 health- Mr- Stimp- pr'y,£“’’maPsafd* Receher’^author'^i of Rockland, deceased Petition for ad
Main St ■ Tel. 77
126*128asking that James Pease
cie meets Tuesday at 2 o’clock at liam Tessin, Jr. Cider and dough- Lermcnd of Rockland, and Mr. and Weymouth, and New Bedford Mass sra is f’>bstitutlng at the store dur- j to convey certain real estate owned by ministration.
GARAGE SPACE to let at 16 Sumrni
of Rockland, or some other suitable
...
•
nheence
,,ald trU5t u“der Aaeet No 668 for a
St E. H. CRIE
128*F
the home of Mrs. N. F. Andrews. It nuts were served.
Mrs. Joseph Stickney. Ice cream and _
Deceased had been a member of the
IUS
j consideration of not less than Thirteen pcr.on be appointed Admr.. with bond
ESTATE LUCIE F. WINSLOW, late of
APARTMENT to let. 4 rooms with bat
Mrs.
Rose
Robinson
is
with
her
Hundred Dollars ($1.200001 cash, repWill be a pregram meeting.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet cake were served.
Rebekah Lodge at Marlboro. Mass
128daughter Mrs. Everett Davis for
thc pres£Ct reasonible value Rockland deceased Petition for Ad 12 KNOX ST . City. Tel 156-W
Mrs. Donald Whitney and Mrs. in the vestry' Wednesdayafternoon.
E.nner guests Thursday of Mrs. the past 50 years.
cf the prope-*v. in Rccorrtar'*e irith let ministration. asking that Charles T
THREE-ROOM apartment to let
Smalley
of
Rockland,
or
some
other
suit

ter
of
the
Comptroller
of
the
Currency
Alexander Donaldson gave a family Supper will be served at 6 o'clock William Stickney and Mrs. Hclen
Lafayette Square, heated. $4 per wee
She is survived by one brother. Em- itlme
dated October 11. 1937: and oravinit tnat able person be appointed Admr . without also 5-room rer.i on Trinity St MEN
supper party at the latter's home with Mrs. Lawrence Hahn, chairman Hilton were Mr. and Mrs. X. X. Mal- erson O. Perkins of this place a I Mi3S MarSaret McKnight of Rock- said Receiver be authorized to convey bond
SHOP, corner Main & Park Su,
127real estate owned by said trust
ESTATE WILLIAM H CONDON, late of
Tuesday to compliment their mother, of the committee. In the evening lett of North Waldoboro, and Mrs. r.iece, Mrs. Flora Rand of Rye N H iland s?caks for the Knox County As’ certain
SIX-ROOM house to let. moder
under Asset No. 655 for a cons',teratlon Filendshlp, deceased
Petition for Ad
of not less than One Hundred Flftv ministration. asking that Marguerite garage: furnished or unfurnished. I
Mrs. Wiliiam Dunbar, on her birth- Representative Albert B. Elliot will Emily Hodgkins.
and a nephew. Emerson W. Perkins | sociatl™ °f Rural Religious Educa- Dollars
($150 001 cash, representing the O. Condon of Portland, or some other quire 384 BROADWAY, City
tion
will
conduct
a
meeting
Nov.
5
day anniversary. Other guests were be the speaker and will use as sub- . . *
present reasonable value of the prop- suitable person be appointed Admx . _________________________________ 128*1
cf this town.
■
.
at the horn-' of Mr and Mrs Walter rrty- ln accordance with letter of the without bond.
ONE heated apartment to let furnlsht
Mrs. Julia Curran of East Boston, ject, "The Special Session of LegisGirl Scout Entertainment
Funeral services were held Friday
' 0 M ' an° Mrs waKer j Comptroller of the Currency dated OcESTATE ISAAC N. YOUNG, late of -so one tmheated apartment.
Apr
who has been Mrs. Dunbar's guest.; latere."
D.
Young
at
Gray
Rocks.
Miss
Mei tober is. 1937
Thomaston, deceased. First and final FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St., or V
The sum of $24.60 was netted from ! in New Bedford.'Mass.
------Knight will bp here at least nnce ' . NOW> on Motlon°f the Petitioner, lt Is I account presented for allowance by STUDLEY. 283 Main St . Tels 1154
Mr. Whitney and son Richard and
Miss Gertrude Mank is visiting her 1 JS-nlfcnt wlu De nere al least once hereby
330.
us.
• • • *
the sale and entertainment 'FhursHollis D Young, Admr.
sister. Mrs. Robert Mitchell.
I eVery raonth durln* the wint€r' She T^T^d.tnr nd
Mr. Donaldson.
ESTATE A. MINNIE PLUMMER, late of
Mrs. Sarah F. Cook
bay sponsored by the Forget-me-not
TWO HOUSES to let. $15 and $18. wi
Mrs. Newell Eugley ar.d Mrs Bur- j also m€ets with the sch“'5 every
teresteV XTth^Heirm^T^iw Crmden. deceased First and final ac Improvements. V. F. STUDLEY. T
Mrs. Julia Curran. who has been i
Mrs. Sarah Fales Cook who died Girl Scout Troop. Entertainment
count presented for allowance by Mar 1154.
'125
visiting her sister. Mrs. William Dun- '
i.»
. j , —
. . ...
Petition before the United States Dis tha P Hewett. Exx.
1 leigh Mank were callers Thursday at W8eks'
trict Judge ln the United States Court 1
bar, for seven weeks, returned Wed-1 Sunday was the <«augMer of Albert
®
.5“.
COZY, furnished flve-room house,
ZEBEDEE E. SIMMONS, late let. on Spruce Head Island, suitable
Milttaire," Annette Haskell and Vir the home of Mr. and Mrs. Redding- ! Lee Wa‘ker of Warren and F. W. House, ln the City of Portland. County I ofESTATE
South Thomaston, deceased. First summer cottage or year-round dwellli
I Cushing and Lucinda (Gates) Fales.
Cumberland ar.d state of Maine on
nesday to East Boston.
in vu.irtohom
, Jones, proprietor of the hotel in VI- of
ton Miller
Miller in
Vvaldoborc.
VV J aaaw
WWW>Ma
ginia Wyllie;
vocal U14VM
duets, Robert ton
the sixth day of November. A D , 1937. ! and final account presented for allow rent very reasonable. TEL. Rockla
TId Pz-rent-Tiachcr Association | the last of a family of seven children WyU,e; .-Humoresque," piano solo,
793-W after 4 pm.
ioc
Mr. and Mrs. Daviu Starrett of j r.alhaven are visitors at Victor Whit at ten o'clock. A. M.. and then and there ance by Lena S. Simmons. Exx
show cause, lf aby they have why the I ESTATE FRANCES E. HURLEY., late of
meets Nov. 18 ln the h.gh School ( ind lived t0 see her 92nd birthday, Lchristine Jones; vocal duets, "Little ' Lynn, Mass., were at the home of Mr. tier's for a few days.
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated apa
praver of said Petitioner should not be Rockland, deceased. Second and final ment
let at 15 Summer St. Ml
granted.
assembly hall at 7.33.
account presented for allowance by F FROST.to Tel.
318-W.
in
May 4 of this year.
Colonel" and “When I Grow Up,” and Mrs. Newell Eugley on a recent
Helen Paiadlno, Admx.
And lt is further
Miss Mina Comery who spent sev
Congenial
Social
Gathering
ORDERED:
call.
SINGLE
”
OUSE,
to
let,
Rockland
i
ESTATE
FRANCES
E
HURLEY,
late
of
Mrs. Cook was twice married, first Eois Norwood and Mary Norwood;
Inquire SHAFTER, 15 Rockli
eral months at the family home
A grand celebration of birthdays and Po^nd^PreS^ernm onc^on" 3c"to‘£ Rockland, deceased Petition for Dis garage.
Supper
guests
Thursday
at
the
Bap

and
!
tenor
solos,
"Sylvia,"
“
On
the
Road
to
_______
__________________
Hl
tribution
presented
by
F
Helen
Pala

of Castine'
x,
Oyster River is now with her brother tn Isaac
8TEAM heated office to let. cenl
,Rdci'? 7116 Rockland courier- dino, Admx
Amesbury, Mass. Later she was mar- MBndalay; ' .-eger Teague. Accom- tist Parsonage were Mr. and Mrs. wedding anniversaries was held reStephen Ccmery for the winter.
PARTNERSHIP ESTATE THURSTON location. Tel. 133.
Harry Chase and daughter. Miss cently at the home of Mr. and Mrs. October 30 3iS37a‘adnd thatnetherenbe one
neci
to
Winchell
M.
Cook
and
after
Paniats
were
Mrs.
Grace
Wyllie.
Mrs.
BROTHERS, of South Union First and
A minstrel show under direction of
account presented for allowance by
his death gave untiring care and de- Avis Norwood and Mrs. Edna Jones, Kathleen Chase. Mrs. Nellie Manning. Lawrence Stimpson. The party com- ^bllcWlon^f thi^Or^rTnd the’ d'ate final
Jennie A. Thurston of South Union, sole
Stanley R. Cushing will be presented
Mrs. Ralph Norton, and son Alvin, all prised relatives and a few friends, of 'said Hearing.
Surviving Partner.
votion
to
his
invalid
daughter.
She
Th
e
"Fiber
McGee
and
Molly
”
by students of Thomaston High ,
Entertainment included a reading by ^ed. October 29. 1937.
ESTATE ANNIE H HADLOCK. late ol
of Rockland
,
By Order of Court,
School, in Watts hall Friday, at 8.15. also carried on Mr. Cook's dry goods sketch given by students of the
Csmden. deceased
Petition for Ad
Miss Lizzie Young dressed in ancient
john p. knowlton
business
until
19C5.
Junior
class
of
Warren
High
school.
ministration. asking that Helen A. in •* •*
The prcce-'ds will benefit the athletic j
Clerk of the United States District Court, Bean, or some other suitable person be
costume
amjl
representing
a
person
of
District of Maine
appointed Admx . without bond.
YARNS lor Rugs and Hand Knitting
association and thc senior class. | She was a woman of unusual at- Carl Perry. Catherine Thompson,
high social standing and an intimate
By MARION RICHARDS.
ESTATE HATTIE A. COPELAND, late al bargains. Samples and kitting di
Tickets are now on sale and will be ’ traction, strong character, deep Phyllis Perry’. Dorothy Simmons, AnChief Deputy Clerk. of Thomaston, deceased.
rections free. H A. BARTLETT, HarI
friend
of
their
highness
the
Duke
and
First
and
(L 6.)
WATER PIPES RENEWED
129-140
final account presented for allowance by mcny. Me.
checked Wednesday at McDonald s 1 mpathy and abiding religious faith nette Haskell, Constance Jenkins,
lt
' Duchess of Windsor. At the end of
Ethel B.130Cameron.
Admx.
AND WIRED OCT
Ccuntless were her benefactions to Virginia Wyllie, Alfred Wyllie with
CARPET SEWING, furniture repair
Drug Store.
WILLARD C. HOWE, late of Camden ing, upholstering done at residence or
the reading she was presented with a
commmissioners' notice
NEW SEWERS LAID
Miss Carleen Davis and Miss Gen young and old and much came back Sisko Lehto as announcer,
deceased
Will and Petition for Pro shop
Prices
reasonable.
WALTER
basket
of
flowers
by
Roland
Stimp'
KNOX
'
83
O;tober
AD
ALSO
CLEANED
WHEN
bate thereof, askng that the same mav THOMPSON. 30 Birch St.
130*lt
evieve Bradlee wen today to Boston ( to her in later years in kindness from The play "Magic Gold Pieces" was
be
proved
and
allowed
and
that
Letters
PLUGGED
1 son.
We. the undersigned, having been
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or
of Administration with the will an
where they will enter Bryant <fc many who had not forgotten. Child- presented by Christine Jones, Lois
SEPTIC TANKS A- CESSPOOLS I Miss Mina Woodcock gave a read- j
jX'VproS’uwnmn11^ nexed be Issued to Ella M Overlook of let lor the season. Phone us. Rockla
If , she loved all young things and Bazemore, Ann Norwood. Joan Smith.
Stratton Business College.
AND CEMENT WORK
Rockport, or some other suitable per 980, STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
i ing on the family history and Mr ,cr sald c°unty. Commissioners to re- son. without bond.
"Aunt
Tadc"
by
grace
to
an
unLcrothy
Simmons,
Ruth
Starrett.
and
Mrs. Orvel Williams entertained
REPAIR CELLA R WALLS
XT— r
o
1 reive and decide upon the claims of the
and
Mrs.
LeRoy
Seavey
who
ceiecreditors
of
the
estate
of
Robert
U.
ESTATE ANGUS A MCDONALD late of
and ■ Annette Haskell. The hall was decoPIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, pia
Thursday Club at three tables of l umbered flock of nieces
Cclllns. late of Rockland, ln said County Thcmaston. deceased. First and final accordion lessons at your home.
brated
tbsir
wedding
anniversary
Her
proximity
to
the
rated
with
Halloween
colors.
dl ceased whose estate has been repre account (Including private claim of C, A. LUNDELL. Friendship.
auction bridge. Prizes were awarded nfPL.us
112
Insolvent, hereby give public Admr ) presented for allowance bv Aneus
Akre rimer p R'ansr at.- G -n.-rt
chool house gave her great pleasure Committees were: Cooked food
TEL. 1187-R,
ROCKLAND, ME. were remarried by Leslie Young. They sented
B
notice, agreeably to the order of the A. McDonald. Admr.
WATCHMAKER
—
Repairing
watc
were attended by Mr. and Mrs. Leslie raid Judge of Probate, that six months
Crie and Mrs. Weston Young '*
land sh" alwa>s rejoiced when vaca‘ Mrs. Anna Starrett, and Mrs. S. F.
SARAH F. COOK, late of Thomaston clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and
Seavey and Roland Stlmpson was from and after the 19th day of October. deceased. Will and Petition for Probate liver. 8. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Ar
Mrs. Frank D Elliot Mrs Grace C. |tio" was over and ,he
ware
A D. 1937 have been allowed to said thereo*. asking that the same may be bury St.. Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
rmg bearer. Readings were given by- creditors to present and prove their proved and allowed and that Letters
Payson. Miss Helon L. Carr and Miss ! coming and going once more. Within
BRICK, cement, plastering and
claims, and :hat we wlp ittend to the Testamentary Issue to Maynard Spear
Madeline
Stimpson,
Gwendolyn dutv
a
few
days
of
her
death
she
said,
assigned us at Probe - Court Room and Lucy Spear, both of Thomaston, they work, painting of all kinds. Call A.
Myrna Copeland passod Wednesday
GRAY.
Tel 8533
11
j Stimpson. solos by Anna Seavey, Ro- In Rockland, on Tuo*dav November 23 being the Exrs., named ln said Will
I "Don't ycu love to hear the child
in Portland.
1937 and Friday. April 14 1938 at two without bond.
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at «
i
land
Stimpson
and
Madeline
Stimpof the clock ln the afternoon of cach of
Capt. Arthur J. Elliot has resumed ren laugh?'' So with suoh love and
HARRIETT A. BUKER , late of Rcck land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ol
Owners of Installment Shares of Rockland Loan and Building Ascen; tricks by Walter Young; and said days.
land, deceased. WUI and Petition for solicited. H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J
business after an enforced vacation understanding, it was most appro
CHARLES
T.
’
MA
’
LEY
sociaticn arc now receiving the NINETY-EIGHTH SEMI-ANNUAL
Probate thereof, asking that the same
guitar solos by Roland Ames; and
STUART C BUP. JESS.'
may be proved and allowed and that
of several months due -to an acci priate that she should have been
DIVIDEND at the rate of FOUR PER CENT PER ANNUM. These
Comm sc loners. Letters Testamentary issue to Prank
guitar
and
vocal
songs
by
Robert
chosen
as
the
"Scout
Grandmother
”
shares may be obtained at any time and paid for at the rate of Sl-CO
13O-S-136
dent.
H Ingraham of Rockland, he being the
Ames and Oakley Ames. Lobster
per month on cach share.
Executor named ln said Will, without
Tlie American Legion Auxiliarj' en- i of the girls’ Pine Cone Troop.
bond.
Stew, cake and coffee were served.
DIVIDENDS*
tertained members of Williams-Bra- ! For lhe last cight months sh"
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR, Esquire
Dividends
are
added
to
these
payments
every
six
months
and
have
The
newly
married
couple,
Mr.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter D. Young, and Judge
of Probate Court for Knox Countv'
Suppose You
sier Post at a Halloween get-together made her home with Mr. and Mrs.
never been less than FOUR PER CENT per annum.
1 Mrs. Robert Ames (Marion Coombs) children William and Dennis Mr. Rcckland, Maine.
Maynard
Spear.
Only
distant
rela

Attest:
PREPAID SHARES
Thursday- night in the Legion rooms.
; guests of honor, coming from Mc- and Mrs. Leslie Young. Mr. and Mrs.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register
!
tives survive her, the closest being
A NEW FEATURE. Prepaid Share Certificates are issued for a
Cards were played and prizes were
Place an AcL Here
; Gee Island. The other guests were: Lawrence Stimpson and children
a grand-nephew. Miles S. Gates of
casli payment of §200.00 per share. Semi-annual dividends on these
130-6-136
awarded Mrs. Earl Rlsteen and Wilshares at thc rate of THREE PER CENT per annum arc paid in
: Fred Young and Jennie Cook of Gwendolyn and Roland.
Wheaton. Ill., and a grand-niece,
cash in April and October.
; Friendship: Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy
Those who celebrated their wed
Mrs. C. F. (Mary Gates) O'Leary of
Some of your neighbors have been dealing with us for a half cen
And Stop It
Seavey and Mrs. Wing of Camden; ding anniversaries were: Mr. and Mrs.
I Chicago.
tury. Ask them.
ALFRED M. STROUT
Mina Woodcock of Cushing; Lizzie Leslie Seavey, Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy
Services were conducted Wednes
Insurance
Ycung. Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Seavey, Seavey and Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
day by Rev. II. S. Kilborn at the
If It Doesn’t Pay
Fire, Automobile, and Allied Lines
son William., Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Stimpson. Birthdays were celebrated
Cushing Funeral Home. Interment
ROCKLAND, MAINE
18 SCHOOL STREET,
THOMASTON, MAINE
T. Seavey, daughter Anna, Oakley by Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Seavey and
was in the Cook lqt of the Thomas124Stf
•
lOOStf
Ames, Mr. and Mrs. Walter A. Young, Walter A. Young.
I ton Cemetery.

FOR SALE

TO LET

* MISCELLANEOUS !

NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

NINETY-EIGHTH DIVIDEND

Rockland Lean and Building Association

SELL uitk

HOHTADS

Every-Other-Day
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Halloween Dance

CAMDEN

At “Undercliffe”
“—

In Joint Recital

Tlie Dandylions will meet at Green
Young Folks Had Delightful Camden Garden Club Enjoys .Gables Tuesday at 6 30 o'clock. Camden Music Lovers Pay
Profitable Afternoon — 1 Hostesses will be Mrs. Thelma Smith
Tribute To Mills
and
Evening In Tower Room of
and Mr*. Alta Crockett.
Mrs. Brewster Speaks
Muriel Gould
Community Building
Ar. all-day meeting of the Farm
The Camden Garden Club met Bureau will be held Thursday at MeA gcod sized audience gathered in
Mrs. Fred P. Colson, Mrs. John A
Halloween is again upon us:tJ’e I Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. E. A. guntlcook Qrange ha„ SubjecU t0 the c
tl<m, Parish House in
Ward, Mrs. Harry L. Dow, Miss Ma-^/ords sped fun for all ages. while (Underclrffe, with a good ;bc di£cussed
..Quistmas sugges- Camden Thurs<,ay nlght t0 pay
bel Spear and Mrs. Alice Philbrook of, the youngsters started their pranks attendance.
tions,' and “Clothing Accessories." tribute, to the fine artistry of Walter
The secretary read an interesting
Dark Harbor, with Mrs. Dow at the J about the city Friday night a group
Dinner wili be in charge of Mrs. Mins, New York baritone, who apreport
of
the
meeting
of
the
Fedwheel, motored yesterday to Bangor
High,K‘.rlS_entertaTed “IT I nation of Garden Clubs held at Bry Martha Grass and Mrs. Ralph Young. , peared in joint recital with Muriel
to spend the day.
delightful dancing party in the tower ant's Pond, also a flne report of the The business meeting of the local 1 Gould, soprano, with Gerald Wilson
the piano. Mr. Mills, who has
loom of the Community Building. fall conference of the National Coun W.C.T.U. will be held Tuesday afterMiss Winola Richan of Skowhegan Thc attractive room also spelled the cil cf the Garden Clubs Federation noon, at the home of Mrs. Georgia sung jn Rockland and Camden in
previous years, demonstrated in his
is the weekend guest of her parents, j season with its orange and black held in Camden. The secretary read Brownell in Hope.
Schools were closed a part of the songs that hls voice continues to
decorations: cats, bats, owls and
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Rtchan.
also several letters addressed to Mri.
witches ruled. Special Hallowe'en
fho Iweek while the teachers attended the take on new beauty and his artistry
.. .. y’?_
. .. _ .
..
, State Teachers' Association In Port- mere sensitive development. Hls dlcmusic added to the fun.
National Council of the Federation of
News has been received here of
After the grand march the hostesses |
land'
) tion is exceptionally fine—fn any lanVOUR SOCIAL ITEMS
Garden Clubs In appreciation of the
j the death Wednesday of Mrs. Alice
Misses Barbara O'Neil, Priscilla | hospitality received from the Camden j The Camden Coasters (football guage he may choose, and particular , Bartlett Stimson, which took place
Lovejoy. Barbara Griffin,
Nancy ! Club and the State of Maine, the team) will play the Old Town Indians ■ jy jn English, a fact many singers
Winter or summer The Courieriti New York. Deceased was the
Gazette is always glad to have I mother of Major Julia Stimson, for- Snow. Barbara Derry. Stella Young, g/^o^^olor of"h7Ljt^nal**follaee iin 01d Town Sunday afUrnoon Up overlook in training in their effort to
are in master French. German, Italian or £
rlV''1'reports
rennrtK say
MV the
th(l Redskins 2rC
items whieh concern arrivals and I mer superintendent of the Navy and Eleanor Barnard, received ^he*r and an of ^e pleasures received while river
flne □laying condition.
what-have-you.
J’
guests. Miss Barbara Blaisdell and ' in tQWn
departures of people, the soeial
■ Nurse Corps, and had many friends
Mrs.
Anne
Proctor
will
be
hostess
j
n
,
be
fj
rs
t
group
Mr.
Mills
gave
y
Iz-ighton
White
chaperoned.
I
The
,
etter
frQm
Mry
Q
w
gatherings, engagement announce j ir. this vicinity by virtue of her sumAvoid the Last Minute Shopping Rush!
The dancers bidden to the party I president of the National Counci■ ,i of to ^e Monday Club next week and "Arm, Arm. Ye Brave!" from Judas ;
ments, weddings, etc. Please tele
i mer visits at the daughters’ cottage at
Included: Dorothy Sherman. Patricia State Garden Clubs, will give an idea Mrs' ®eOrg^a Hobbs will deliver a Maccabaeus (Handeli was splendid- 5J
phone our society reporter. Mrs.
, Cooper’s Beach. As chairman of the
We Are Headquarters For Personalized
Allen, Virginia Tyler. Katherine De of the many received from delegates.: paper on "The Cult of Unintelligibil ly done, as the fine composition de
Warren C. Noyes, 873-R, or directly
I Municipal League in 1915 Mrs. Alice
ity.'
Stein-Elliott-Cummings.
serves.
In
his
second
group
thc
lano
Virginia
Haskell.
Madeline
Phil

to this office.
to the fall conference.
Bartlett Stimson directed a Statewide
Mrs. Hale Handley, will entertain Raohmaninoff numbers w):re out- i
brick. Mary Dodge. Dorothy Frost.
"Before I leave for th: West, may
campaign for a Prison Patrol Board
Joesphlne Pelllcane Anna Pellicane. I again express to you my great ap- the Congregational Good Cheer Class landing, probably tlie finest singing
George E. Smith of Walpole, Mass., in New York. She was a native of
...... — .* „ Tuesday night.
Virginia Merriam Dorothea Merriam, i predation for all that
done by this talented artist. The
I
tne Camden
'
made a brief visit at his former Manchester, N. H.
Doris Borgerson, Ruth Thomas, Ma- i Z,
«•..!ju _____ bi-_
; Camden Lodge, K. of P. meets final group presented admirable con
Assorted or All One Design
i
Garden
Club
did
in
making
our
meet

Rcckland home Thursday.
I
1
rian Ludwick, Ruth Wheeler, Wlni- | ing an outstanding success. I am go Monday, supper to be served at 6 trast—the artistic "From the Hills
Your Name Printed On Cards
o'clock.
Charles H. McIntosh is home from fred Dimick, Lempi Kangas. Nathalie |
of Dream" by Cecil Forsyth, the
1
ing to And it Impossible to write each
Mrs. Lloyd Daniels and son Keith a trip to 'Boston.
Mrs. Cyrus P. Brown will be hostess j sm0othly flowing "Drink To Me Only
Edwards. Laura Pomeroy Arlene one a personal letter because I haven't
Plain
Envelopes
To
Match
are guests of Mr and Mrs. Sherman
Kncwlton., Alice Baum, Eugenia, a complete record. Therefore, may I Thursday afternoon to the C.C.H. With Thine Eyes," and humorous
Daniels in Bangor.
Club.
"Shortnin' Bread" by Jacques Wolfe,
The finest and mcst artistic selection of Christmas Greeting
Mrs. Edward Baxter entertained at Brault, Louise Waldron, Ethel Jor count upon you to convey my appre
Mrs. Frank Tibbetts is visiting Mr. and the stirring "Time, You Old
Cards awaits your call—and at the most reasonable prices—
don
Bernice
Havener,
Ethel
Hayes.
D&fF. Club met with Mrs. Herbert cards Thursday evening at her home Woodrow Anderson Richard Marsh. ciation to any who may be over and Mrs. Joseph French in Philadel Gypsy Man” by Elinor Rcmick War
I
looked. Wo had a wonderful time in
I
Kalloch. the prizes going to Mrs. Ray at tlie West Meadows. Honors went
phia.
1
50 for $1.00 — 25 for $1.00
Clarence Peterson, William Karl,
ren. Recalled after each group. Mr.
mond Cross. Mrs. Lewis Coltarl and to Miss Susan Spear, Mrs. Maurice Bernard Bergren, Harold Bergren. Maine, and I. for one. shall return.''
The annual installation of Amity Mills added at the close of his part
I
Athearn, Mrs. Lawrence Leach and
The secretary, Miss Bowers, passed
Mrs. Effie Richards.
to members'copiers theMaine laws Locige P,A'M" was held Thursday and cf the program some old favorites as
21 for $1.00 - 16 for $1.00 t’i
Mrs. Elvln Richards. Luncheon was Richard Ellingwood. Gardner Brown,
installed by district cncoreS-"Sylvla" and "On the Road
Leroy Brown. James Hanley, Fred relating to automobile Junk yards and
P4
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Sewall and i served,
Postage 15 Cents Extra
I .
outdoor advertising signs, which were
«rand master' 'Adin L H°P‘ to Mandalay." by Oley Speaks, and
LaCrosse,
Leray
Bohn.
James
Skin

I
family have returned to their home in j
ner, Kent Glover, Fred Winchenbach. furnished by the Garden Club Fed kins, assisted by Harold Ames as "Water Boy," arr. by Robinson.
Dcn't fail (a it; cur lint cf genuine Steel Engravrd Greet
Bruit wick, accompanied by Miss
grand marshal: Karl Thompson, W.
ing Cards: with thc Pcrscnaliztd Appeal. Our big new
Sam Gray, Bernard Thompson, Ed eration of Maine.
Miss Gould, a newcomer to Maitie,
Norma Seavey. who will spend a few
Christmas Card Keck is pin for your selection. You'll be
die Storer. Fred Blackman.
T Mrs" WUky "announced that the |M" Harold Wilson. S. W.; Donald Is young and charming—dark eyes,
amazed al the apparently rosily cards available in our line
days with them.
Harding. Dick Karl. Charles Duff, Camden c]ub.s flrst
nower show Rollins. J. W.; Fred Elwell, treas- dark curly hair artfully done with an
—at prices so low.
,
„
v.
.
„
in
urer;
Warren
Conant,
secretary;
Robert Saunders, Ralph Rawley. Ed last November created so much lnintriguing flower ornament, and a
Mrs. Bertha Higgins. Mrs. Frank
'
.
. .
Charles King, chaplain Percy Luce, winsome smile. She wore a stunning
win Smith. R. Hills, S. MacAlman, terest. it was planned. to
Fields and Mrs. E. W Freeman won
have another \___ u
(By Gladys St. Clair Heistad)
J. Huke. F. Perry. G. Richardson. this year, with Mrs. A. R. Benedict marshal; John Felton. S. D.: Elmer black taffeta gown with deep rose
the prizes when Chummy Club met
Thc announcement ol the 57th sea
True. J. D.; Alden Knight, S. S.; hem and appliqued flowers of deeper
The special dances which added to
with Mrs. H R. Mullin.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
son of the Boston Symphony Orches the guests' enjoyment were witches' of Medomak. who came to Camden Clarence Mitchell, J. 8.; Lovell rcse and black sewed with sequins. |
for the show last year, as guest |
Thompson, tyler. The installation obviously nervous and affected by
Miss Ethel Smalley is home from tra reaches me in a very attractive choice, ghosts’ cut-in. bat broom speaker.
form, a leaflet affair featuring a dance and the cats' crawl.
was followed by an entertainment ' the incietnent weather Miss Gould a)XX2lX3.2,X5.S.XX»XS.likXXM;>i9.1l9i>iS.3l9lkaiXX3.XkMdkkadlXMdl9lMtMl
Wasir.gton. D. C., on a vacation.
As the Rockland Garden Club had
stunning picture of Serge Kousse
was not jn the best voice, unfortuThe guests all agree that Com also planned to have a fall show, with and refreshments were served.
T. E. McInnis is visiting relatives vitzky. conductor. Koussevitzky will munity Tower Room has another out
The
Baptist
Philathea
Class
met
nateiy. as her manner was pleasing
Libby captain, Miss Thomas lieuten
a similar program, an invitation was i
again assemble in the course of the standing social affair to add to its extended to the Camden Club which at the church Parlors last night wlth and her effort was not unappreclat
in Boston.
ant. Kathleen Brown, Priscilla Pat
season the great symphonic works of ’937 list.
was accepted with much pleasure, to lMr' Amelia Belyea and Mrs' Har’ ed. The aria. "O Mio Babbino Caro"
Thursday Auction Club met with the past and the present—tllose
I..,, rx.—i
from Puccini’s “Gianni Schicchi," was Host To Pine Tree Troop of terson, Nellie Ames. Ida Goutisen,
have a joint meeting of the Rockland.
Laura Myrick. Frances Nuccio. Bev
Mrs. L. A. Crockett, high-liners being which are familiar by the warrant of
Supper will be at 6 o'clock Monday the mcst interesting number ln Miss
Camden At Annual Hal
Thomaston and Camden Garden
Mrs. George Davis and Mrs. Arthur their greatness, and those which
erly Upton,, Catherine Glaentzel, Lu
when
Freeman-Herrick
Auxiliary
o
0U
id
s
seieetions.
Her
added
numClubs to be held in the Tower Room,
loween Party
deserve mere familiarity by the qual
P. Haines.
meets.
■ pers were “A Bowl of Moses" by
cille Colson. Hazel Dearborn. Goldie
ities they possess. The foremost con Opportunity Class Entertains Community Building. Rockland. Tues
Capt. and Mrs. F. C. Arey are in 1 coningsby-Clarke and "My Laddie"
day.
Nov.
16.
Mrs.
Benedict,
well
Sleeper Bible Class will meet with certos, too, will have their place,
The Halloween party, sponsored by Hansen. Connie Bowdoin. Priscilla
i Crawford, Anna Galanti, Dorothy
ISO, Including a Silver known to us all, will be guest speaker ! Melbourne, Fla., where they will ) by <rhayer>
Mrs. A. L. Hall. Masonic street Mon these affording opportunity to hear
The singers joined in duets as the Blue Bonnet Troop of Girl Scouts, 1 Wnsgatt, Phyllis Dean. Hazel Crocker,
and will demonstrate the best methods spend the winter.
day. Nov. 1 at 2 30 p. m.
to the finest advantage the world's
Wedding Couple
Mrs. Willis Harville will be hostess final offering, the familiar ‘The '"hfch has become an annual event, Hppe Van Tassfl, AnKeiine Nuccl0.
of making winter bouquets, wreaths
, i flrst pianists and violinists. These
to
the Methodist Society Wednesday Key3 of jHeaven" by Creaves pleas- was held Tuesday night at the Uni- olive Lamb, Barbara Dwyer. Glanina
Mrs. Amelia Kinney is
The annual banquet of Opportunity and garlands of natural and arti afternoon at her home on Harden
(Will appear with the Orchestra:
ingly given.
versalist vestry, with members of Pine Galanti. Frances Dearborn and Mai ficial
plant
material
suitable
for
win

chairman of the public supper to be]
Walter Gieseking, in Beethoven's Class held at the First Baptist dow and outdoor decorations.
avenue.
Mr. Wilson was an admirable ac- Tree Trcoo of Camden as guests The Karet Thcmas.
served by American Legion Auxiliary
Church
Thursday
night
was
attended
"Emperor" Concerto; Sergei RachThe club voted to omit the Decern- 1 MJss Mjtfy E. Richards, 85. died c°mPanis^' Equipped
,, as he
H is at affair was directed by Mrs. E E
Tilosc pre5ent frcm Ro;klanrt v'a'!
at Legion Hall tonight.
_____
maninoff ln his own Rhapsody; Em- by 150. The dining room had at
the
age
of
22
it
would
seem
he would
Mrs. McMaiicn, Barbara Newbert.
ber meeting.
! yesterday at the home of Mrs. A. C.
tractive
decorations
of
orange
and
Harrv Brown, who has been a sur- ' ma Boynet. in a concerto of Mozart;
Trask, captain, and Miss Ruth B„rbara Boardman. Either Munro,
Mrs. Willey introduced the speaker Flalsted on Washington street. She progress far In hls choice In the mu
black paper streamers, there being a
gical patient at Knox Hospital, has ^scha Heifetz in Beethovens Consical
field.
Thomas, lieutenant, who were assist- Florence Knight. Betty Payson. Ruth
of the afternoon, Mrs. Louise Brewster ]Caves no relatives. The funeral will
certo and the new concerto of Prok- large scare-crow on one side. The
An informal reception was held at ed by tne patrol leasers. Fudge and McMahon, Kathleen Weed, Athlene
returned to his home on Achom
of
Belfast,
who
ls
an
interior
decorabe]d
g
unday
a
t
2
o'clock
from
'Cfleff; and Yehudi Menuhin in the tables were festive with pumpkins,
the close of the recital affording op grabs were oa sale, a fortune teller Tibbetts, Nancy Parker. Mary Perry.
sueet.
candies and napkins pertaining to tor. Mrs. Brewster spoke on the sub- Good.s funerai home, Rev. Weston
concerto of Brahms.
Halloween, the waitresses also being Ject: “The Use of Flowers In Fabric p Holman officiating. Burial will , portunity for many old friends to 1 predicted exciting futures and punc.i Dcrothy Trask. Gloria Mills. Harriette
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Jones and son , Georges Enesco, renowned Rou- dressed in caps and aprons of orange Design." Mrs. Brewster was a very
was served with box lunches.
Clark, Mildred Ferrin, Eloise Law.
Jn Mountain cemetery.
greet Mr' MilU'
Ecwin are spending the weekend in manian composer, conductor and vio- and black.
The entertainment consisted of a Ruth Hatch. Arlene Hill and Miri-rm
pleasing speaker and illustrated her Mr and Mrs Everett Rankin of lrom Na^on college in 1934. She
linist, will be guest conductor of a
Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Osmond Palmer were talk with many floral fabrics of beau Bangor have rented the rooms in the i has recently been employed in the very amusing Halloween playlet, given i Dorman.
pair of concerts. Another guest will
PriZ“ f°r the be^_C““ of?
special guests, being presented with tiful design and coloring, aome show- Mom^mery- block on Main street BmntM-M^K^Dr^ Co'~Mr ‘w«y- Ib>' the Camdcn T‘"MP' WhUe
Mrs Leforest A. Thurston will be be Danlele Amiftheatroff, a Rus
imr
the
machine
madc
Imitation
of
vnnatPri
hv
Hflrr
v
ri
9r
k
and
‘
____
land's
contribution
was
a
pantomime
awarded
Barbara
Dwyer
and Olive
a
decorated
cake,
bearing
candles,
Ing (the machine made Imitation oi just vacated by Harry Clark and i moulh was graduated from the Clin
hostes: to Lady Knox Chapter, sian conductor of rising European
entitled "The Quest cf the Holy Lamb cf Camden and Mary Persy of
bride
and
groom,
(the
artistic
work
eld
time
crewel
work
of
by
gone
days.
the
first
of
the
week
w
jij
opcn
Mitcn
High
Sc
hool
in
1928
and
for
the
D.A.R. Monday afternoon at 2.39.
reputation, who is to make his flrst cf Mrs. Alice Karl) in observance of
Portuguese, French, Italian. English, la^y'g Beauty Salon, with Mrs. Ran- pa^‘
years has been manager of Grail." Troop singing was lead by this city.
visit ln America. The distinguished their 25th wedding anniversary.
-----------------and
Japanese
prints
and
hand
blocked
kln
prop
rietress.
}
the
Main
street First National store, Ruth Thomas and Dorothy Trask of
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Crockett and ’ French musician, Nadia Boulanger,
Rockland
and
Gianina
Galanti
of
Triangular
corner shelves and
Immediately after the banquet, linens, all having floral motifs in
Bruce and Warner's transportation
Out of town guests who will attend
son John werc in Gardiner and Lew i will conduct Faure’s "Requiem,"
Camden, with Nancy Parker as ac- wall brackets are easily made by the
adjournment
was
made
to
the
vestry
them,
showing
how
the
fabric
was
business
between
Boston
and
Caminclude:
Mrs.
Ellsworth
Gale,
Gardiston Wednesday.
j Paul Hindemith will make hls first where Mrs. Eda Post gave a wel
ccmpanlst. Games were directed by home handyman, and immeasurably
dependent ,upcn the use of flowers In den bas been discontinued and L. H. Per. Mass.; Mrs. Edward Fairbanks,
,
TT.
„♦ th. appearance with the Orchestra play- come greeting, prayer was offered and
brighten a room when used to supCircle supper will be served at the
, , ,
.
...
all designs. Mrs. Brewster displayed Blaisdell of Portland will operate the Keenc n. H.; Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Mildred Perrin.
,, ; —
b
-nr.a-.c i ing the viola in a concerto of his there was assembly singing of the
The guests from Camden were Mrs. port oriental vases or glazed figurines.
•Unlversallst Church next Wednes-'
„ , , .
„ ,
several of her original designs which
business. Thompson, Miss Elizabeth Morse,
t,
own. The Helsingfors University class song. Remarks by the Rev. J.
day. Mrs. E. W. Berry, chairman,.
’
_ , . .
were of much interest. The afternoon
Miss Verna Gray cf Cape Rosier is \ Mrs. Fred Schofield. Hugh Morse,
*«•«
t
Chorus, journeying from Finland to C. MacDonald, superintendent of the
will have as assistants, Mrs. J.
.
.
, Z .
was all too short to complete a talk gUest for the week of Mr. and Mrs ;jirs. Nellie Ferrin, Belmont; Mrs.
- j ,, b.
ni-c : America for the flrst time, will ap- Sunday School. Charles Morey and
Fred Knight, Mrs. Hans Heistad. Mrs
, „ .
on 6uch an exhaustive subject and
carl Cole. Eleanor Shaw, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
1 pear with the Orchestra in Boston
R. L. Jones, Mrs. E. A. Campbell. Mrs.
class teacher, Mrs. Clara Emerywere J Mrs. Brewster who is a teacher cf artAuxiliary to Cantcn Molineaux.! Yfilson, Miss Doris Wilson, Belfast;
and New York, introducing to this
W. T. Cobb, Mrs. L. A. Walker, Miss
greatly enjoyed.
and design is well qualified to ex- IOO.F., meets Monday night at Odd Mrs. Ruth Cluff, Rockland; Miss
country two notable works of Si
Ellen Cochran, Miss Hope GreenThe suppdr chairman was Mrs. piain the intricate technique of thc Fellows hall. The order will be in- Virginia Foster Framingham, Mass.;
belius.
I
halgh. Miss Anna Thorndike, Mrs.'
Bertha Greenlaw, her committee
art_
spected by Bertha Hall of Dexter. Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Weymouth, Mr.
Koussevitzky is to place particular comprising Mrs. Frances Clark, Mrs.'
W O. Butman, Mrs. H. E. Comlns,
Ybe president expressed the appre- vice president of the association of and Mrs. Kenneth Weymouth. Mr.
Mrs. O. L. St. Clair. Mrs. S A. Fish., emphasis upon the orchestral works Alice Kaler. Mrs. Eva Greene. Mrs.
ciation to Mrs. Brewster for her most L.AP.M. Lafayette Canton and Aux- and Mrs. Norrie Weymouth, George
Mrs. Elizabeth Flanders and Mrs. of Sibelius and Beethoven.
Winnie Keller, Mrs. Catherine Col- j interesting and enjoyable talk; also iliary of Rockland have been invited f Weymouth, Lindell Weymouth, Mr.
F E. Cottrell.
--------------- lins Mrs. Beulah Wotton, Mrs. Mar- : [0 Mrs. Robbins for opening her at- and guests from Dexter and Augusta and Mrs. Merritt Stinson, Mr. and
____
A COCKROACH HIGHW AY
garet Gregory and Mrs. Ada Pres-1 tractive home to club members. A are expected. Supper will be served , Mrs. Lawrence Gerald. Miss Effie
Mrs. Karl O'Brien and daughter
------cott. Decorations were supervised by social hour followed when delicious at 6.30 o'clock
Gerald, Mrs. George Wakely, Mr. and
Botty have been spending the week The Modern Home Institute Tells Mrs. Alice Karl and Mrs, Lucy Ran refreshments were served.
• • • •
Mis. Charles Blackee, Mrs. Ethel
in Boston.
How It Can Be Obviated
kin.
Weymcuth-Trask
Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn
An interesting program in charge
St. Thcmas Episcopal Church will | Di(?kcns cllnton; Mrs. O. B. IngraThe first business meeting of the1 More dangerous and far more of Mrs. Evelyn McKusick consisted of
be the iscenc of a pretty wedding ham Augu,ta. Mr and Mrs Thomas
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Uooevik Club for the season will be common than burglars are the insect a piano solo by Mrs. Nellie Magune;
Sunday afternoon at 4 o'clock, when KcJley Mj£S ,,ean.jr Kfllpy and Mlss
held Tuesday, Nov. 3. with Mrs. Al- intruders that break into the home. vocal solo. Miss Margaret Rogers;
Miss Mabel Anne Trask, daughter Carla Weymouth of Gardlner.
bert Peterson.
and many a housewife whose kitchen reeding, Miss Muriel Adams; vocal
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Trask, will be
Following a u.eddlng trip, Mr. and
is spotless is vexed to tears by the duet, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pen
united in marriage to Harold s-rwin . Mrs Wcymouth wlll be at home at 6
Mrs. Lillian McRae goes Sunday to recurrent appearance of cockroaches dleton; Mrs. Hclen MacDonald gave
Weymouth, son of Mr. and Mrs. |riigb strect
Malden. Mass. Where she will visit Mr. in her kitchen, according to Modern a delightful account of her trip
Gerald Weymouth of Clinton. The i
....
and Mrs. Harold MacDonald for two j Home Institute,
through the west to Seattle, Wash
single ring service will be used and
odd Fellows Installalicn
weeks. She Is returning with Mr. j Happily, recent surveys have dis- ington and Victoria, Vancouver.
Rev. William E. Berger will perform
z .c annual Installation of MeMacDonald who has been on a hunt- J closed thc “villain in the piece." and
During the supper hour, a piano
the ceremony.
guntlcook Encampment, I.O.O.F..
Ing trip with L. E. McRae.
the condition can be corrected, the selection was given by Mrs. Lillian
The wedding music will be played was held Thursday night and these
institute advises.
Joyce, who also was one of the ac
by Mrs. Aldiverde Norton of Dark officers installed by district deputy
Knox Hospital Auxiliary will mest
Most frequent point of entry for companists, others being Miss Gwen
Harbor and Camden. The bride will grand patriarch George E. Nichols,
next Tuesday at the Bok Home for Ihe intruders is a dry basement drain MacDonald and Mrs. Magune. The
be dressed in white lace with a white deputy grand high priest, L. I,. AnNurses. Many workers are needed trap, it was found. Basement drains happy evening was brought to a
velvet turban and carry white roses dor.ocn, deputy grand senior warden.
and members are reminded of dues. are infrequently used, and the water close with benediction by Rev. J.
J and snapdragons. Her sister. Miss, e. C. Fales. deputy grand Junior
seal in the U-trap evaporates. A dry Charles MacDonald.
Isabel Trask, will be the bridesmaid warden. Warren B. Conant, deputy
Dr. and Mrs. O. R. Lawry and
basement drain trap is a perfect
!and she will wear a gown of blue net grandscribe. David V/. French,deputy
daughter Miss Mary Lawry have
highway for cockroaches and other
and carry pink roses and yellow grand treasurer. Warren Merchant
SOUTH CHINA
been spending a few days in Boston.
vermin, and they march through a
snapdragons. The best man will be and deputy grand sentinel. Daniel
Mrs. Eva McKee has returned to
Kenneth Weymouth of Clinton, a ■ R. lYates; Georgo Heal, chief patriMrs. Charles Willis is ill at her dry trap into the kitchen.
Inspect the basement drain twice Gary, Ind. after a short visit at her
' brother of the groom.
arjh; Herbert Keller, high priest;
home at Ash Point.
i The bride has chcsen for going ; Bert Fletcher, senior warden; Winmonthly and fill it with water. This home here which she has sold.
East Kennebec Pomona met last
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Richardson will guard the chief point of entry of
away dress brown taffeta with ac- field Richards, scribe; Norman Fuller,
Tuesday with Silver Lake Grange at
tnd children. Edw,n, Jr., and Sylvia 'the unwelcome insect intruders
ccssories
to match and a green j treasurer; Murray Smith, junior
China Village with 25 from South
Ann of Waterville are visiting Mrs.
coat. The ushers will be Aldiverde warden; Warren Merchant, cuide;
Bernice Osier, Franklin street.
Annual Harvest Dinner at MethO' China Grange present. Mr. Bailey
Norton of Dark Harbor, Norris Wcy- Ralph Satterlce, first watch; Davie.*
TODAY
dist Church, 11 to 1, Wednesday, of The Central Maine Power Co. was
mouth of Clinton and Orman Good- French, second watch; Bert Pierson,
CHARLES BICKFORD
the prinpipal speaker and also used
This year, the smart thing is to use Nov. 3, 35c.—adv.
130-131
win and Gilbert Leadbetter of Cam- third watch; Leon Stinson, fourth
in
pictures
Other numbers on the
Personalized TTollday Greetings. Make
den.
1 watch; Horace Josselyn, inside senti"THUNDER TRAIL
your selection now—while all lines
May I renew your magazines? Any program included: Accordion music
The wedding will be followed by a nel; John Alley, outside sentinel;
are complete; you will find just the magazine published. New low price by Mrs. Gertrude Moras and Ansmall reception to a few friends and I Herbert Gould, first guard of tent;
sentiment and design you wish, for for Country Gentleman, 5 years, If; thony Schickling; poem by Mrs. Kent
relatives at the bride's home on Herbert Felton, second guard of tent.
the modest sum of $1 which will buy Life, 1 year. $4.50; 2 years, $7. Good of Lincoln Pomona; and a discussion
Chestnut hill. Many lovely presents ! Tlie installation wits followed by
from 16 to 50 cards depending on the till Nov. 15. Christmas cards. S. E. or the maximum hours and minimum
have been received by Miss Trask, i dancing ..amj r?freshinent$ were
quality. Tlie Courier-Gazette.—adv. Frost, Tel. 1181-J, 158 North Main wages bill opened by W. J. Thomp
Tlie bride was graduated from j served Guests were present from
St.
130*132 son.
Camden High School in 1931 and Rockland, Union and Belfast.
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WHERE THE WESSAWESKEAG FLOWS
Some Matters Of Deep Interest Connected With
South Thomaston’s Early History

Maine’s Wild Life

Employe’s Rights

Women’s Field Army

i

A Wonderful View

By Modern Transportation

Sug- Application For Assistance To Be Obtained From Tower
From Cancer Fund NumIn Mountain Park, Town
gests How They Can Be

Methods

Preserved

How It Is Being Conserved Chairman

Every -Other-Day

Somerville

ber One Hundred

Of Jefferson

For a good view of the Camden
Another example of the value of
"Employes working subject to the Upwards of 100 applications for as
hills, as well as of one of the most [
sistance
from
the
Dr.
Scannell
Me
air transportation in
conserving Maine Unemployment Compensation
morial Cancer Fund had been passed interesting areas of Central Maine
Maine's wild life has Just been dem- Act should protect their own interests
upon by the State Headquarters you are commended to the lookout |
(Second Installment)
onstrated ln the great northern hy maintaining personal records of
tower on Mountain Park, in Jeffer
[The following history of South , improved and a belfry and steeple wilderness, Gerry Wade. Inland Pish wa8es received," the six New England of the Women’s Field Army up to son.. Any one of the thousands of
Oct.
15.
according
to
a
statement
Thomaston was written a great were added. It stood until when it
and Game Department hatchery unemployment compensation agencies made by Mrs. William Holt. State persons who have visited the park
many years ago by the late Rev was destroyed by lire.
announced Wednesday in a state- commander. Nearly every county in I and climbed the tower will o. k. this j
W. O. Holman, whose fertile pen con- j In 1808 this church, still under the business manager, said Thursday.
recommendation.
Ottawa, Chamberlain and Penob- ,uent released locally by Chairman the State was represented in this
tributed many articles of local inter- ' care of Snow, enjoyed another great
The park, actually, is an accessory j
group,
and
each
of
the
six
cancer
est for these columns. It is here pub-; revival. Not far from 150 persons scot Lakes in a remote area near the Clifford A. Somerville.
to the tower. Had the forestry de- '
clinics
was
called
into
service
for
lished in order that the present gen-, were received into the church as the ! Canadian border were stocked with 1 “Such records, while not required bypartment never erected the tower
eration of readers may have a closer result. Mr. Snow w’as assisted in this young trout by plane this week in the Commission will help to protect the treatment of the patients.
there would have been no park. The !
Because
of
the
heavy
demands
Insight into the affairs of the town revival by Rev. Samuel Baker, a
the employe’s rights in any cases made upon the fund during the first' park is the grounds upon which the ,
less
than
two
hours.
Under
the
located on Keag River.—Ed.]
Methodist minister, who was visiting ............. ...........- ------ ~
““““ ““ where employer records are incom-,
To keep your home cozy and warm on
50 foot high steel tower, at the top |
• • - •
the place. Mr. Baker having changed usual methods fully a week would pi€te or inaccurate.- Chairman six months of the year, there remains of which is the observatory from
the coldest days of Winter burn D&H
in the Treasury $2900 available to
But to go back, in 1792 Elder Case hls vlews 011
’-as received have been required for the same Job. Somerville said. "This is especiallyneedy cancer victims who may apply which, during the season, wardens of
Cone-Cleaned Anthracite. It responds
resigned the pastoral care of the!int0
church and ordained as wade stated.
desirable for employes in building for aid during the remaining six the department scan the country for
instantly with an abundance of heat to
First Baptist Church of which, as al- Snows coheague. He was then young,
Pilot Ned Hutchinson accompanied trades and othOT occupations where months of the first year of this work. miles around watching for the first
ready narrated, he was the founder. I talented, with some literary merits by Arthur Bragg made three trips in!thc individual works for a numt*r °f,
make your home a “Haven of Com
This amount, it is felt, will be insuf sign of a forest fire, is located.
and which in turn became the mother ! and he drew lar«e congregations and ,
.. .„ „
,
employers during the course of a year ficient to provide necessary treatment
This observation station, 50 feet
fort
”—a refuge for your friends.
can
protecting
of all the other Baptist Churches in j hls tabors met with «eneral approval from the Lily Bay feeding station in;
for applicants. There is. however, above the mountain top, is several
the Fish and Game plane carrying their own rights by making sure that
the town and in Rockland, St. Oeorge, | an_d success.
the expectation that some souice or hundred feet above sea level and
Place your order for D&H Anthracite
He
afterward
became
a
Unlversalist.
1000 fish each time. Landing on the each employer for whom they have
Cushing, Friendship and Warren. He
other will be appealed to hi order to commands a view of a wide expanse
today
!
was succeeded by Elisha Snow. who but later on returned t0 the BaPtut lakes the work of releasing the young worked since last Jan. 1 has a record
meet the needs of those requiring of Maine countryside. It is equipped
in addition to his business cares as a Ifaitl1 and fold He was reinstated as was qUlck;y finished.
of their social security number. Each cancer treatment. New funds will with telephone, so that the observer
lumberman, tradesman, and ship Mr, Snow's colleague and another
This is the flrst time that Pe should be sure to report his numbc- not be available, it was said, until there is ln constant communication
builder, had long conceived it his duty great revival immediately followed. nobscot Lake has been stocked ac to his employer when he starts a new April of 1938, as during the first with all other stations, Blackcap in
He subsequently settled m Dexter. cording to Wade. The three lakes job. Our wage records will be main
to preach the Gospel.
Cumbarland. Ararat in Topsham and
The
last years of his life were spent although hard to reach have been tained in a numerical file of account week of that month the second an
Case having married one of his
others, as well as with all the cities
nual
Educational
and
Enlistment
daughters and Snow having been one in a sort of itinerant ministry, but heavily fished during the past two1 numbers for all employes,
Campaign for the Women’s Field and towns within its area.
of Case's flrst converts, the ties be-' flnallJ' returned
years and the supply was showing
“When benefit payments begin next Army of Maine will be conducted.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Let a wisp of smoke circle up out 519 MAIN STREET,
age of 74.
signs of exhausting. He said that itJanuary they will represent a per
tween them were very tender and he died in 1850,• at• the
Nearly 500 x-ray treatments, in of the woods at any point under his
• •
would have been hard to keep young centage of previous earnings in em- addition to 25 radium treatments, observation and the watcher at once
strong, so that Case in leaving a
THE SOid FUEL FOR SOLd COMFORT
In 1821 (Rev 'Samuel Fogg was or-1 trCut alive during the arduous jour- ployment subject to the law. Many
church that was dearer to him than
were provided patients receiving aid brings his instruments into play. Im
dained
as
Snow
’
s
colleague,
in
place
Key
overland
employes will receive credit for only from the Cancer Fund, and from a mediately he has fixed the point on
life, was nevertheless glad to leave
of Mr Baker, and remained with the
“This work has shown us that we a portion of their full earnings since report of the clinics lt was shown that his map, he calls the watch tower ready to start for the scene of no litter behind. A good gravel road
lt in what he considered such trust
church flve years.
leads, by easy grade, to the park,
can maintain supplies of fish in our wages from employers not subject to
worthy- hands.
I
which can best make an observation trouble.
Snow died Jan. 30. 1832. at the age most inaccessible lakes at a minimum the state law will not be counted in 20 different types of cancer had been
It is surprising how accurate this where there is, also, ample parking
Case lived to a ripe old age, a self-1
treated. Women outnumbered men and directs hls attention to the
denying and devoted minister of « 92. retaining his faculties and hu cost and clearly establishes a place determining benefits.
among the patients treated, the for smoke. There the same thing is done system has proved to be. It is rare place for cars.
Christ in several different fields. His faith to
last'
Charles Besse, formerly of Lewis
for airplanes in this type of wild
"We urge each employe there to mer averaging 60%. Playing an im and the information comes back to that the observers are 50 yards out
life conservation." he stated.
keep a record, not merely of wages re portant part in the reference of pa the first watcher, giving information of the way in giving the location of ton, is the regular watchman at this
last days were spent with the Baptist
| Civil War. and since, have been able
ceived but also of the name of each tients to the clinics were the family as to where the lines intersect. This the fire and, it is said, they are tower during the summer, while
—By Dick Reed.
Church in Readfield. Me. Snow was
preachers and successful pastors.
Waldo Clark is his relief.—Jefferson
employer and the periods and loca physicians.
gives the location of the fire and the never more than 100 yards off.
ordained Sept. 27, 1794 Having re
Conspicuous among them may be vigorous men both into the Army and tions of such employments."
Correspondence
in the Lewiston
The
State
has
cleared
word
is
at
once
dispatched
to
the
leased himself to a great extent, of
The month of September reached
mentioned the two brothers Kalloch. Navy.
nearest town or forestry department grounds around the town and built Journal.
the cares of business, he entered upon
the
peak
in
expenditures
from
the
Dr
Amariah and Joseph.
While its industries are not at pres- its drives are delightful and more
station and a crew dispatched to seVfTal fire places for the use of
the work of the ministry with char
The flrst named was a very gifted ent so numerous or so flourishing as and more every year its superior at- Scannell Memorial Fund. $1361 being
picnic parties, as well as tables, which
_______ ___
______
_ prosecuted ..
battle the flames.
acteristic
energy,
and
it
used to aid applicants.
faithfully until the late evening of his preacher and the father of » stlU ln some former periods, the town is tractions bring summer tourists in
This may sound complicated and are sheltered from sun or rain. There
—
.,— life To all he
.----------------- x more gifted son. the Rev I S Kai- still thriving and its people are lcok- large and still larger numbers; an
Here's a hunch for the basement seem to call for a lot of time, but is always a supply of dry fire wood
active
was an■-*
interest
loch,
at
one
time
pastor
of
the
Treing
forward
to
new
enterprises,
and
electric
railroad
is
projected
to
its
recreation room. Carry out a nauti it is only a matter of minutes. As on hand for use in the fire places, so
Ing preacher, but especially to those
fond of doctrinal discussion abrupt mont Temple. Boston, and later of the the development of Its industries It j most noteworthy pointe of interest and cal motif for informality. Philippine a rule less than five minutes will that parties can be sure of a chance
and forceful in speech and apt in largest Baptist Church on the Pacific has several beautiful shore resorts and apparently there is a future for this mahogany, used in a majority of fine elapse between the time the flrst to cook their lunch, make a pot of
pleasure craft, is particularly suit observer detects the smoke and that coffee and be comfortable. All that
illustration, and tenacious of his coast, at San Francisco, of which city beaches. Groups of summer cottages gallant sea-girt town.
(The End)
when the fire fighters are getting is asked in return is that they leave
able for nautical playrooms.
opinions utterly regardless of conse he was mayor for one or two terms, may be found all along its coast line; I
The Baptist Church in South
_
quences.
Thomaston celebrated its centennial
• • • •
in 1884. tout has now become well J
In his intercourse with the people nigh extinct. It lives anew, however,
he was affable ond kind, retaining to on its offshoot, the Baptist Church at
the last their affectionate regard as owl's Head, which has a considerable
well as their sincere respect. In dis- membership and a handsome chapel j
cussion, however, he was too impetu-' m that village. The ground it occu- j
ous to be quite fair after confusing pjed for nearly a century and a quarand confounding his adversary by his ter at the Wessaweskeag is now occumother wit rather than confuting pled qy a Methodist Church with a
him. His only match in this respect nea.t chapel and maintaining a sucwas his old employe, the Irish school- | cession of pastors supplied by the
master. John 8ullivan.
Methodist Conference.
One or two stories of Snow may be ,
....
interesting -(Sullivan, -said he on one
lhe be^ng the
of
occasion. “I saw you at my meeting
a deep interes.
this forenoon. I suppose you have in education and today its schools,
been to hear Mr. Whiting (the First including a High School, will com
Parish minister) since."
“Yes." pare favorably with those of New
“Which did you like best.” “I England towns of the same size.
I
liked you the best. “Ah! how
A lighthouse was established at
is this." said Snow. "Whiting is a
Read ,n 18K
on the high pro
man of ‘learning and is said to bej an
montory which gave its name. It
excellent scholar. ' "That's it—that
was constructed of native granite and
is the very reason," said the sturdy
still warns and guides the mariner on
Catholic. "Whiting is a man of learn
his way. It was built by Jeremiah
ing and a man of sense. I wouldn't
Berry, who also built nearly all of
give a copper to hear him preach.”
the older lighthouses of half a cen
Having been to Boston, Snow
tury ago. east of Casco Bay.
stopped at Falmouth on his way home
, A breakwater was also built by the
to seeian old friend, whom he found TT _ _
. .
_
__ J__ _________ ,_____
,_l4 j U. S. Government in 1852. Two sur
very poor. Getting home, he felt
veys had been made ln 1935, but
that he ought to have done some-1
nothing came of them. Owl's Head
thing for his temporal relief, but de
was at length chosen. This breaklay doing so from day to day.
water was of wood and cost $15,000.
Some time elapsed, when his cows
It lasted only a few years.
got lost in the woods, and no search
The breakwater at Jameson's Point
could find them.
at the northern entrance of Rockland
harbor occupies very nearly the place
Snow inwardly resolved that if the marked out for lt in the survey of
Lord would restore his cattle he would 1836.
send his friend $100. That night the Shipbuilding was revived at Owl's
cattle returned of their own accord, Head in 1850, and a regular post offlce
and he performed his vow, receiving established there the same year. In
the grateful acknowledgments of his 1855 two ships, one barque and three
friend. Relating the story to Sulli schooners were launched from the
van, he declined all praise, saying “it yard of Capt. Elisha Brown, who how
was the Lords money.” "Right,” said ever, left the place this year when
the witty Irishman. "You did right; the yard was abandoned.
• • • •
perfectly right; you wouldn't trust the
Lord, however, till you were sure of
The first regular line of steamboats
your cattle."
on the coast was established in 1823.
An objector to Snow's doctrine of It ran from Bath to Eastport, touch
Original Sin earnestly asked him this ing regularly at Owl's Head. The
question: “Would you condemn me Boston and Bangor line was estab
for a theft my father committed be lished soon after, and as Rockland
fore was born?" "Certainly," was was as yet a small village, landed its
the adroit answer, “if you were found passengers for all parts of Thomaston
with the stolen property about you." at Owl's Head. As there w-as no
Conversing at a friend's table one wharf there extending to deep water
day, upon the perseverance of the the landings were made in small boats.
Saints and the full assurance of
To accommodate the public a hotel
Heaven to a man once converted, he was built, named for its builder, the
Instant pick-up and full power on the road
said, taking up a morsel of meat upon Adams House. This house after the
where
’
■
A
_
"e you need it most
his fork.
death of its builder, and a season or
“I feel Just as sure of going to two by his son-in-law, Capt. T. Mc
Heaven as I am of swallowing this Lellan, was at this time under the
morsel of meat." So saying he raised care of Padleford and Reed and later
Tydol dealers everywhere proclaim it the
Tydol dealers everywhere Drnclai'm tf ll-ta-k
WW ...
■
it to his mouth, when it fell to the Padelford and Paine.
Easier lubricated action, less choking...less
fastest starting Tydol they’ve ever sold.
floor and the dog instantly de
The flrst of the Boston line of
waste...and extra mileage you can check.
voured it.
steamers was the old Bangor, Capt.
• • • •
i 8. H. Howes. Howes was subsequentA PRODUCT OF T.DE WATER ASSOCIATED o
co a
In the winter of 1795 the churcn I ly captain of the steamer Charter
under Snow enjoyed quite an exten- Oak and the State of Maine, which
sive revival and received large addi- j last was built for him and was in her
Copyright 1W7
Tide Water
tions. Thus encouraged the Society 1 day the most elegant boat east of
Totnoenv
cet about providing a house ot wor Long Island Sound
South Thomaston took an active
ship. The land was given by Wilbam Rowell and Ephraim Snow, and part in the War of 1812, and a still
the next year the church was built j larger part ln the War of the Reand dedicated. In 1867, long after its bellion, raising easily all quitas defirst members at least the most of 1 mended of her and sending a large
them had passeti away, it was greatly I number of her younger and moi

TEL. 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

Greatest Product Ever Offered the Motoring Public
under the Name of TYDOL!
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